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ABSTRACT
A study was designed to test the effectiveness of 21

public and 29 proprietary schools in four large metropolitan areas by
following 2270 graduates from six large and fast-growing occupational
programs into the labor market and assessing their success. Average
proprietary instructional costs were 35 percent less than public
costs: they concentrated on specific, short, intensive job training
and tended to work their teachers more and to pay them less.
Proprietary schools recruited and seemed to hold the less-advantaged
student better. Other findings include: (1) Only 2 of 10 graduates of
either kind of school who chose professional or technical-level
training ever got those jobs: (2) Almc-t 8 of 10 graduates of either
kind of school who chose lower-level clerical or service worker
programs got those jobs, but most earned less than the federal
minimum wage; (3) Public and proprietary school graduates had about
the same occupational success, after controlling for differences in
their backgrounds; (4) Female graduates always earned less than male
graduates and ethnic minorities generally earned less than Whites in
the same jobs; (5) Apparently because they paid twenty times more for
their courses, proprietary school graduates were generally less
satisfied than their public counterparts. Recotmendations for
improvement are made. (Author/DC)
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The Lencer for Research and Development in Hi0er Education is
engaged in research designed to assist individLals and organizations

responsible for American higher education to improve the quality,
efficiency, and availability of education beyond the high school.
In the pursuit of these objectives, the Center conducts studies

which: 1) use the theories and methodologies of the behavioral
sciences; 2) seek to discover and to disseminate new perspectives
on educational issues and new solutions to educational problems;

3) seek to add substantially to the descriptive and analytical
literature on colleges and universities; 4) contribute to the
systematic knowledge of several of the behavioral sciences, notably

psychology, sociology, economics, and political science; and 5)

provide models of research and development activities for colleges

and universitie, planning and pursuing their own programs in

institutional research.



ABSTRACT OF THE STUDY

One hundred years ago, American higher education was only
for the chosen few. Since then, higher education in Pmerica has been
redefined as "postsecondary education," and it has developed into the
1,.!ost comprehensive system in the world. I.ike an organism, it has

continually formed new programs to adapt to new needs, while holding
cut the promise of equal educational opportunity for all. Oxing this
evolutionary process, vocational education, traditionally echcation's
unglamorous stev.:hild, has reemerged as carer education in response
to an influx of irst-generation college stAents with jobs foremost
on their minds. These new students" are now enrolled at almost
1000 community college and technical school campuses, and ire 10,000

proprietary (profitmaking) schools.

Very little was known about how effective these schools were
at training new students for jobs ane providing them a chance for
upward nobility. ode designed our study to test the effectiveness of
public and proprietary schor's by following a large sample of graduates
into tne labor market and assessing their success. We also tested to

see if there were systematic differences in public and proprietary
students' backgrounds that could have affected their experiences in

the labor market.

Our study, grounded in the teory uf Downs (1967), treated
public and proprietary schools as conceptually distinct. Proprietary

schools depend on the marketplace for their income, but tlic schools

depend on th political process for theirs.

The study included a random sample of 21 public and 29 pre-
prietary schools in four large metropolitan areas. We selected samples
of students and graduates fror six large and fast-)rowing nccupational

orovar,s.

The 'rational Opinion Pesearch Center identicied all 2671

;raduates of the 5C schools' selected occupational preoracls. Through

intensive tracing, NORC interviewed 85 percent or 2270 of these



found that proprietary schools operated with fewer
resources than public schools, but in most cases they targeted those
resources on specific, short, intensive job training The propri,taries
maid their less-credentialed teachers 65 percent of comparable public
school salaries and worked them harder. Consequently, averane pro-
prietary instructional costs were 35 percent less than public costs.

We found that the proprietary schools recruited and seemed
to hold the less-advantaged student better thar the public. Generally,
the proprietary student was more likely from minority griup,
with lower eduLational status and poorer verbal skills than his public
counterpart. We found no difference in the achievenert motive between
public and proprietary students at graduation. The highest socioeconomic
status students from both public and proprietary scnools disappeared
between first enrolling and graduation. We speculate that these students
either left early for jobs or transferred to ''cur-year schools. A
final stage of t'is study, supported by the 7,atioral Institute of
E,Itication, will test this and other hypotheses.

When we followed up the 2270 graduates we found:

- Only two out of ten graduates from both public ana pro-
priet.2.ry schools who chose professional c- technical-level
training ever got those jobs. The rest became clerks or took
low-paying, unrelated jobs.

- Almost eight out of ten lublic and proprietary graduates
from lower-level clerical or service worker programs got those
coos but, with the exception of secretaries, barely earned the
federal minimum wage.

- Public and proprietary graduates had about the same
occupational success, after controlling for differences in their
backgrounds.

- No relatinnshi4 between public schools' characteristics
end success of their graduates.

Limited associations between proprietary schools' character-
ist'cs and their graduates' later success. Graduates who earned
the most gen "rally went to proprietary schools that were moderately
large with higherpaid teachers who spent fewer hours in class.

- Neither kind of school compensated for less-advantaged
students' backgrounds. Aomel always earned less than men, and
in all but one case ethnic minorities earned less than Whites
in the same jobs.
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Proprietary yraduates were nererally less satisfied witL

ther trdinirJ: than their public counterparts, apparently

oeca...se prwrfttary graduates paid 20 tires nore for their

crur',es.

this latest evelution in postsecondary education
that has recurt;) teen extended to the least - advantaged population

in the .,,ster rairtains class and income inequalities rather than

wiurcu her the final chapter, we offer seven prelirinary

re,:orrondation f.r makirr these schools more effective institutions

for a deflOC.^3tiC SCCiety.
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LEST , ins r

The large new clie-,tele ,nr postsecondary education goes by
many oanes--culturally disadvantagzd," "deprived," "high risk,"
"nortraditicnal," "emerging," "culturally d'iferent," ar;c1 "underprepared"
(Kiingelhofer, 1973). Cross (1911) termed them "new students"
students who are new to rostsecondary education. Typically, the

TtJAr.' a first generation college student whose blue-cellar
fatjier 'or..rleted only high school. Over half of the "new students"
are work.r. et,;nic minorities are overrepresented, Whites
are ir the majority.

--w stuOents" have already failed in school, and they
g.l'enal7y irterest in cognitive school work. ''ost see hard work
as a virtue And wart to prepare for a job or career.

?though actual enrollments in postsecondary schools have
not net t'e optimistic forecasts made in the early 1971s, the propor-
tion of 'nes, students" noire to college has increased dramatically
Ind the occurational orientation cf there students has kindled a new
interest in vocational education.

From ar "ther quarter, demands for increased rrdOwc'ivity to
stave off irflation are also focusing awareness on vocational training,
''-cphetir_..allv, rater :)rucker argued for increased economic productivity
11-cst fi vears aqn in his article, The. .!,:urprisirg Sevent;es (1970).

trucker conr:IvIed that the influx of young neonTe into the Lobor
waret ircrease competition for jobs and new jobs would have
tn to crelf.O. 'he capital to create and maintain these jobs, Drucker

nay" *c, CrMC r0;" ircreased productivity, which ir
,!e!r1 nr -4fen.tive gccuvational training.

The U. Office of Eduction recently launched an all-out
L,rorotior cf 'Career Education"--an updated name for education's
forme stepchild--to me-q the perceived needs of "new students."
'his massive infusion of `ederal dollars helped speed the career
education cOnC0r.t its way to the states, where many educators



adopted it as G panacea fur all education's ills The concept has
now grown to cosmic ?roportions. Ever kindergartners aro learning
about the world of work.

The institution:. charged with provid4no rsost career training
at the postsecondary level arc corunity colleges and techrica
school, in he public sector and proprietary schools in the private
sector.

'ax -supported public schools errolled over 1,CCO,000 students
by 1972 (Najonal Planning Association, 1972). The Carnegie Commission
it The Open or Colleges (1971) recommended expanding the occupational
education atIFJ commurity college level and rakirg it respond to
changing derands of the labor rarket. The Cr-mission also noted that
,ccupational programs in community colleges were drawing a larger
proportion of studentsfrom sl!ghtly over a quarter of totai comrunity
colleges' errollrents in the '60s to perhaps over a third or more in
the early '70s. Yet we know virtually nothing about how well these
schools prepare people for productive jobs.

We do not know much about the effectiveness of prcprietaries
(privately owned profitmaking schools) either, but they are big
business. They enroll over three million students each year, producing
gross annual revenues of at least 2.5 billion dollars (Eisenberg, 1973)
en which substantial corporate, property. and personal incore taxes
are paid. Cosmetology or "beauty" schools represent a third cf the
total number; trade and technical schools, another third; and the
business plus the correspondence schools, the final third. Although
the correspondence schools represent less than a terth of the proprietarics,
they enroll two-thirds of the students and produk2.: over half of the
industry's income.

Despite their large rurbers, proprietaries weren',*. 'discovered"
by educational policyrakers until a few years ago. They are not new- -

proprietary .,ocational trainirg began in Plyr'outh Colony in 1f35. One

plausible explantion for the current interest in then is, trat it the

early days, proprietary schools were corducteo as bus,inecscs and staffed
by business persors whose interests centered or student recruitrent
and the bottorr line cf the incore staterert rathPr Char on acaderics
ard scholarl; writing. Their interests ard style -,F-V,dt,l; eluded ost

traditional educators ard offended the rest.

Acaderic ard busess ,ntercsts have rerg! ;.ast du_ade,

y.itr eacr rarly reversing its forcer direction. educaton
e,._artered rcu;h fiscal sallirq it darted ,:rd rirer]

fr(-2- !hr: bu:iiress sector. !t e ii irrrea,:rc !-_rc

tIn-; bor tr-.; `r3r- r:Jc inCt.rE G.ir e,rt t t

.,,t -,
:- rand, -ary riptary scsc:.1 have . 6sr

r!''SC' to attract sere StV!Er,tS 7c, fLfc!,,.

r A,:, trey have Tecc.r.e corcerred dCC"-f 1.tr , trdrYer
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BEST COPY 7,1.E

CrU:'riet3r,e e.,:.. !,

e.,.:A:ist in ':"7.7 c ! _it - a'

fa t,.+ better.

hl :r f!Imv acco `Hr. yl-^1-.

r ry s37-ple "av " 'A i('*

"as gone fr0,- star',r,(! 'r ( t-i()1(' .n ;0 -ret

year;: occunationr 'rtr Ojr- %"P(.4c
corTarisors irpossit7,-; wo,. i 1 Irl 't

jOcs relaPd .no
( re' as

fir ,It actual '!esc,i',^e r rc Arc' ^C 1.4P-^

oiade to control for 'iccervrc,, !aci,:,ron..0,,, and

abilitiei.

The Inner nity ft.rt! c'Hn1, renertly oorrIrted for 11.1:'.

describes the behavior of ad-iristratrrs, rd ,t dents in

a srall samole (l7 of orrorietary vocational srhocls. 'his descrio-

tive study rairtainc the profit 7rtiye is resporsitle for a rlaritv
of rission, better teachinr, arty rore institutional flexitilitv in
meeting the changing derards of the labor rarlet.

Nolci and "Ielcor (1c.74) irventoried the nutlic xrd nrivato

(proprietary and rcroofit. schools in ";,ssichusetts, rarper4 the

decree of overlapping nronraoc, and raised ooliry quostlons of state

and federal surPort and regulation,

The Eoston Globe art 'olashinaton Post both recently conrluded
extensive exposE of nroprietTry san61s-TFat pinOCInted a number
of illegal and unethical rractices. The conclusions irn!ied that
proprietary schools were inherently rip-offs, but those conclusions

sterred rrOrt?, iron' the reoorters' nsr assurptinns tran the data. ror

exa'ple, the reporters assured that "iradequate" facilities were
substandard ty definition. They 'Insured that a school's 'irire a
busiressran rather than ar eduoatcr an director was soreho a harsh

indictment of 3 School's 'heir reporting on flaerart ahuces

of the p'Jtlic lc A 7A7Atin r.er,,i,e, '0' tell carrier! "rr

beyord the '1i a.

Most states' postsecondary ccrrissions or educatior depart -
r'erts are graonlirg with including the proprietary schools in the
postsecondary syster, but they car find little guidance free' research
because of the paucity sf analyses. The Federal Trade Conrissiou
ond the Proprietary sncol irdu".ry, which are gearing up for hearings
cl 3 rw trace rule tu regulate ;rofitraxing schooln -'ore tightly,
reed research or the ef'ectiver cf these and pull is schocls tc
ocic irte;,:er. nit' ,Hririze tad ores.
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Chapter 2

C.NCRTLAL FRAY,TWORK D DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Concertual Framework

pc,'.scondary ':;onools are conceptao,:y
ostiros. :robricry schi-, are ,Joted the

tfley rake ',rey s6r4ive hlic schools arc
rverned 2y appoit teu :;r. elected hoards or trustees and

the :;olitical process !:or thEir well-being.

This essential s't=ererce 'ietermines how each type of school derives
its incore, al:ocat-,..c its resources and, .7ost important, organizes
its iocatioral cregram. In this crapter we describe sore craracter-
istics of each .ird of school.

.,AJOR SOURCE OF :NCOME FOR 7ROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

,1 proprietary vocational school", ircore is related to how
.ell it -:raduateT, do in the -arketolace. Most nronrietary schools

must .rIre, ta 1, and promote the teacrer th,t do the best job of

,,tuilerts in tasks 14statec 7y the jon -arket. :f their'

lut ,:et satisfactory jo:": t'e ois Ri1cKIy ose

srcrt, the .rcr'eta-, ioca"ma] s'shool derives
-ts 'cure Tarket

, .71 ruL.

:4*.';'S 0; 'arc, figure he/ in a
E: y ';ow to a:c.',ate rk.,:curces. To maximi.:e

l'elr %St c u rtter '.t) of prenaring their

st,Gents trar their ccmpotitors for a given cost.
always ta.'e r-Ito account signals from

tot ra6ets .,reh -ecidirg where and how to wend time and money.

1%5TITUTIOL E,APACTERISTICS OF PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

The pro7rietary vocational schools' dependent relationship on
output -arkets -ears:

6
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1. They have limited objectives and programs. They are
n'-,..61z.ations with a -single purpose : preparing students for

e;oplo,/ent. They neither try to be, nor want to be all
,J1

7H.y students 4ith a high probability for success-
HL.tq'vt1;. teir own sAa.ess depends on the quality of

For exdmple, l'ielitsky's (1969) study of

',''owed that admission to 47 percent of
offered by the responding schools required

aieverent or aptitude test.

erTugh to accommodate the client (stu-
-t. , neeti. By offering short courses,

Ire reL:()In 7 r.13 that a student's foregone income
.,. e.,nerse of training. Year-round operations

: 'art-,, which mai,.e cuing to school easier for the
:n their exn,oratory study of 38 proprietary

7'.,,Jr.ty, California, Kincaid and Podesta (1966)

nr..ect and time ^ere twe of tie three

:-erticred most freceli(ly by these students
7.1 e,lair,ing ..heir decision to enroll in a proprietary

proy-an. . . . Students mentioned that when
tnev had reacned a decision to take a course, they

hecin classes at once or at least within one or
--hre were schedlig croblems to cope

red4straticn Wd3 3 simple Tatter that in-
c coly s',7;ring a :-..ortract ard arranginc for

-t- is directly related to course

:;eared to providing effective training at low
3nd Podesta stucy and the Belitsky study found

.,-r2cuertiv f.uhstituted irexnersive, yet effective,
,se cf work-sr.udy programs, audio-visual

i-7rcticr, and team teacning--all practices con-
puolic schools. The Tarket evidently

to experimert with and evaluate new
gfves many examples of effective teaching
fne -disadvantaged," that grew out of

experiments:

-re Lreikdovx of a course into short, sequential
drits cr tecc: is perhaps the most distinctive
-ethoc cf 'htructicn found in private schools.
Prcfessor Kenneth Hoyt of the University of Iowa
beleves that school administrators "stumbled on"

7



this irpoltant innovation which provides 'short-
term motivations" and the first success in the
lives of an students [p.7b].

5. They hire, retain, and promote thri. +eachets on tneir

demonstrated ability to teach. Instructors in proprietary vocational

schools do not get tenure; students an.,i school management cv,::luate
them frequently--a piTztie, according to Belitsky, that would offend

most public school instructors.

6. They emphasize job placement. Ninety-nine percent cf the

schools surveyed :y Belitsky provided placement services for their
graduates, and 80 percent provided the service for life. Eelit;ky
also reported that 80 percent of the schools he surveyed had student
follow-up procedures. At least 70 percent of the schools followed
students from six months to one year after graduation.

Kincaid and Podesta (1966) corroborated these findings in their

study: "'he third factor that students mentioned as influencing their
decision attend a proprietary school was placement services [p 171."

Belitsky found proprietary school instructors frequently used
job placement to motivate their students. When the schools surveyed

were asked to rank incentives used to maintain student interest, they

most frequently said, "Visits by employers or their representatives.'

MAJOR SOURCE OF INCOME FOP PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Public institutions offerir3 vocational education LIcsely
resemble the bureau model formulated by Arthony Gowns j967). They

tend to be large; they depend on full-time merbershp; anr: they hire,
retain, and promote on a merit basis. They are also economically
'one-faced," which is their most important characteristic for this study.

While they must compete with other institutions for students and
resources, their graduates are not directly evaluated ir the market.

Unlike private institutions, they do not depend on their performance
in the marketplace for their income. It comes from a central budgeting

agency, or through the political process.

ALLr,C7.T:01, CF PESOUPCES Pi PLBLIC SUOOLS

irctituticrs (!o not h,-e the direct corr,.ctior to out-

:,t -arpet: that (Jives organizations where

al:ccate la0i,-; these si7ra1s, public schT.T1s relN, ,r
) fslfedr' W-4 3r ,wr, ) n3jor

* aT ear. !u1%ot fir' ni .'( ?r' ; Jd !et.

,r ,



BFTsot

!ud(ret rer,rc,ynt, of r+./f-trert in

vif.1 u; it j

,.er L*-,;(urt. Lac :. bur-at, tercA to rovf tcwarc
ar posit:en cr[coving a consensus about
it, (i(j if< ciertele and

i its .4:,wer :t implies that
the st..t.,. (.6c,_ is tolerable erough sc that nc efforts

to alter be laurched by aryone with enough
power to do so [p.249].

While this troc,ss 0-evides the public institutions with stability
(rJr-Ply will you see radical c °partures from, last year's budget), it
also means that budget or prog -om changes will likely be conservative,
and perhaps unrelated to market needs, to otect the internal order
of the institution.

INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Because puhlic institutions depend on the political process
rather than the marketplace:

1, Thpv Ave ,luItiole objectives and roles. Community colleges

act asfeeder schools for senior colleges, as valuable extensions of

high schools where "late bloomers" can find themselves, and as voca-

tional training institutions.

Many community colleges have difficulty maintaining the
increasingly expensive two-year terminal vocational programs faced
with built-in institutional competition from the academic higher-status
college transfer programs. In his study of costs in community colleges,

morsch (1970) observed:

The pressure to expand "liberal arts" programs
(in favor of occupational programs) is almost
irresistible for institutions which are seeking
to grow and to demonstrate the largest educational
impact on the community which is consistent with
their objectives [p.51].

however, with the renewed federal push on occupational education, this
trend is beginning to reverse itself and occupational programs on many
public car-puses are being expanded.

They require more noreployrert-related course work (En-
glish, history, social studies) because state education codes, and
tradition, say they should educate the "whole man" (Wilms, 1973).



3. They have open admission policies. Some evidence suggests
institutions screen within themselves for courses that require hiohr.r
ability (Clark, 1960).

4. They are 1'-;s flexible ir meeting stueli-rr and ec-loyer
needs because they must also fulfill institutional arc :xvernrort.1
regulations. Courses with comparable employment objecti- ere lunclun
in public schools than in proprietary schools, and begin less frL-
quently. Few public procrars operate or a year-round bcsi% ,MorsLr,
1970).

5. 'hey rea:: ore cautiously to incentive:, to provide
training at lower cost. Available research sugests
community colleges rarely substitute inexpensive te.ching prJcesses
in their classes. In his aralysis of costs ir corT,iritv
Morsch writes:

Teacher salaries constitute virtually costs

(94.4 percent) of actual classroom instruc"or df2s,,ite
acvances in audio-visual techniques, prcHn
instruction, arc the like. :rstructional equiprent
ousts, frequently considered a major cost ir

progras, is a relatively minor
schools' budgets, except for schools whit, art new
or are equipping new carouses or laborat

6. They usually hire, retain, and prer-r0 c cr oth.-

than a teacher's ability to teach. Accarding tfl meskee
(1971), teachers in many of the pu'ulic corrun'tj co'ees are appeir-,..
and promoted on the basis of creriou, teacrinj
held, and tenure.

7. They place less enhasis than propriery schols or, joy
placement. Academic counselors far outnumber counselor,

and, according to Kincaid and Podesta (1966):

SUMMARY

When the role of the vocational counselor ir public
schools was discussed in !tudert :ntcrview,
observed that the guidarce general aN: con ernc
wit,- qualifications for emuluy7ert rate(-
eoloyment leads Tp.17'

s'..,crted [y C evade -L,

ceptual fr3'e6,_:r6 for 17,:e r!,,.ected tc cr:

differences ir crourietarj and student7

a5ilities and our central ry;)ctnesi,, was:



After controlling for differences in students'
backgrounds and abilities, graduates of proprietary
schools will experience greater occupational success
in the labor market than graduates of comparable

proyrai"s.

2. Design of the Study

In 1972 we d?signed the study to see if there were systematic
differences in characteristic; and occupational success of public and
proprietary school students, and to see if those differences held
across diverse kinds cf public and proprietary schools, geoc-aphic
regios, and occupations. We did not intend to generalize 0 all
public or all propriet.,xy schools in the country.

We designed the study to include six occupations of varying
.,talus. We defined occupational status according to the Hodge, Siegel,
drd ''ossi prestige scores (see Siegel, 1971)--a rating system developed
a% %0PC.which asked respondents to evaluate the relative social stand-
ings of occ;,pations. These rankings, which now cover all occupations
in the 1970 C'ensut,, have meld up over time and across many subgroups.
The scale ranges from a high of 82 (physicians) to a low of 9 (boot-
blacks). nccupational prestige score; for the occupations in this
study ranged from 57 (accountants) to 33 (cosmetologists). Three
occupations included men and women, two occupations only women, and
one occupation only men. All six occupations were significant in
terns of size and were considered growth occupations by the U.S.
Cepartrent of Labor. We began the study in four geographically varied
metropolitan areas with enough schools and students to construct the
sample. The areas were also politically and socially diverse and had
differing higher education policies, industrial bases, and labor market
conditions.

OCCUPAT1MS SELECTED (Ir. Order of Prestige)

1. kcountarq. This occupation had the highest prestige
ratimj, of any cf the six occupations selected for study. It has

t)rc.,,_,(tod f;rowtJ. ratt r 43.4 pervert to Iwo. A. half million men
i-cmPtarts in 19CY ncss !flan 'dercent hold the

jr'!, :coartrert !..At,cr prec:Ict:. tha 117,000
ncmt-ition,

degree
r r,

rata



in this study. The demand for programmers is predicted to grow 128
percent by 19n. In 1968, 175,010 men and women weri.ed as programmers
and the Department of Labor projects a need for 400,000 by 1980. A

four-year college degree is also becoming more important for people
looking for prograrring jobs.

3. Dental Assistant. Dental assistant programs are starting
to appear in postsecondary schools, both public and proprietary, al-
though, in the past, most dental assistants learned on the job. This

female-dominated occupation of the allied health fields ranks 48 on
the NORC prestige scal, and is projected to grow 50 percent by 1980,
from 100,000 to 150,00. Department of Labor Bulletin 1701 says the
current need for dental assistants would not be met even if all in-
school programs were doubled.

Currently, 170 dental assisting programs are accredited by
the Council on Dental Education of the American Dental Association
and virtually all are in the public set.tor. ADA requires programs to
be at least one year long; however, they may loosen this requirement
soon. Most proprietary programs only run from four to six months.
Graduates of accredited programs can take examinations to beccme
"Certified rental Assistants' but dental assistants can usually find
jobs without a certificate.

4. Electronic Technician. A major component of the pro-
fessional and technical ocCWiTTEns, projected to grow 43 percent
in the coming ZO years--from 620,000 to 890,000. This male-dominated
occupation (11,, are women) ranks 47 on the NORC prestige scale.

"Technician" refers to workers whose jobs require both know-
ledge and use of mathematics and science. About seven out of te.1

electronic technicians vork in private industry, with the others
PriplOyobei in nnvornmPnt.

5. Secretary. This is the largest occupation within the
clerical group. Pecause a high school diploma is essential, many
postsecondary schools as well as high schools train secretaries.
Currently, 2.7 million people are employed as secretaries, and by
1980 a projected 37 percent increase should bring the total to 3.7
million. Virtually all secretaries are women and the occupation is
assigned a relatively low NORC prestige score of 46.

6. Cosmetologist. More corronly krown as hairdressers or
beauty shop operators, 485,000 people (10I men) arc employed in this
occupation that ranks far down on the NORC prestige scale, at 33,
largely because of the low education requirerents. Most cosmetologists

12



work in salons operdted as independent shops, often in conjunction
with hotels or department stores. Employment is concentrated in urban
areas, and most salons are small (fewer than four operators). While
cosmetology carries a low prestige rating, it can be a path for upward
mobility. Most cosmetologists begin as general operators and advance
as they gain experience and build up a clientele or become skilled
in special styles. Experienced operators may go into management of
a salon, or buy their own business.

CITIES SELECTED

1. San Francisco Bay Area (Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area). California has the most extensive public postsecondary education
system in the country Ind leads in the development of the community
college concept. In California, public higher education is tha rule- -

for every student enrolled in a private postsecondary school, ten
attend a public institution of higher education.

The state has almost one million secondary and postsecondary
students in vocational education. Seventy-seven percent of the funding
for vocational education comes from local sources, which shows the
emphasis or vocational training. The San Francisco Bay Area SMSA
includes the cities of San Francisco, the financial capital of-0e
West; Oakland, an old, slow-growing (by California standards) city;
plus a number of smaller cities that mark the shores of the Bay. The
bay Area has 12 community colleges with burgeoning enrollments, alor'
with approximately 76 proprietary schools.

2. Miami (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area). Florida

was the only southeastern state with no regulations on proprietary
schools. State education authorities suggested Miami as a site for
study because of the wide range of vocational offerings in both public
and private sectors. We found Miami varied frem the other three cities
ir other interesting ways. Miami has clearly broken out of its old
image !state song, 'Old Folks at Home"). Nicknamed the 'magic city,"
Miami has mushrcored E,000 percent since 1910 and now has a population
of 335,000, almost 2C percent cf the state's population. Tourism is
the largest irdustry, witn 23 percent of Miami's work force employed
In cery ces. iirlike most big cities, Miami has gained in both black
3rd white populatior ever the past ten years.

Florida') and "i3ri.% to;-,sj-t,Irvy growth has another side, While

YiaH has the Highest (;rc,ss assessed valuation per capita of the four
cties ir our study, the state's incidence of poverty is almost double

r.ear. c_An.therr political patterns ir Flcrida arc apparent,
59 f-c,t oc state hildren in 100 perceot

twn rer(,.nt cf 'lack children in Massa0,,setts attend
ccrcols. liv.)r-e rate is tne cf the four

states arc d%tle !±r, ratl,_rd -ear



Enrollments in higher education in Florida favor public over
private institutions at about a 4 to 1 ratio. In Miami, postsecondary
vocational education is offered at a technical school, a large, multi-
campus community college, and 136 proprietary vocational schools.

3. Chicago. The third largest city in the country holds 63
percent of Illinois' population, and Chicago's central-city population
stands at 3,367,000. Like most big cities, Chicago has seen an exodus
of affluent Whites and influx of poor Whites, Blacks, and Browns. The
black population alone is almost 33 percent of the total population- -
an increase of 38 percent in the past ten years. No longer the Hog
Butcher for the world, Chicago is the most industrialized city in our
sample, with 31 percent of its work force in manufacturing. The split
between public and private higher education in Illinois is rot as
dramatic as it is in California; for every student in private
higher education, only two are in public institutions. Chicago's
postsecondary vocational needs are met in part by the seven campuses
of Chicago City College, three other public institutions, and 62
proprietary schools.

4. Boston (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area). While
half of Massachusetts resides in the Boston SMSA, the central city
contains only 641,000 people. The population has decreased eight
percent over the past ten years. Although Blacks rake up only slightly
more than 16 percent, they have increased 70 percent since 1960. The
white population has dropped 17 percent. Eighty-three percent of the
work force is evenly spread among manufacturing, trade, services, and
government. In terms of education, Massachusetts is the flip-side of
California; for every one public institution, Massachusetts has three
private schools. Following the New England "localist" tradition, 83
percent of the funds for vocational education are generated locally.
Within the Boston SMSA, most vocational education resou-ces go for
secondary education. One brand-new community college serves the core
city. Pilling the void are 96 proprietary vocational schools and an
assortment of private, nonprofit, two-year colleges.

SAMPL:VI OF SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS

A. Schools

4e obtained the universe of public and proprietary schools
that provide trairinq for the six occupations under study from state
listings, national accreditation lists, the Ye low Pages, and articles
and adiertiseents it local newspapers. We phoned each school to find
out t'reir total enrcll-tnts and the anticipated nu-her of graduates
durirg t ^e 1972-73 academic year. Frem these, we drew a random sample
of 21 and 29 proprietary schools (with rcplac.e-ertr,;, largp
17,10 to yHP1.,1 ,-,retuates for st6dy.
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B. Students and Graduates

According to Chart l :re sampling for this
study was divided into three pieces--a sample of students just er,tering
occupational programs in these 5C schools, a similar sample of near -
graduates, and a sample of graduate's who had teen out of school up to
one year or frcm three to four years. We chose recent graduates as
well as c'lr graduates tc ;ee if any occupational differences held
up in the lone rJr.

111111111111=01.

(HART

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES

Sample sizo!

Beginning
1176

Graduating
137C 1

F9110w-ur

2270

Total

4816

'YPe of survey Question- ,)ue!tion- Telephone
naire ad- naire ad- and per,.on-

ministered

in class-
room

ministered

in :.11;;-

roor

a1 interviews

Survey rducted J.Jdy Clark Dro;cler ',if' HAI

Univ. of Research .pihinn

CalirorniA,
Berkeley

rnrp.

March-

Pr.sear.n

tnter

April 117').

1173 1973 l)71

1. Lieginning Students: We asked all EC schools to identify

students In the sit selected occupatiors who had Ocuur their prwams

it (,e;Itenter,1972. We asked the schools tc rote ',t4,1i'nts who were

stuc'yin for a certificate, diploma, cr JC;!:'07, wetL..r

they were or part-time, and whether they were c' r;

ca.", or at right. Judy Clark, Of thP -rhvlui Ce, tor,

visIte-: each school and administered the lk,e1M1.,Iires. TaLle

;for of bec ivirrl; StudPrt',.
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2. Graduating Students: We asked the 50 schools to identify
those students who were graduating in the spring of 1973 in the six
occupational proT-ams under study, and the San Francisco-based Drossler
Pesearch Corporation and their local agefts in the four cities ad-
inistered a questionnaire to each of the 1,370 students identified.

(See Table 3 for the distribution of graduating students.)
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Chapter 3

THE SCHOOLS

We surveyed the 50 schools through mailed questionnaires and
telephone interviews to learn more about their characteristics and
to isolate those that affected how well their graduates fared in the
labor market.

The 21 public schools were made up of 16 community colleges,
three regional or area technical schools, and two hard-to-categorize
postsecondary schools--a public business college and a trade high
school (since closed) that offered a postsecondary certificate. The
29 proprietary schools were made up of seven sole proprietorships and
22 corporations (which included three schools that belonged to national,
chains and four schools that were subsidiaries of larger corporations)./`

Although these public and proprietary schools were located in
the same cities and offered the same programs, they differed considerably
from each other.

Despite the current popularity of "career education," over 75
percent of the public schools in this study stated their highest pri-
ority was educating students for life and only secondarily mentioned
training for employment. To meet this stated objective, public schools'
vocational programs contained considerably more genera' or nonemployment-
related coursework than the single-purpose proprietarie :. who gave top
priority to training students for employrtnt.

Tne public schools offered more resources to their students
than the proprietaries, but proprietary students used their relatively
meager resources more intensely. For example, those resources tradi-
tionally connected with broad, general education--social and athletic
activities and large libraries--were provided more consistentlj and
used more heavily in the public schools than it the proprietary. On

the other hand, in keeping with their narrow, emrloyment-related
mission, proprietaries allocated more resources to job placement
activities and their students used them more heavily than students in
the public schools used theirs. Also, while proprietaries offered
fewer remedial training programs and financial aid services, these
were reportedly 4sed more intensely 'Jar the same services in the

r w- n



public schools. Our average proprietary school offered two occupa-
tional programs, compared with an average cf eleven programs for the
public schools.

First-time visitors at public schools often need a map to
avoid getting lost in new and sprawling complexes. Proprietary
schools sometimes set up shop in equally fancy headquarters but more
often, they do business in rented quarters over the local dime store,
in refurbished factories, or in storefronts. "Take your average uni-
versity president's ottice and board room, divide by two, and you get
the size of the average proprietary school," Jack Tolbert, a propri-
etary school owner, told us. That formula wasn't far off. The 29
proprietary schools in this sample had full-time enrollments ranging
from 14 to 2,300 students, but the average proprietary school enrolled
291 students. Public school enrollments ranged from 120 to a whopping
14,000-plus, with a large average school enrollment of 7,867--some
27 times larger than the average proprietary school.

Most proprietary vocational programs were short--about half as
long as corresponding programs in the public sector. The proprietary
programs were more intensive, with students attending school an average
of 25-30 hours each week, as opposed to the more leisurely public pro-
grams where students attended 15 hours per week, on the average.

The proprietary programs were not only shorter but more flex-
ible than comparable public programs. Proprietary students could begin
their programs, on the average, twice as often as public students and

cemplete them significantly more often by taking only morning or
afternoon classes (p<01).* An interesting note--the few public schools
that allowed such flexibility viewed it as "innovative."

The proprietary schools in this sample were more established
than the public. The oldest was founded in 1863, and the youngest in 1971,
with an average founding date of 1938, making them, on the average,
14 years older than the public schools. Their founding dates ranged
from 1904 to 7971, with an average of 1952. We questioned, though,
if age was really an indicator of a school's stability, or whether
the age of these proprietary schools was merely an illusion. Perhaps
,,chools .,.re regularly bought and sold but retain the "Established 1909"

1,7e ,,tatement that a finding is 'significant" only means that
f;rding not due to chance. re,- example, our staterent that

,tuOrnts ;:oc-u;ttE-2 tnc,ir programs sigrificantly more
r,. only rorning c- attorrN:-n classes, followed by the

t roans that, if we receuted te ctservation 100 times,
t tre Are will ric_ report findings

_ore proeu: le;s than )5 percer,t.



appearance of stability. This idea did not hold up, though, as a
school's age and years under current ownership were strongly correlated
(r=.46, p,.008). Our experience corroborated this finding. Since
the 'eginning of the study in 1972, two schools have been sold (one
from a large, public corporation that had sustain -id heavy losses and
was divesting itself of its school operations). 0:e unaccredited
s'llool went out of business sudden:y, leaving a number of students
stranded with little or no recourse, although the attorney general's
office filed suit against the school to recover the students' money.

Interestingly, for all the surface differences between public
and proprietary schools, the programs did not differ much. Lecties
were t:le most popular means of conveying information in both kinds of
schools. The use of laboratories and unpaid and Paid work-experience
for "hands-on" training were evenly distributed between the schools.
There was a tendency for proprietary schools to use programmed instruc-
tion more heavily than public schools (66, to 441.

Both types of schools had relatively "open" admission, but
certain requirements were in effect. Most proprietaries stated that
high school graduation was a prerequisite for admission, but the
student data presented later indicated this requirement was not en-
forced it all schools. A third of the public schools stated they
practiced "open admissions"; the remaining two-thirds required a high
school diploma or GED for admission. In both sectors, there were
schools, most often those with a technical orientation, that had
additional standards, such as a certain score on a general intelli-
gence aptitude or ability test and a minimum high school grade point
average.

On the surface, there was not much difference between public
and proprietary teachers. While the average age of the public and
proprietary teachers was almost the same (public = 39, proprietary = 40),
the proprietary teachers clustered around the young and the old, and
the public teache!.. clustered around the riddle. (See Table 5 cr the

following page.) Proprietary teachers had less formal educati:-n
behind them tnan their public counterparts. On the average, propti-
etary teachers had completed two years of college (most often with
an AA degree) and public teachers had a bachelor's degree. Both
groups had about three years of work experience behind them, although
the proprietary teachers had a little more.

However, a striking set of differences emerged when we looked at
teachers' compensation and working (erditions. Most public teachers'
salaries were predetermined by objective, bureaucratic means (age,
length of service, prior education), while proprietary teachers, for

better or worse, were octer corpersated by ccrputirg what they were
worth on the rarket, working at their trade, plus a "keeper," or an
ircrement above their market value--just enough to keep them employed.

77



TABLE 5

AVERAGE AGE OF TEACHERS BY PUBLIC AND PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS
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This relationship to the market showed itself aoain when we arranged the
occupations taught in their order of status (and pay) and compared pro-
prietary teachers' salaries with them. Proprietary salaries were highly
correlated with the status of the occupational program (r..46, p41006),
with the highest status program teachers (accounting) getting the most
and the lowest status teachers (covvtology) getting the least. The

salaries of public teachers showed a barely significant, but inverse,
correlation to occupational status. Instead, they were most highly
correlated with academic credentials (r=.59, c<001).

Even though the majority of proprietary teachers worker, a 1Z-
month year (with time out for vacations) and most public teachers
worked a nine-month year, proprietary teachers were paid, on the average,
about (5 percent of what public teachers earned. (See Table 6.!

TABLE 6

PUBLIC AND PROPRIETARY AVERAGE ANNUAL TEACIRS'
SALARIES BY OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM

Program rublic I Proprietary

Accounting

Electronic data
processing-prograr-er

Dental assisting

Secretarial

Cosmetology

511,401

$11,4c.0

$9,001

S9,991

$9,991

SP,400

SE,f(J)

SE,COO

4eiTited MearIS S1'7,621 I S6,7C

'rote.--Elef_t_rooL techrif an;



Proprietary ttacer who were a:rctey earnirc less than their
audio counterrarts, worked natter. Ttcse teachers spent an average
cf ;:7 hours per creek in class, teachers spent lO hours.
AS Katie 1 showc, pruvrictary teachers' earrings and teaching load were
recat4vely rtlate p. .V1)--the less tile proprietary teacher

II.Pr "or. It. Ik "Ifrf wds d siri la, ccre.clation

tt.e iublic tcdcher,,, 't was corsderatly weaker.

512.W-320.00(
a.
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.6 ,
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.4

1
tS9.001-il;.0C

S6,000-S9., 0
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.8
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.4
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TABLE 7

AVfq/161 AP AL '.MARY BY kiEEKLY TEACHING LOAD
lV PUPLIC AND PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

Public

roprietary

1 )

f-lk 6r%. 17.26 hr. 27-40 hrs.

weekly Torkchkrq 1040

Nl!e '.4.; ore than 60.Ars per week.

5klark
1 Sf.00-9000

S4601-120J0
1 si2o(1i40000

IcAid

I 6-If hrs. per week
I:26 hrs. per week
27-41) hrs. per week



Proprietary :hopl. vere also sensitive to how they used costly
forms of instruction. When we arrayed the occupations in prestige
order, with Accounting at the top and cosmetology at the bottom, com-
pared salaries at each level, and added a new column called "Teachilg
Load," we could see that teaching load and occupational prestige worked
in opposit( direc*ion;--low-cost labor was usPd rore intensively in
the low-status occupational programs. The correlation betw,:en teaching
load and occupational proyras was strong (rx.57, p<A01) bia there was
no significant correlation between these variables in the public schools.
Table 8 shJws liow proprietary schools got the most out of low-cost
instruction. how then do these instructional costs compare with com-
parable putilic progra,. after taking teaching load into account?

TABLE 8

9PEAKONS AvFRAGE AhnAl SALAPy. TEAOINr, :'.!AC ANC
:%.417:0#1AL :OST PEP ktua. 5r acjA7ITIAL

1:10911LE'ARY SC1.00LS ONLY)

Prograff

Average
Annual
salary

i*-ra0
Average I !rstr,ctioral

Weekly teat.ntr,1 curt per
load .rani

Accounting 1.80 1 .00 1.00

Electronic data processIrg-
procr 'wryer

1,h7 .7'

Dental as.isting 1.20 .

Secretarial 1.17 2,14 '

Cosetulogy 1.00 3.0(, 33

Note.--E1e:tronic technician. Or tied b0(4,i 0 two ;r) rietir; tchool5
111 nO! respowl 01 this ate".

Vey: ',414r1

1 S1.''')1- "I

1 vfc coo wrek

8,% rr
,.r
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week



Tios contrast has considerate importance because, as pointed
cwt earlier, teachers' salaries made up almost all of the cost of

Cassroor instruction (94.4 , Morsch 1970). Presumably, a
sirilar pattern held in proprietary schools. The data indicated quite
clearly tnat public occupational orograms were about 2 3/4 times more
cA'-er.4v '-rar 1:101.v--, iv (rorri0,ary v..hcol,.. When .w
also Low.i4eree c'st public teachers were on a nine-month cartract
ar Lr..)::Oetdry teacners were on a 12-month contract, and that propri-
tar) croira7s were, on the average, half as long as public programs,

the 4d: wiovnee sLil; further. :)et Tdule j.)

TAM 9

AvFPAGE PUBLIC AND PROPRIETARY WEEKLY TEACHING COSTS
BY OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM
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weekly team -
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ThIse data s''( clearly how heavily the market figured in what
proprietary schools p their teachers. They were not as highly creden-

tialed as their public lterparts and they were paid leas and worked
more. A plausible hyp,, .sis was that proprietaries (either because
they were marginal operations or because they were trying to maximize
profits) recruited young, uncredentialed teachers for low pay and did
not pay them much more as they grew older. Table I showed almost
40 percent of the proprietary teachers were in the youngest group,
about 20 percent in the middle, and the ()the percent in the oldest.

If we superimpose salary over this age distri,Jtion, we see a few (208)
middle-aged teachers were paid more than the youngest (401), but they
could expect no more as they grew older. (See Table 10.)

$12,001420,

TABLE 10

AVERAGE ANNUAL SALARY BY TEACHERS' AGE FOR PUBLIC
ANO PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS
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There was nt correlation between proprietary teacher age and salary,
but in the public schools, teachers' age and salary were strongly
correlated (r..47, p<.01).

This finding suggests that proprietaries may have had a captive
teacher market - -a large group of older teachers who did not have the
credentials to transfer into more lucrative public teaching. They

ware also too old to return to their trades.

Does a school's being accredited make any difference? The
prozess of accreditation intervenes between the mark 'nlace and the
school, softening sore of the harsh contrasts we have displayed. The

school's age and accreditation status are positively related (r.56,
p<.001), with the older schools being accredited more often. Teachers
with higher academic credentials, who were paid more and taught less,
were employed more often by accredited proprietary schools. Table 11

shows the strength of these correlations.

TABLE 11

PROPRIETARY SCHOOL ACCREDITATION AND ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS,
TEACHER SALARIES, AND TEACHING LOAD

Is proprietary school accreditation
related to: Correlation

Higher academic credentials?
Higher teacher salaries
Lighter teaching loads?

"p t .016

Yes"
Yes'
Yes"

.61

.40

.58

ThP differerces that stand out between the public and propri-

etary SO'C; ir *hi; ,r-Tle are: a) Proprietary schools had fewer

rest gees 5L... ced thc^ Cr srecifir: Lrc T'arS to prepare students for

s.,(:pss,. v7f;!rryfrt, b' p-oprictarie,-, were cider, sr- alter, '"ore flex-

. i"1 C'"-!".P1 yflrtCr ''..rCE'S frc.IC vutlic and :,ropretdry progrars

e..i,,,If.,! n.i3. .' *.rp t.',.!,cf. ctr: ard, 'rcr ^'.4r 'ir.4ted look



at actual clissroori, there d'd -ot cdcear to be rush differerct
how the trrieg was desiverea.); o rnocrirtary scrcel teachers hae
less forral ed6caticn tehira ther, altho'..,;h they hed a Iittle more
work experience; and dl proprietary teachers were t:did, or the averav,
70 percent of what public school teacher! earned, any' they worked
d:r0St 1 tire ai -dry rc-,urr, P!.' rcei. :.ccredtatice seer(e,
to improve the sitcatfo of thr! proprietary teachers.

What difference did it all rake? One possible answer is that
employing teacrers with standard acaderic credentials, who could comrand
higher .ages and better working hours, rade a higher "quality' prograr
which better prepared students for employment. An dlterrate answer
is that acaderic credentials and salaries have little or ro bearing
on teaching stAents occuoatioral skins. We asoed each sdhool td
estirate how ruch treir graduates wo6lc earn sir ,,crths and three yea, .s

after graduation, ,end found public and proprietir; schools had the sae
c.pectations. 7n,s finding indicates that either the sc'Tols had unrea-
listic expectations for their graduates or teachers' 'ay and working
cond`tions were r,)t related to the graduates' occ4oatioral success.



Chapter 4

P4OPPICTAPY STLOENTS l SCHOOL

r' ter gives snapshot views of 1,176 students who had
ust starcd at 56 and (;orietary schools, and 1,370 students

wno were a7owt to graduite fro.- these sare programs. The data pre-
sented or the follup,ing pages pr views answers to the following

,,ere ,.riere any differences in the backgrounds and

abilities of public and proprietary students as they
began their occupational programs?

'hat were the differences between ;he studentt, when they

were about tc graduate?

Can we rake reascrable hypotheses about student charac-
teristics associated with successful program completion
it both types of schools by looking at these differences?

Our evidence indicates that proprietary schools recr....it, and
probably hold, students with fewc- resources more effectively than

the publi: scnools. There was 3 significant trend for less advantaged

students to Lnoose proprietary schools. When we compared their char-
aoteris!ic!, wish the students who rade it through to graduation, we
found that tre mare advantaged students persisted better in public
sctols, while their less advantaged counterparts fared better in the
proprietaries.

Although the rroprietary schools recruited students with lower
e;o :eve's, they cw..;1d see thes through to graduation. Apparently,

d student neer:s A certain threshhold level of ego aevelopnent io

complete A7 uccupatioral progra7. We also found low-ego students

fe:t cor'ident about corpIetin(j schecl. (See Appendix 3.)

ublic students began and ended their programs rating the

adeguac) --)f their training slightly ower than very ;co.:, although

t" t he did !ot h-ake it through were not trere to cast their



vote at graduation. Proprietary students who also evaluated their
training as slightly lower than "very good" when they began their
programs rated their schools lower at graduation, but the
difference between Public and proprietary ratings was not signifi-
cant.

How did students' expectations change from thwir first
classes to graduation? The proprietary students' lifetime educational
expectations dropped significantly, while the public students' did
not. The less advantaged students may drop out of the public programs,
thereby raisin; the educational expectation scores--or the difference
ray reflect charged expectations by the proprietary students, or both.
Since neither rubli. ror proprietary occupatioral training is it e4sy
route into higher education, proprietary studcnt' expectations seem
more realistic. The salary expectations of graduating public students
outstrippec, the proprietary, but when we considered ublic students
worker and earned more, and expected more, the difference between them
disappeared.

The problems of matching independen' cross-sectional studies
like ours on beginning ,Ind eraduating students are well known. Some-
times these studies raise more Questions than they answer. The only
way to get at changes in s ,jects over time with absolute reliability
is to follow the same subjects. Recognizing this, the National Insti-
tute of Education awarded us a grant to follow the same group of
beginning students through their trainirg to get : mor2 complete and
definitive view of the outcome. In that study, we will test the 'ollowin

hypotheses:

Lower educational status students will persist better
in proprietary schools, except for those with bachelor's
degrees who will drop out.

Ethnic rinority students will persist better in pro-
prietary schools.

Students with low ego deyeloprert rot persist
in either kind of school.

Students with roor verbal skills will either dr(47 out
of public schcols cr their skills will Le 1-rrk:vel.

StL,Cert,, with the highest socioecchoric statur,

opt ct c' bctP kirds C' schr11,7. early--tos'ibly the
.orrietar, st..dent for errici-ert and the ;

stude,-t ri,JP-Pr

S7C^ rtS were SCr1,.7 c.C.-Jt%

tririr;, ,,cri.ir-; -ore tr- 2( ;fr vwci,

(lorpr f trI4r4r .) fcr



LCIAILEG AbALYSIS

Faders should not aLept our findings and conclusions without
scrutinizing the underlying data included in this chapter. The next
few pages are a simplified course on hot, to interpret the statistical
analyses we used.

The purpose of the analysis was to uncover the association
between variables--not to imply cause and effect. A researcher must
find a systematic way to analyze large amounts of data for these
associations. Guided by earlier research, common sense, and hunches,
we labeled some variables "independent variables" and others "de-
pendent variables" and searched for relationships between them.

We found that a student's educational status. and ethnicity
were often associated with all other background characteristcs in a
systematic way. These two independent variables -- educational status
and ethnicity--formed the framework for the analysis. They are almost
independent of each other (r.09, pe.001).

We will use either "ethnicity" or "educational status" as the
vertical independent variable (depending on which is more strongly
associated with the dependent variable) and "type of school" as the
horizontal variable to describe differences and similarities between
public and proprietary students.

'Educational status refers to the level and status of conven-
tional education reported by the student. The variable has four levels
which are:

1. Dropouts: students who reported they did not complete a high
school program but were in postsecondary vocational training.

"!raduates of a general or vocational high school program:
,cudents who reported completing a high school program desig-
nated either "general" or "vocational" but not "college
preparatory." Project Talent (1968) indicates these students
are in the lower !tility quartiles.

3. Graduates of a college preparatory high school program:
students who completed a high school program designated
'college preparatory."

4. Bachelor's Degree and higher: students who completed a
colle7n program and were awarded a bachelor's degree or a
graduate degree.
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1. Beginning Students

We asked, Are there any age differences between
public and proprietary students?" For the answer we usfd a statistical
tool called an analysis of variance that is a simple measure of associ-
ation between one or ''cre independent variable', and a ',ingle dependent
variable. An earlier analysis indicated a strong asscciation between
a student's ethnic ;roar and his age--Blacks tended to be the oldest,
students of other ethnic ties next oldest, and Whites the youngest.
When we looked for age differences between the public and proprietary
students, we used "etnnic group" as one of the independent variables
and the student's tyre of school (public or proprietary) as the other.
Using the analysis of variance, we could tell how the variable we
chose to put inside the table as the dependent va,able--in this case,
"age"--was associated with either or both independent variables.

TABLE 12

BEGINNING STUDENTS' AGE BY ETHNICITY AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Public I Proprietary
Weighted

I Means

White 2.48 2.4F 2.48

(366) (308)

Black 3.34 2.86 3.10

(100) 97)

Other Fthnicities 2.95 2.87 2.91

(97) (166)

Weighted Mean,. I 2.74 I 2.64
i

VPy: 1 17 or

2 H-20
2143



Table 12 is an example. In each of the six cells inside the table, the
numbers in parentheses indicate the number of students who fell into
that category. The other number (not in parcrtheses) indicates an
age 'score" for students in that cell which can be converted to a
student's -,2:11 age by consulting the "key" beneath the table.

(3r (366) in thc upper left corner means that
3E6 white -_,;:olents attended public schools. The 2.48 indicates an
arerage i(je fpr those students. A cell with less than 15
resport: d3) left blanic. Using the key, you can see that the
average arse for those white students going to public school was just
unJer 19 years.

Using the statistical technique of analysis of variance, we
:oc'd tell how the independent variables (those outside the table)
were associated with the dependent variable (the one inside the table).
The extent of that association was labeled either "not significant,"
a "nonsignificant trend," or a "significant" association. A "sig-
nificant" finding is simply one not produced oy chance. (See footnote
on page 21 in Chapter 3 for a more complete explanation.)

Significant associations and nonsignificant associations or
trends, are shown along the vertical and horizontal margins of each
table. The scores in the marains represent averages (or means) weighted
by the number of respondents. They are weighted so a small number of
respondents in one cell does not disproportionately affect the average.
The scores shown in each of the margins indicate an average score for
the dependent variable at various levels of the two dependent variables.

For example, in Table 12 the number 2.48 at the tup of the
vertical margin indicates the age score for all Whites, and the number
at the left side of the horizontal margin, 2.74, indicates an age score
for all students in public schools. A comparison of the 2.48 age score
with the other scores in the vertical margin shows Whites were the
youngest of any ethnic group. A comparison of the 2.74 with the age
score for prorpietary students shows the public students were slightly
older. The narrative describes the strength of these and other associ-
ations with probability or significant statements.

de also wanted to know if the findings shown in the vertical
margins were products of charce. To test for the differences between
those averages in the margins, we used a statistical technique called
a t-test. We have also expressed the results of these tests between
means as statements of probability. For example, in Table 12 the
difference between the ages of Whites and Blacks was significant (p<.005).

Frcr. the data we can answer our question: 'Yes, there was a
slight diforence in ace Letween beginning public and proprietary
students, but it was a nonsionificap* *rend. The results ray have
beer pr.:1uccd ny chance.'



TYPE OF SCHOOL BY ELAXATIONAL STATUS ANC ETHNICITY

Which kinds of students chose s.hicii ';ciools? Edu-

cational status was sigrificantly related (p' .01t') to the type of
school a student attendeo. Table 13 indicates that dropouts and
college graduates were i,.cre :Ouly to attend erorrietary schools.
The 49 proprietary Students who Fad a bachelor's degree were not an

advantaged 'Troup. Fifty-nine percent were noncitizens, and 90 percent
of those were fron' ethnic rinorities !the :'0 such public students who
were college graduates were mostly white citizens of the highest SES)!

As the following tables show, the'A students, even though they gradu-
ated from college, had low socinecoror-ic status (Table 15), ego
development (Table lf), earnings ;Table 17), and future salary ex-

pectations Jable 24). ,r-adual.e, cc eneral/voLational high school

programs were just as likely to r.;(7 t: put)lic as proprietary schools,

and graduates of high schoY: cci:ege ;-rrpdratory orogrars were more
likely to attend nublic schc-cls.

Ethnicity also Nas significantly related (p-:.001) to the type

of school a student attended. 6hites were more likely to attend

public schools while Blacks were right on the watershed, choosing

public and proprietary schools equally. Students of other ethnicities

were more likely to attend proprietary schools. The difference between

the kind of school Blacks and students of other ethnicities chose
was significant (p,...01).

'See Appendix 2 for a discussion of the SES indu,.
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TABLE 13

BEGINNING STIHANTS' SCHOOL ATTENDANCE 3Y EDUCATIONAL
STATUS AND ETHNICITY

Elucv.i 411!
.tau, Wilite Black

Other
Fthnicities

Weighted
Means

'w. )pout 1.63 1.50 1.55 1.57

(3') (18) (33)

;lign School-- 1.47 1.49 1.61 1.50

Genera or (33B) (134) (128)

VocationJ1
Program

1ir;i1 School-- 1.40 1.54 i.66 1.46

College r :!) 4 (39) (62)

Preoardt,.;ry

Bache'cr's :T. 1.67 - 1.77 1.71

1.Aluafe (30) (35)

Degree

,4eightel Mears 1.47 1.50 1.60

Vey: = Public

= Proprietary



RELATIONSHIP OF TYPE CF !AHOOl TV VAIN SOUPrE CF INFORMATIOC ABCLT SCHOOL

Studerts were asked what they considered the most irpurtant
source of information that helped ther, choose their current school.
Results are show Table 14 whiLl ,rd'ates !Lit public school stu-
dents relied more t avily or high school teachers and counselors and
parents a1 peers for their inforraticr about school. Proprietary

school students relied more heavily cr unconventional sources such
as television and the Yellow Pages for theirs. The effects were sta-
tistically significant (v.001).

TAPL[ 14

BEGINNING ';TUDENTS. MAIN SMRCF or INFORMATION ABOUT
PRESENT SCHOOL, BY TYPE OF PROGRAM

Main Source of Information I Public Proprietary

Parents, friends, and students

High school teachers and

counselors

Unconventional sources (TV,
Yellow Pages, newspapers,
etc.)

66

(377)

18

(103)

16

(84)

45'

(274)

13'

(76)

42'

(257)

Total I 100' inn

IMP

(x'.10C.81, 2df)

3,,



E.:LLATiCVL A.0 'YPI Cr SCHOOL

',4Lik:Urt'r. flas sIgnifiLartly ass6ciated
(r co-prsite of his rother and

r .t fathCr'C OCCUPatiOn.
As trere, !tu nii;cr

_ rt had -.ore educational
-a! SLhCC: LC 11, it v,rfl. procrars and those with

fo6r-year co; 1 t.q.,L jegreee, Fac fi car t1 y (p .01) higher SES than
studert klc rdd c,!.1 leted cr.ly eight years of school, dropped out

YA(.11! lc

9;r,6 T 11TS ICIOECIMMIC STATUS BY EDUCATIONAL
fl1ATIY, AV) TYPE OF SCW)OL

Flu( a t nhd 1

Statu" Proprietary
I Weighted

Means

Dropout 2.03 2.14 2.09
(37) (51)

High School-- 1.98 2.14 2.06
General or (ill) (304)
Vocational
Program

High School-- 2.27 2.31 2.29
College (200) (167)
Preparatory

Bachelor's or 2.50 2.18 2.28
Graduate (20) (4(J)

Dp(Iree

Weipted Medn
I 2.11 2.19

v.ey
1 = Low SES
2 - Medium SES
3 High SES



of high school, or finished d general or vocational proqrair, This

is particularly. true ,Df tht ;:ut-lic students. liowevor, the st!ift

down in SE', for the rro;rietary student who is a college graduatt
Sh0, they ware` Pet necessarily "'or.' advantaqed thar thcfr

ecluatc..; hhile t'cry was d trerC, t( r- ;e0Vri

etary studorts to ha',, 1 hither SF',, it was not siquificart.

EC.0 5EVELC. t';',T ;!,:' TYPE Cf. c,Cr:r.,

ht. re i'l.`Vtf' °.r rit o't
"t;ti.P.4Cr it thi ,,t

); e! '

AC'' .

'

.rti
!clruiall, 't

at lower tG C::cr'.ir' ;tl_ ly, w't'l i d"
de:;erderce e- rewa0. .

The Eq, develwerit ccr,ept is reasured by a tePtvr,Ci

test it which the s.Lject Lerrlete! series of at lea'.: stubs

as Ed.,icaYor. . . Or what get; re irtc, trouble is. . . .
k,ee 4_

penc:ix 3 fc, a -cre detail.? ,f this arc .

of sertence ccr:letions.

Arar.,:er-ert, were -ad" wir Fri.1 L. Stro.tttec6, the d--tL'r,

ar Stepher E. earsell r' the Lni.ersity of Chicay ociai Psychology

Labcre-ory t i-.:ertify arc! score ;r,.tcc,..ls for thy. cf st.Jdents

arc graduates.

Ar earlrr Ir.:icateC that educati:,.el status and

ethnicity were Cc'' 1 eSSCCiatC(.! wilt df-iel(Trer°:

7hcsp with riy4,,r e1Jcaticral statu, rad higher lvcIs 6f ego develop-

7ent statistically iignifi,:art at ,act" le4tl ex.c:t ter those with

bachelor's degrees). wr'tes ac.' the -irlheSt ego lricls, .ollowed Ly

Jr,.! studerts fro, _'her tfrr'citics. irL!ependert

yariaolt.', were s";r'ficartly astociat,c: with ego 1..,L1c:ert, we

ccrtroled' for c:hriciti, cr S;rAdd 'i;e effect .. rf rtrririty cverly
acrcy, t,ct, r.,(-A.t,erdprt tL ;cr the: oargtd. They

rtt.
f S r,,c wt, dSSC'1.1,1 (-16 rrt

ri.^e"



1i1c1NN;VI 1,1 "DENTS. Frs0 LFVEL BY EDUCATIONAL STATUS
AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

HJ,-4111ond1

Puts 11 Prohrietary
Weighted

Means

2.41

(37)

2.31

(51)

2.35

High Shool-- 2.74 2.58 2.66
GenorJ1 or (301) (304)
Voc4tion'il
Prujri

High School- - 2.95 2.74 2.84
College (200) (167)
Preparatory

Bachelor's or 2.85 2.53 2.62
Graduate (20) (49)
Degree

Aeighted 'leans 2.79
I 2.60 I

Key: 1 - Low (2,6)
2 = Medium low

(d/ 3, 3)

3 = Medium High
(3/4)

4 = High (4+)
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(WAWA. RJR SUPE:, Er,McA710iA: 5TATLA TYP; 'T)CW101.

:lra7rar `curt i 6 -,:rasore. dc;i74rc,.! trir tai

ihtcrnali:atior stana,d .6e use thi. ttr-
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;CA

sertenLe

Table 17 ir,Atei that educational Stdt45
associated witr, gra-rar error score; r<,001). EAcert fir a light

nonsignificart reversal with college griduates, a tatter, ererqed
for college preparatory high school graduates to ''ake U.c least rur7Ler
of errors, followed by the general/vocational high schr,o1 graduates
and, finally, the dropouts who rade the most errors. The results

were also significant at each level of educational status (c;--.605).
We scored the written protr,cols for grarrar errcrs it the stint',.
native language if written in Spanish. Since 5) percent c' ;:rvrietary
students with PA degrees were noncitizens, e!..t of r,parish descent,

their grarrar errors would probably rave beer highcr Y' scored
Erglish.

hie proprietary ichoo stwierts rude "c -re grdnrar

errors than public students, the results were not sirificart and
ray nave been produced by r,harce,



TABLE 17

BEGINNING STUDENTS' GRAMMAR ERRORS BY EDUCATIONAL
STATUS AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

ational Weighted
t tu Put) 1 i c Proprietary Means

lrop(vit

MAti .,(01--
Goreral or
40, ational

')ctiool--

C.)11eoe

Prcpdratory

Bach.e1Hr's or
,-.:1JatP

roc

3.21

(37)

2.98

(301)

2.60

(200)

2.60

(20)

3.47
(50

2.95
(304)

2.76

(167)

2.73
(49)

3,36

2.96

2.67

2.68

601:fl'o 1 "oar) I ?.,J,5

h'ey: 1 0 Errors
2 - 1 Error

3 = 2 Errors
4 - 3 Errors



FOURS WORKED PLR ',ILO. 10P PAY LY ECUCATIOfiAL STATUS AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Educatiordl ,,tatus was rot associated with hours wked, but type
Of school was si(jnificantly related (p..001). Public staients worked
nary r-pre hOrs c.ect' we0 'cr ray than their rrorrietary counterparts.

TABLE 1F

BUIINNING HOHPS '..i0RqD/WiTK PY EDUCATIONAL
-,TATS S AND TYPE- SCHOOL

Educational

Status I Public Proprietary
I '4eighted

Means

Dropout 2.08 1.67 1.85

(36) (46)

High School-- 2.15 1.78 1.96

General or (293) (296)

Vocational
Program

High School-- 2.08 1.71 1.91

College (197) (161)

Preparatory

Bachelor's or ..32 I.34 1.76

Graduate
degree

(19) (4P)

Weiqhted Means I 2.12 1.72

Yc v

44

1 = 0 Hours
2 , 1-20 Hours

- 21-40 Hours
4 = 41* Hours



WEEKLY EARNINGS by ELLCATIcNi.l. ',TATV... ANC TYPE CF SCCOOL

Educational status was lot associated with earnings either.
Type of school and weekly earrings were significantly related (p< OU1).
PrL;rio.tar) students ear (, ; than L,t1((. stwaents (see
Table 19). But, as shown earlier, proprietary student; worked fewer
hours each week for pa).

TABLE 19

BEGINNING Y'IPF-NTV EAWiING; BY EDflCATInN,V,
AND TYPE Of SCHOOt

Educational

Stcflu; Public Proprietary
weighted
Means

Dropota 2.23 2.0 2.10
(35) (47)

High School-- 2.57 1.99 2.28

General or (288) (293)

Vocational
Program

High School-- 2.56 1.97 2.29
College (191) (159)

Preparatory

Bahelor's or 2.83 1.64 1.97

-adJate f18) (47)

!)e,iree

44.01r1 .1 !aeon`. ( 1.95

1 c0 per week

2 , S: -25 per week

SA -75 per week

4 376 oer week



SELF-PERCEIVED PROEAEILI7Y OF FINISI%G !,0400L :Y 7WeICITY AML TYPE

OF SCHOOL

We aske;! each s'udent how confident he or she felt dboLt

firn'sni :ve :rc'jra . 7dt :t f!.

was positively associated (p..001) with the lepen(:rnt variatle.
Ahites felt 7-ost corfident and Blacks and studols of other
ties felt less sure.

BE.7)144116 STIJDP:TS' SEL1 -ri.P.C1P1"0 PR0BABILl7Y OF rtNNHI"g;

r,ctionL "Y, CH1OCArY 4,:r) l'irF OF 1,C d001..

111101111MeIINIM

NMI

Ethnic Group Public Pr;Trietary
Weighted
Means

White 1.44 1.24 I 1.34

(363) (308)

Black 1.61 1.41 1.51

(99) (`

Other Fthnicities 1.43 1.'01 1.50

(97) 167)

Weiqhted Means 1.46

0/: 1 , FA(]ollnt

2 , Medium (",0/50/
3 .-, 'lot so good

46



tAf,I1.17 flf c.3Y LGC LEVEL AND TYPE

r

(.!rve/r-frt was 11,Y.- Lt,iitive1y associated with how con-
21 shcws, those with

d# :cr, k f 1t siyrificartly (p .001) more sure
firding corsistert across all

,

TAfiLE 21

,i1F-PRCIIVED PROBABILITY Or FINISHING

"fl E'71() LEVEL AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

---

------
Public Proprietary

Weighted
Means

Lon 1.58 1.52 1.55
(67) (86)

M...dio Low 1.45 1.47 1.46

(130) (165)

Muil.ir H7h 1.49 1.28 1.38

(215) (215)

4i' 1.37 1.21 1.31

(15() (110)

Total 1.46 I 1.36

Key: 1 = Excellent
2 = Medium (50/50)
3 = Net so good
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ADEQUACY OF TRAINING BY ETHNICITY AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Tatle 22 shows etrnicity was significantly related (p).001)
to students' perceptions of adequacy of their training, with Blacks
and students 'ror cter ethricities the least satisfied and Whites
the cost satisfied.

Stodenti who were beginning programs in public schools felt
their trainiro was as adequate as students beginning similar programs
in proprietary schools.

TABLE 22

BEGINNING STUDENTS' RATING OF ADEQUACY OF TRAINING
BY ETHNICITY AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Ethnic Group Public Proprietary
a

Weighted
Means

White 2.0 1.91 1.96

(364) (300)

Black 2.33 2.18 2.26

(96) (93)

Other Ethnicities 2.14 2.36 2.27

(95) (160)

Total I 2.08 2.08

Key: 1 = Extremely adequate
2 = Very adequate
3 - Adequate
4 = Inadequate



:LULATIUNAL LXPECTATIONS BY ETHNICITY ANC TYPE OF SCHOOL

Even after controlling for educational status,ethnicity was
significantly associated with educational expectations (o.:.001).

nad the niejhost educational expectations, students of other
ethvicities neAt, and Whites the luw-st.

The rest interesting finding was that both public and proprietary
students had 'dehtical educational expectatior.

TABli 23

BEGINNING STUDENTS' EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS BY ETHNICITY
AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Ethnic Group Public Proprl.lry
Weighted
Means

White 1.61 1.60 1.60
(342) (294)

Black 1.98 1.88 1.93
(92) (93)

Other Ethnicities 1.88 1.86 1.87
(94) (157)

Total 1.72 1.72

Key:

49

1 - 2-3 years of college- -
less than Bachelor's degree

2 = Bachelor's degree
3 = Graduate degree



SALARY EXPECTATIONS 3-5 YEARS AFTER. GRADUATION BY EDUCATIONAL. STATUS

AND TYPE OF SCHOOLS

There was a nonsignificant trend for those with higher edu-
cational statuses to have higher salary expectations, particularly
among the public students. Yet, 48 proprietary students who already
held bachelor's degrees had the lowest salary expectations of all.

However, as Table ?4 shows, proprietary and public students
expected to earr about the sore salaries three to five years after

gradtation.

TABLE 24

BEGINNING STUDENTS' SALARY EXPECTATIONS 3-5 YEARS AFTER
GRADUATION, BY EDUCATIONAL STATUS AND TYPE OF :CHOOL

Educational

Status Public I Proprietary
Weighted
Means

Droput 2.68 2.82 2.76

(37) (49)

High School-- 3.05 2.95 3.00

General or (2Q) (30?)

Vocational
Program

High School-- 3.03 3.03 3.03

College (199) (161
Preparatory

Bachelor's or :.45 2.67 ?.91

Graduate (20) (48)

Deg

Weighted Means 3.03

1

2.93
I

Vey.
1 Ho to s7.on9

s7,011 - s1'),r00

S13,000



2. Upon Graduation*

What changes took place wrong these students as they proceed
through school and ultirately erepared t..,,selves for graduation and
entry ant,; t^e latcr rarpt7 !h ,July was not designed to
answer Chi) :a.estion defiritivtly, ro can a' least ,rake some hypotheses
after corwirg the beqirring Arad graduating students on three di-
rensions. We corpare.:; N. distribution cf students by occupational
progra, educ.ationa1 status, and ethricity and found very little
change 4i,.rss this surface, and that was statistically not significant.
(See 'ably 25.)

TABLE 25

oISTRIBUTION OF BEGINNING STUDENTS BY OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM,
EDUCATIONAL STATUS AND ETHNICITY

(in percents)

==frimthlge
9eginning Graduating significant?

OCCUPATIC%;:. PROGRAM

Elecy-onic Data 1.'rss
Dertal Assisting

Tecnn!!ian
Secre,irial
Cosmet()14y

17

18

17

12

23
14

15

15

18

13

25

12

NO

EDUCATION''.. STATUS
Dropo;,!! 8

H c o

or Vocational Pr)gram 51

SchoolColinue
;'reparatory 36

FA,helor's or Graduate
)eqree 5

R

52

33

6

NO

l'"YriTv
oThlt.o 2

17 17
yn

r r

,-t1 r
r

!.!-t! gradc,at,rc YJcurts' char-

'es D',!Clic 4'(:A7:(NAL 70AININO,

ca'jGr, Lriversity.



Any changes saw underneath this surface were likely (kw to

tither actual charges in students' characteristics or attrition. For

exerple, our finding that graduating students were older than beginning
students and that the public students were ' ignificantly older than
the proprietary 4 .1;4) rore likely ...terr,Y fror: the passing of time

(with putlic students staying in school 1 flyer) than attrition of

younger student'.

ATTENDANCE BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

Table 26 shows that students with fewer resources persisted
better in proprietary schools. An analysis of variance showed edu-
cational st:tus (p..02) and ethnicity (p..01) still significantly
associated with students' attendance patterns at graduation.

TABLE 26

PUBLIC/PROMETAWI ATTENDANCE BY EDUCATIONAL STATUS
;-OR BEGINNING AND GRADUATING STUDENTS

Educational
Status Beginning Graduating

Is the change
significant?

Dropouts 1.57 1.70 Yes'

(86) (96)

High School- - 1.50 1.52 No

General or (600) (584)

Vocational
Program

High School- - 1.45 No

College (364) (417)

Preparatory

Bachelor's or 1.71 1.47 Yes
Graduate Decree (t5) (61)

p < .025

I-

Vey: 1 Public

2 Proprietary



There was a pattern at graduation for more dropouts arid
graduates of the low-status high school general or vocational programs
to complete proprietary school programs, but that group holding
bachelor's degrees seered to fall by the wayside. Cr the other hand,
the students of higher educational status persisted better in the
public schools.

AttenJance by ethnic groups also supported the thesis that less
advantaged students persisting t,etter in proprietary schools. Table
27 shows there was no change for Whites who favored public schools
both upon Entering the programs ald upon graduation. But Blacks and
students from other ethnicities were more strongly represented in the
proprietaries at graduation. While the trend for each minority ethnic
group to favor proprietary schools was not strong enough to be sta..
stistically significant at entrance, the difference between Whites
ald the two ethrc minority groups became significant at graduation
(p.01) with the ethnic minorities favoring proprietary schools.

TABLE 27

PUBLIC /PROPRIETARY ATTENDANCE BY ETHNICITY FOR
BEGINNING AND GRADUATING STUDENTS

Is the change

Etnic Group 0eginning Graduating significant?

White

Black

Other Ethnicities

1.47

(666)

1.50
(195)

1.62
(258)

1.47

(804)

1.57
(196)

1.68
(128)

No

No

No

Key: 1 = Public
2 , Proprietary



SOC10(CONOFIC STATUS

Coth public and rrnprietary schools lost their highest SES
st,iderts before graduafioP. Table 1S shored high SES and high edu-

cation:11 status were Associated. These students ray have left school
early for emoleyment cr transfer to four-year colleges,

TABLE 28

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS BY TYPF OF SCHOOL FOR BEGINNING AND
GRADUATING STUDENTS

Type of School I Pegnninq Graduating
Is the change
significant?

Public

Proprietary

2.11 2.02

(556) (588)

2.19 1.97

(571) (627)

Yes*

Yes

pt(.05
"p< .005
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It.ey: 1 Low SFS

2 , Medium SFS

3 - High SFS
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EGO CEVILOANT

Ewcause e(ju develcrert is a stable measure (Loevfnger, 1970)
drd ;('Es rct :.ear(je a rtrscn's lifetime, we assured

::,fErro , t.tef. tPo :tudcr! sarpie began ard finished
scho.: were tr: 1!..tr4tion.

As 7atle 25 shows, tnere was virtually no change in public
students' egc develuprert. Proprietor- students were a different
stcry. They derorstrited a clear incri ce in ego level, and that
chdrge fell everly across different educational statuses.

This suqgcsts that, although proprietaries recruit
student,, with 1:,ae led':, of e-Jc dcveluprcht, the students with the
lcwest ejo leve1s whc blhave it ar impulsive, defensive manner do
rot cor,Cete their .'revars. They ray eagerly respond to proprietary
scrools' adverti,,ir; wh;ch often stresses This is your chance-of-a-

and 'Go ncw!',ohly to find they don't have the motivation
needed to ccTplete the course.

TABLE 29

EGO LEVEL 8Y TYP cl SCHOC FOR BEGINNING AND GRADUATING

Ty:lp of school

Is the change
Booinning Graduating significant?

Public 2.79 2.77 No

(558) (602)

Proprietary 2.60 2.76 Yes'
(571) (638)

005

55

Key: 1 = low (2,i.1)

2 Medium low
(l./3,3)

3 = Medium high
(3/4)

4 = high (4+)



tRAMMAR ERPCR SCUL5

Public schools Oath' they are 'educating for life," so it
was not surprisinn to find thz.t students with ocor v:rtial skills

1-F roved t"ctr sk11!s, or Vie` i die ref cor.plc!c 'he rrogrdr, Table
3C shows nc sirilar change for eroprietary schools.

Although there was -ot a significant difference between their
gramnar error scores when they began training, the public students
had irproved significantly (p'.031) by graduation and the proprietary
students lagged behind.

GRAMMAR ERROR SCORES BY TYPE OF ..01001
BEGINNING AND GRADUATING STUDENTS

voe of ')chool Beginning
Is the change

Graduating significant?

Duhlic

Proprietary

2.85

(558)

2.91

(571)

2.63

(596)

2.R9

(613)

Yes'

No

*2<.005 Key: 1 r 0 Errors

2 = 1 Error
2 Errors

4 3 Errors

a 40
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Earnings and fours per week worked for pay operated the sare
way, so we hau precerted only hours per week. At graduation, both
(7c-.4,-. were wc6-ivf; .X5) -.ore thav when they began
their prcgrars.

TA. LE 31

HOURS PER WEEK WORKED FOR PAY BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

AND BEGINNING AND GRADUATING STUDENTS

1 Is the change

Type of School Beginning Graduating significant?

Public

Proprietary

2.12 2.41

(545) (599)

1.72 1.95
(554) (626)

Yes*

Yes

p< .005 Key: 1 = 0 Hours
2 - 1-20 Hours
3 = 21-40 Hours
4 = 41+ Hours



At graduation, the lublic student was still working and
earning more. The changes were evenly distributed across educational
status ana Ithnicity except for dropouts in public prugrams. Their

working hours dropped significantly between ent..y and graduation, as
Tale 32 indiotes.

This firding suggest that either the tublic dropo,,' was forced

to work less finish SC1%)0; C' that the harder voorking f.0:'t dropout
left beton. core-pleting the pro(.:.ar. After corc,arinc this firJirg to the

findings cn pap, 52 wich sto'.vi public dropouts persisted t;rtter in
proprietary schools, we surr:ic.: this student dr:,ped out ,.f
trai-Arg before f'risrng rather than decreased his workload.

7kii I. 32

111'W, PUP WEEK WOW ) '7R PAY B PUBLIC ANC PROPRIETARY

DROPOUTS AS 'I; .i%.'NG AND 1RADUATIV;

Is the

Type of School I [h.ji inrl I rwaduatinq signir i ;rt.!

Public

Proprietary

`W;

'io

Key,

1-Y H0111-

3 - nut,

4 - 41+ Hour,



Aoipocr OF TRAINING

While the proprietary students' evaluation of their training
dropped significantly (v.025) between the tire they entered and
graduated frcr, their prwar.s, it was still not significantly dif-
ferent from the public students' evaluation which remained constant.

TABLE 33

ADMACY OF TRAINING BY TYPE OF SCHOOL FOR RFGINN1NG
AND GRADUATING STUDENTS

Type of School Beginning Graduating
Is the change
significant?

Public 2.0R 2.013 No
(590 (5416)

Proorietiry 2.O 2.19 Yes
(553) (631)

.025 Key: 1 = Extremely adequate
2 Very adequate
3 - Adequate
4 Inadequate



LIFETIPt ECUCATIMAL EXPICTATIMS

Cur study did rot confirr that public schools were "cooling

out studrrts whose educatienal aspirations were higher then their

ability. As Tile 34 shows, the ;q,blic students' expectations shifted
upward slightly from the tire they entered their progrars to the

tire they graduated. On the other hard, proprietary students' ex-
pectations declined significantly 0<.005).

TABLE 34

LIFETIME EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS BY TYPE OF SCHOOL AND

BEGINNING AID GRADUATING STUDENTS=
'oe of ..,Chen) Reginnini Graduating

Is the chance
significant?

411111M

C)qhliC 1.72 1.71 No

(52R) 576)

nroneietar/ 1.12 1.7,7 Yes"

(544) (57r

!ley: 1 2-3 years of collece--
less %hen Bachelor's degree

2 = Bachel,;:'s dearae

3 7 Gradue.e degree



SALARY EXPECTATIOCS 3-5 YEAR', AFTER GRADUATION

As shown in Table 24 or page 50, both beginning public and
proprietary studrots had hign salary expectations with no significant
differerce betweer ther. .6...rver, as Tablr 3S shows, both public and

proprietary students' expectations dropped, but the proprietary stu-
dents' expectations droppee moreto the point where there was a
iiviificant difference (p(..02) between them at graduation.

But public students were working more hours per week and
earning mere in salaries than the proprietary students. Garin (1970)
and others have shown future expectations depend partly or a person's
current conditions, so students' salar; expectations should be related
to current earnings. neelly earnings and salary expectations three to five
years after graduation were moderately correlated (r*.29, oc.001).
In testing the relationship between type of school and salary expecta-
tions, we controlled for current earnings and the difference washed out.

TABLE 35

SALARY EXPECTATIONS 3-5 YEARS AFTER GRADUATION BY PUPLIC
AND PROPRIETARY FOR BEGINNING AND GRADUATING STUDENTS

Is the channe

'ytIF. rt Schol eqiening Graduatinn significant?

Piplic

t'rgyriettry

3.03

(553)

2.'11

(559)

2.42
(546)

2.?4
(553)

Yes'

Yes'

pc = Up to 57,000
- S7,001 - Sr),OCr

510,001 - !I3,C0C
4



A major indicator of effectiveness was how well the graduates
of these occupational veograms did once they graduated Successfully.
Although proprietary school programs were, on the average, half as
long, and their teachers were paid less and worked more, and they
taught students who had fewer resources thar tLClis students, both
teachers and students seemed to expect about the same occupational
success for graduates whether they were in public or proprietary schools.

Our next 4pter describes our findings on testing the hypo-
theses set forth for graduates.
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CHAPTER 5

PUBLIC AND PROPRIETARY GRADUATES' EXPERIENCES

In this chapter we report on the results of interviews
with 2,270 graduates of public and proprietary programs. We analyzed
the data to test our central hypothesis:

After controlling for differences in students'
backgrounds and abilities, graduates of proprietary
schools will experience greater success in the
labor market than graduates of comparable public
programs.

We chose a variety of occupations for study. Three were
classified by the U.S. Census as professional, one as clerical, and
the other two as service occupations. One occupation was all-male,
two all-female, and three mixed. The earnings for each occupation
differed considerably and, within each occupation, graduates' back-
ground characteristics affected earnings and job progression. For

example, it five occupations, older people earned more, but in the
sixth that trend reversed itself, so we have analyzed each occupation
separately.

We analyzed all six occupations along two major lines--the
respondents' occupational life and their personal growth and atti-
tudes--to test our central hypothesis. We also investigated whether
differences in schools (how much teachers were paid, how many
hours they worked, etc.) were related to graduates' success. Finally,
we analyzed the costs to the graduates of each kind of training.

Careers. We began each occupational analysis by asking how
public and proprietary graduates differed within each occupation
and if those differences were related to the kinds of jobs respondents
got after graduation. To set up a standard for jobs the respondents
reported havinn, we placed each graduate's first jcb on a grid such
as the following chart.
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Each employed graduate give a description of his or her
first ind subsequent jobs, which the interviewer rc:9rdtd. Those

descriptions were later ceded into a standard three-eigi Census

Occupational Code. The code ranged fro nol (accountant) to 9"(12

(household laundress). 7h: Census classification toplied a hierarchy,
but to make tnat hierarchy exrlicit, we also assgrec: evh job of
each respondent a 'prestige score" created by r)osi, egel, and

Hodge at NOPC (see Chapter 2,. We then grouped resprindert wit
sirilar jobs together on the cri4 for the analysis.

We began the aralysis with graduates' firtt ifter gradu-

ation, paying particiar attertior to their earcirgs ar0 rreresOor.
Ne, we analyzed the ocouPat irral exvere, e of tho%e changed

jobr and followed that with a0, ,Ir41ysis 1 respondent c,,rr.?nt

Jobs (which -ay or -ay rnt hate beer iirst ich;. Finally, we

assessed th( incidercn ar7_! lr ;th of ',,reroloyrert.
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,e deterring' cttitudes, we assurue that differences in
cccunatit.T1 cerforrace would be reflected in exrectations and
satisfactr. .We 4naly:ed what tht respeerterts exntcted to earn
and 'Cv! ,!.0(v.1.3t1 the.; felt their trainirn. was.

A vers.n's earrings and the actual work done weigh heavily
in overall jot atistactier, although then.' is no clear relationship
between satisfaction and job performance (PObinson, et al., 1969).
We selected the 'loll and Eradburn (196E) work- Satisfaction index
that addresses both corronents of jot satisfaction -- earnings and
jch colter!. The %clic consists of three items that car to answered
"very satisfied,' sc,-ewhat satisfied," "somewhat dissatisfied," and
"very dissatisfied.- The items are:

1. Pow satisfied are yon with your earnings on your current job?

ricw satisfied are you with the kind of work you do?

7akin4 everything i.ito consideration, how do you feel about
p;Qrk 0..usiress) as a whole?

we 4%ked these questions of all respondents who reported
workinq rr ;art-tie withir each occuration. We also searched
fcr charicteristics associated with occupational per-
forr-arce, altrculh this irfcr-atinr was peripheral to testing our
hyt:ct'esis. :r stud,in(; institutions, we had to divide the school
sa-plea ty ir.;atior ard, agair, ty tyre of school, which meant we
scretirus ittle 4Arieior in the school sarple. Finally, we
dral/ed the -.cots of ;Xic and [roprietary training to the graduate,

cr, tii fcr-ula ar.4 aSsurcticrs:

vcterti41 !Irrin(js Earnings while ir. School = Foregone
:drriris

t_ us Prograr Chdrqrs to the Student = Total
tht e t

!rf4.

e t,4I !irvi ucadjusted weekly earrincy, on first full-

tire jot after graduation less 10' which
ryesents an arbitrary vaTtii-added by the
trAiriug tires weeks in school;

11 (f-J.1 ted weedy earniqs while in
schcl tires weeks in school)

0-area tjf ttT S-001 to the studertl

A, r ri !-,tw(cr [A,t,11( arr! rrcprietary (jratlu-
,Irt, it 14.1(:luvirl of eac!' occk.,pational



analysis and whether those differences were associated with the gradu-
ates' earnings. For example, where we found that public graduates
were older than proprietary graduates and earned more, we "controlled"

I' for the difference in age to minimize the effect of the preexisting
c.nditions. Another example: tf two people had similar jobs, but
one had been on the job twice as long, the latter was likely to earn
more. To correct for this effect, we controlled for job tenure which
equalized the effect across the groups. Another way we controlled for
differences was by grouping respondents according to those differences.
For exarplp, in most cases, Whites earned more than other ethnicities
in comparable jcbs. Where there was a significant "ethnic" effect,
we have displayed the groups separately. Women always earned less
than men on comparable jobs, so we have displayed their earnings
separately. Finally, whenever we talk about earnings, we controlled
for "region" to correct for any regional differences in salary and
cost-of-livirg.

We used an analysir. of variance routine that is based on the
general linear hypothesis. For a detailed discussion of this procedure,
see Bock (1973). Also, see Chapter 4 for a guide to interpreting the
results.

Occasionally, wr referred to an "interaction" effect. This
means that the independent variables were not associated with the
dependent variable in the same way. For example, if we analyzed first
weekly earnings by type of school and ethnic background, we might
find that Whites who went to public schools had si..0ificantly higher
earnings than whites who went to proprietary schools. Our analysis
of variance routine would print :hat out and w( would report it as
an "interaction' between ethlc hack]round and type of school on
earnings.



1. Accounting Graduates' Experiences after school

A. SUMMARY

Our hypothesis was not confirmed or accounting graduates.
Although proprietary graduates sot accounting or related jobs sig-
nificantly (p.001) more often, only two out of ten proprietary and
one out of ten public graduates 50t accounting or related jobs.

The data also showed that:

Proprietary graduates got jobs as accountants significantly
more often than public graduates, but in the long run, the
public graduates earned a little more (in spite of having more
women and ethnic minorities who depressed earnings of the sample)
but the difference was not significant.

- Public graduates got their first jobs faster than proprietary
graduates.

- On the first job, the initial earnings between public and
proprietary graduates were not significantly different. Pro-
prietary graduates tended to earn a little more, mostly because
they were placed in somewhat better jobs and their sample had
fewer ethnic minorities and women who earned less.

- Public graduates earned significantly (p<.006) more at the end
cf their first jobs and got significantly (p<001) more pro-
motions than proprietary graduate'

- Public graduates were significantly more satisfied with their
earrings and their jobs, although taking everything together
(overall satisfaction), the difference was not significant.

- Public graduates were sigrificartly (p,.:.05) more satisfied
wits tneir earni-qc ard ther .4)hs, They rated their training

sir_:rifIcantly more adequate than the proprietary
Alrst a third cf the proprietary graduates woula
tc sore school corcAred with 12 percent of the

wo'Jl(!rlt.

, t,lr, t)4 rrrr'f"Ary graduates rated their rairirc ower
)ri "*.

"r'f. f.C1-(7c,' rhoskP !'rr.71!Jsr

.rew trer were nqher than the va!ue
''e 'ra4!ir;. tt'e schools were ta,---....xDrxted,,_

st.ucer wi.sc arai the C0e,tS
IdiD



- 4 1.: I qraeuatt*. ''test ,20.1

,;ob changers wtre Wlitc roles wno hic to 0-f:;,rittar) schools

4rd were working as clerks and accountants. They chariecl jobs

to increase their earrings, although now of the proprietary
clerks or tre .'ob changers) advarcu into aLcounta,-!.

jobs.

Proprietary, (jraclu,itee., gained sigrificartly . n161 more earnings
f!or chan(Jir,.; tear cutlic rraduates.

- Public and provietary graduates' first earrings or their current
jots were similar, ever, though public graduates were rot placed
as accourt4nts as often as pc)prietary graduates, and even though
ethric mincritics are worer were reor'sented more heavily it
the public sample.

- Final earrings were rot sigrificartly different, although public
graduates earred a little more. The reasor for the significant
difference between public and proprietary graduates' final
earnings or the first job, but not on the current job, lay with
the third of the proprietary sample that changed jobs. Their

moves increased their earnings and decreased the tap.

- There was no difference between the ego levels of the public and
proprietary graduates sInd we concluded no major difference existed
between the two in personal growth. Graduates of public schools
recurred to sOlool arc read tore school- and work-related books.
most of those were -ales i low-:tatus, unrelated jobs which
indicates they were still tryirq to Letter thef selves !trough
more schoo'ir,

- There wer,.! nc si,;rficart differerLes between public and pro-
prietary graduates' edatiunal or future salary expectaticrs.

- %che c' the instif,tional cfarlr.ferisfiL% we studied were -elate('

to public '.:rzilAfts' perfrA-7.-a wcypr, ;r(

prietary Parred -C t cr their .3e-hs he wine

tc hcnIs wifn cl0(.r feicfer wrc tad
liOtt hile t a,_s6Liati(,f Aith tvaJr pay

wa; I fne evencf ff,!t -'-err'

St4lert5 me' mere rear ref' were ;Air+. -Tre.

- Ater rte that toW Lo,,t%

tc the :r.1uate were ,..cri:eratly e :Abnuf thcn

;recri:2far, ;r1Judfe'%. 7re ;.,rogrt1_, were -ore it terse so

rrt rave V. ';iare tire to work
,ti!C

.
',e Cther ^'a or ccsf 74.ifference betweer
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R. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF ACCOUNTING GRADUATES

To get our data on public and proprietary graduates in ac-
counting, we surveyed programs that trained only accountants (U.S.
Census (ode O(1 , NOPC PrWiqt r.ode 57) . We specifically excluded
progrars that t:ained for other occupations such as bookkeeping, pay-
roll clerk, office machine operator, etc.

Table 36 shows that frcr: the original sample (all graduates
that appeared to fit our description of program and graduation dates
of school years 1970-71, 1972-13), eleven percent of the public and
eight percent of the croprietary graduates were deleted because, on
closer irspection, they fell outside our parameters or they were 3ut
of the country.

'41NF le

.1-:17e I kef I 4P.e Thrt,10+?.-1 C.rto'cItted)4 ;,"!
10." Percent

r 15

14"

151

927.

of tre net r1.1, corTleted interviews with 92 percent
Yie pull -_ arC: percent 0 the proprietaries. (See

.!.;prc!y (,p- a disss,,y- of ?(?PC's field rethods.)

rf the 7)73 vroprietary vaduatirri class
u: -ir'ril,fs. -rwe4er, eihric rinorities corprisfd

i-r'ire --! cif p-a'uates wt.. contacted

")71 'wc fartrrs could
tro,' .j r rirc,-..,7,

ma4 C'd'r.

rofr.p,t



samrle. which irc!Lded earlier graduating classes, wOld net have
the same proportion of rirority students as later classes. Second,
ethnic rincrities move frequently for financial or other reascns, sc
we couldn't locate many of then. Tatie 37 shows the labor market
at_tivit) cf the accth.rtig graduate:.

TABLE 37

DISTRIBUTION OF ACCOUNTING GRADUATES BY LABOR MARKET ACTIVITY
AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

011111111

Distribution Public Proprietary

Unemployed.-
never had a
full-time job

Working part-time

Working full -time

36

4

102

18

2

116

Total' I142 I 136

These do not total 295 becausr 17 cases whose jobs
fell outside the major categories were ozleted frcm the
analysis.

We ar.ayed the first job of all 212 graduates who reported
having been employed on the grid and grouped the jobs as follows.

) Males whose Cirst job was slibclerical and below the NORC
prestige rating of 39 fell irto the first category. We considered
a job that fell into this category unrelated to training for accounting
and, therefore, gave it the lowest rarkiq

2) Female clerks whose jobs had 1i0PC prestige ratings of 23 to
50 fell into the second category. The earnings of this group were
often tlOw earnings of Gflur 1 due to sex differences (women earneu
less: !:.J a higker Glace in the ccctIpcticral hierarchy.



3 Malcs j;l: was clerical with NOPC prestige
rating) of 23 tc f,r fell irto the third category. We placed them
ahead of ferule clerk:, because :heir earnings were higher (rren earo
more.

4; Me es whose first job was in a:counting, or in the pro-
fessional. nanagelial, or sales categories, with an NORC prestige
rating up to 72 fell into the fourth category. Only three females
were in this tot. group and they were deleted fror the analysis. Table
38 shows the distribution of graduates in these first job categories.

TABLE 38

3 ACCOUNTING G.;a6ATEs BY FIRST JOB AFTER GRADUATION
(in percent))

Males in un-
related jobs

Female
clerks

Male

clerks
dales in accounting

or related jobs

2 3 4

la

(39)

30

(66)

36

79) ..

t's a check, we tested new this breakdown related to a gradu-
ate' `first weekly earnirs or his first job. control;ing for job
tenure, arie, .rd rc cn. The results are showr in Table 39.



TABLE l

ACCOUNTING GRADUATES' FIRST WEEKLY EARNINGS BY TYPE OF JOB
:ontrollinl for rt!',;:ondentf jot, tonuro, Afw, and region)

Males in un-
related jobs

Fenale
Llerks

I

Male Males in accounting

clerks or related jobs

1 I 2
I 3 I

4

401

S91.75 $91.90 5110 $130.50
(38) (67) (79) (34)

Job type is significantly associated with first earnings on
first job (p<.001). Males in unrelated jobs earned least and males
in accounting or related jobs earned rest. which gave us confidence
in our occupational groupings on the grid.

Before testing our hypothesis--which graduates do better in
the labor rarket--we needed to answer twc questions: Were there
significant differences in the backgrounds of public and proprietary
accounting graduates for which we rust control? Were graduates'
characteristics s'^nificantly associated with the level of their first

job? We needed Lois information, so we could control fnr preexisting
background differences that could affect success in tL labor market.

Table 40 shows that the age and ethnic bAckgrourd of the public
arr1 rroprietary graduates were significartly dif rent. The public
sa'ple included rore ethnic rinorities (3?') and the prurietary

sa ;le included fewer Public graduates were younger (21 years
olo or the average) than the pwrietar; graduates who averaged 22 1/2
years . hie a persrc',.., ethnic ')..10,nrcurd was ret associated with

lirC! JUL he get after graduaticr, it war, related' to his earnings,

d7. r,e wil l 0-rw later. Age, howe,.er, was Watc(4 tc a cerscr's first
whr were cl'_!er ict the 1(:vc:1 tt'at vaid r-ore

,;(7. eVe.1 It flir:

-)A2rd'e

: ty.'"
.

tr it ! we 'ave

1,, 1 li1 "'



AUTAM'ING GRACLA!!S' BACGROLNC CORACTERISTICS
BY TYPE Cf SCHOOL AND 'Yr( OF J00

t.t,r

"I,

=1111=1114
At.o nar-111?-1 j, I are bacitfround

11$eren hiraLteristics
; tr1 significantly assotiAted

oith level of first job'

e 0 Yr

'tr.."' 4.1.1

t. On e'
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No

Vo

40

Yes"
40

SO;

hut, a-,e and tye cf jOt and earnIrgs did overate in the same
way consistently, so we controlled for age differences between the

ard prcvrietary saples when lcokirl at earnings.

:f ;-)eople such as veterars or ;-ec[le who had full-tire

jr,ts while tJvi wore scvcC were ever-revresfr,td iv ore type of
sch(,1, carriry cf ;racAte cf that type cf school richt Ise
tid !c urward. ie inspected these cases ano found that veterans corr..

;r1e'.: :7 rcrer ho ac our si-ple, were evenly cistritutec
r,,t; dr(j I rnpreter-, sLhcr!,,,, ird relc! irbs sirildr to Other

rt".;,:r,:er!* 'wert'J-t;ht cerc_er, had f'.,11-tirhe jobs

" hnni wnnn rc !Jferentes in arrincs
'v.tmrrr !"r :Jt!1(. 1r0, r!';rieta,y SutgrOup, tiow-

';'ey whre -Gre it the putlic schucl

tt r, 1 :' we c(7,tr'''ed for ,c,t; terure as well
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1. Careers of Accounting Graduates_

a. First Job

Tnere was a significant difference in the tire it took public
and proprietary graduates to get their first job after school (p<.045).
Public graduates found their first jots in less than one month while
proprietary graduates took slightly more than one month. However,
when we controlled for earnings while in school to identify those who
may have kept tee same jobs after graduating, the difference became
not significant although the trend remained.

Kind of First Job: Table 41 shows the distribution of public
and propr etary accol.TiliWg graduates across four types of jobs. A

Chi-square test revealed a significant trend for proprietary graduates
to get higher level jobs than public graduates.
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!-ir,z)r4!4v. wbc were r:re teailf cercertrated it the
rublic sarele fared sorew7e. better tP,ar their proprietary counterparts,
as Table 42 indicates.
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TAKE 43

ACCOUNTING GRADUATES WHO REPORTED THEIR FIRST JOS WAS RELATED TO
THEIR TRAINING, SY TYPE OF Joe ANO TYPE OF SCHOOL

(in Nkrcents)

Type of School

Males in un-
related jots

Female Mali- I Male in accounting

clerks clerks I or related jots

1 2 3 1 4

Public

Proprietary

60'

(il) (29)

H3!

(29) (SO)

,..111

63"

We offer two plausible explanations for this finding:

- The average proprietary graduate paid S2,933 for his or her
course of study and spent an average cf If months pursuing it, but
only cwo out of ten graduates were actually erployed as accountants
after graduation. JudOng fror their earnings of about $130 per week,
those who earred the rot were in junior accountant positions. One

explanation for proprietary students' optiristic view of their jot
situatior lies in Vestinger's (1957) paper that reported when a person's



expectations art not net, a dissonance between their expectations and
reality arises. One wad of rinirizing the dissonance is lowering
wrer:tations. This ray explain why most men and women who graduated
frog ;iroprietary schools and hecane clerks still claimed the training

re'atcci tc their work.

- Felitsky (1969) observed that some proprietary schools'
curricula are like a career ladder where students, depending on their
agility and motivation, can get off at various levels aid go to work.
Fcr exev le, a school right air at training and placing graduates as
aciountants, but less able students could opt out with a certificate
at lower levels -- perhaps as bookkeepers or payroll clerks. If this
had happened in our sample, we should have found graduates with lower
achicvurent rotivation, educational status, and socioeconomic status
in lower level jobs. However, we found no relationship between these
ba04reund characteristics and the type of jobs the graduates got,
and feel this explanation is not plausible.

- Finally, proprietary school graduates may have had lower
expectations !ran their public counterparts and may have perceived
at tneir trainirg was indeed related to their jobs.

Thu effect is significant (p<.05) even though the number is
sna71.

First rhfris- ,741 First Job: Of the accounting sae-pie:1rd
percert graduated in 1170-71 and FT percent graduated in the 1972-73
suhool ;ear. To adjust for labcr rarket differences and inflation
that '114C affected earnirgs, we controlled for respondents'
age wrich had ilread1 prover an irportant background variable. We

al;u contr')!!eo for job tenure which we discussed earlier. Controlling
fcr and iCt, tenure also corrected for dicferent graduation dates.
.c also ccrtrolled for regior to adjust for ost-of-living differences
between !he f(Ji,r regions.

",ti.' 44 ;hole.; a person's ju_ type was sigrificartly associated
or rer first earnings. Tholie who got jobs for

troy were trained earof,d the rost--$130,50 per week on the average.
vale earred !11'2, der we0- and feralo clerks S91.90 per week -

a,f ;ercert lesi tfra- their male counterparts. "''ales in low-level,
eireed !he le'n't.

41.1% l ncnsi'Jrif t colt trend f:'f. Whites tk. parr a little

re etrrii_ifi,:s. -nere Wa al., a noes,crifi art trend

:r'i 7;re.d.;J5--) tc oarr %!igot!.; That
tr r,!rflr dr1 I r:ir;r1-c t.r7portior
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Last Ea-niniil. or First Job: Of all employed graduates,
73 percent had ;71; ore full-tire job. The figures reported here
represent a person's last earnings on the first job or earnings as
of February, 1974,wheq the survey was rade. Table 44 shows the last
weekly salaries for each type of job.

Final weekly earrirgs were significantly associated with type
of job (p<.001), with those in accounting and related jobs earning
the rlost. O'rer ethnicities earned significantly (e<.003) more ($135
per week) than Whites ($131 per week). There was a significant
difference (p .006) between public and proprietary graduates, with
the public graduates earning $139 per week and proprietary graduates
5125 per week.

Changes it Earnings on First Job: If the accounting graduates
had all started their first jobs earnirg the same and had worked the
sa,e length of time, which groups would gain the most in earnings
regardless of differences in age and region? Table 44 shows that a
respondent's type cf job was significantly (p<.001) associated with
earnings changes - - :ales in unrelated jobs gained the most, male clerks
next, males in accounting and related jobs next, and female clerks
gained the least. Other ethnicities gained significantly (p<.001)
ore than Whites. Finally, graduates of public programs increased
their earnings significantly more (p<.001) than graduates of proprietary
programs.

As we have seen, public graduates started out on their first
jobs earning a litt'e less than the proprietary graduates, but their
final earnings were significantly greater. After controlling for
first earnings, age, region, and job tenure, the public graduates
Gained $33.25 per week against the proprietary graduates' $21 per week.
The public graduates overtook the proprietary graduates on their first
job for three reasons:

1) When we analyzed earnings on the first job by type of job
and type of school, we found no interaction between type of job and type
of school which confirmed that the weekly earnings progression for each
type of job was the same for public and proprietary graduates. The
males in unrelated jobs gained the most ($34.25 per week) and the
majority of them (64') were from public schools, increasing the change
in earnings for the public sample.

2) Other ethnicities gained more in weekly salaries
than Whites ($8.50 per week more) and they were more heavily represented
in the public sample (38' vs. lf.). Twenty-one percent of the ethnic
rinorities from public schools were males in unrelated jobs--the croup
experiencing the highest earnings gain.

79



3) After controlling for job tenure and age, public graduates
got significantly (pc.001) more promotions. Chart 3 shows those
results and the relationship of promotions to earnings.

Promotions clearly carried increased earnings with tnem (p<.001)
and public graduates got r'ore of both.

b. Job Changers,

One-third of the proprietary accounting graduates who got
full-time jobs after r-aduation (41) changed jobs. Only 1( percent
(17) of the employed public graduates changed jobs. The public

graduates who changed were fairly evenly distributed across the four
job types. However, the proprietary job changers fell mostly in the
male clerk and accountant categories. Of the a1e clerks, 34 percent

changed jobs but rone advanced into an accourtinj ioP. Of the pro-

prietary males in accounting and related jobs, 42 percent changed jobs.

Did public and nroprietary graduates change jobs to yet higher

salaries elsewhere? Yes. The average increase in salaries (first
salary on new job minus last salary on old job, controlling for age,
region, and last salary on old job) for the 5C people who changed

jobs was 520.75 per week. There was no significant Uifference between
the public and proprietary graduates on average increase in salary.

Of the job changers, those in jobs cer which they were trained
still earned the ost initially, and fera' c7-,..ks the least. The

association between type of job and earning; 'tias significant (p.009)
and there was no significant difference between public and proprietary

graduates' iritial salaries on their rew jobs. Nor was there a SiQ-

nificart difference between public and proprietary graduates' final
earnings on their new jobs.

However, if we hold first earnings on new jobs constant (be-

cause those who earn r-ore norrally gair rere) and ask who gaired the

most in salaries between first and last earnings or their new jobs

(controllirg for Igo, job tenure, and region), we find:

1) Whites who changea jobs gained about 513 rer week ar-,

other ethnicities lost about S: per week, sigrificant at tne p.:029

level.

2; Public accurting graduates who chanced jebs lost about

53 per week hL,t prorietary radu,Ites whc changed r;ained rer week,

sicjrifiLart at the r('.7-2C- le/El.

we cnn:luded tra' those who crangcd jot F, were r-airiy white

Cr,T :rcvrietari sc.rocl who were initially urloyed as clerks



CPART 3

PROMOTIONS BY FINAL WEEK"( EARNINGS ON FIRST OR CURRENT JOB FOR
PUBLIC AND PROPRIETARY GRADUATES

(controlling for respondents' job tenure and age)

4

2

1

Public Graduates

Proprietary Graduates

Low Medium High

Weekly Earnings



and accountants and they changed jobs to increase their earnings,
although none of the clerks advanced to professional level jobs.

c. The Sample as a Whole

Vie began the occupational analysis of the accounting graduates
takirg the sample apart and looking at the pieces--graduates' first

jobs only -.Ind a smaller number of graduates who went on to two or more
jobs. We later focused the analysis on the job the graduate had at
the time the survey was taken, wnether it was a first or subsequent
job. We needed to look at what was producing tne differences, or lack
of them, before we could test our central hypothesis.

We know there was a significant trend for graduates of pro-
prietary schools to get jobs in accounting or related fields more
often Clan similar graduates from public arogrars. l.e also know that,
once a graduate took a job, he did not mw.e quickly up to a higher-
status or training-related category,althoiqh he might have changed
jobs to earn more.

First Ec.rnings on Current Joh: After controlling for age and
region, a person's type of job was significantly related to initial
earnings (K.001). Males in unrelated jobs earned do average of S1C4.50
per week, female clerks S99 per week, male clerks 5116.75 per week,
and males in accounting and related jobs,S142 per week. There was a
nonsignificant trend for Whites to earn more, and both public and
proprietary graduates averaged about 5113.50 per week.

Final Earnings on Currert Job: When th'.2 survey was takcr,

graduateTir higher level jobs were still earring significartly more
than graduat ir lower level or unrelated ;bus. whites were earning
significantls 'r'e (p<.008) than other ethnicitier, (S138.7:
vs. $135.50 p_ week). Even though rare prrietary graduates were
placed in accounting and related .jobs initially lnd the proprietary
sarple incluJed fewer ethnic nincrities whc depre-,sed earnings, :,r-
prietary accounting graduate', did rot earr more tdan trelr
counterparts after controlling for age, jcb tenure, and regior in
thei- cr.-ert jots. Ir fact, althou;:h the differc-ice was not sig-
nificant, Lre proprietary gradutes earned S135.5L b,,r week arvi thr
public graduate. 5141.E.., per weekor SC per week Icy

!iarnirs cr CJr!-ert Job: nher we Everyr:rie

were t.;( ane, starte'.! tut sire, and hr.1. t-e sare jch

telure, a!,! fcr whic iricroasec

tflHr -(J5t?, *rc. result:. dir-r1A,

7e:le sl'ios a sinrifeart :p<.r01) as:uiaticr ir,
rr'de clerk, 'rec ir cr f'il.-ed juts, r.

-ale; "c.!; d'C fe-le Cf,r;r, the t,



ACfOONTING GRADUATES' F:RST, LAST AND CHANGE IN wEEKLY EARNINGS
UN ORRENT JOH 3v TOE OF JOR, ETHNIC1T+ AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of )

,list jarnir,4J,

revun,
tendreJ

List EirnIr.9,

pb tenure)

=nan.4e in Earrings
ige, region,

Job tenure, and
,rst Paroling,'

Malt, in un-
related Jobs

Fevale

lerk

Male

clerks

Males in accounting
or related jobs

$104.0 $116.75 $142

5116.65 5151.50 $163.75

515.25 534.50 $31.00

Is the
relationship
significant?

Yes"

Yes"

Yes"

F thn

Is the
rel ionship
significant?

First Earrings

relon, jut tenure)

Last Earning,
,aye, region, job tenure)

Cnange in Earning;
;age, reglx, ;ub ,enure,
jr1 f!N! !irrIngS

S116 5109

$138.75 $135.50

$25.50 522.25

No

Yes

Yes'

'ype Jo ;)-Jolic Proprietary

Is the
relationship
significant?

:;iry

110. fenJfe)

, 3b enure;

t f",1'

oltn,r1T.

5113.50

5135.50

3.75

No

No

No



Within that grouping, Whites gained significantly mor! (pc.001)
OL.25 or week: and there was a nonsignificant trend or public grad-
uates to gain more in weeLly earnings (S2 per week).

Puflic gi .duatos had significantly greater change in earnings
over the proprietary g 3duates on tneir first jobs. When we analyzed
current job experiences, we found the difference still there but not
significant. It ad been weakened by the third of the proprietary
graduates (white male clerks and accountants) who had shifted opt of
their first jibs into jobs where they go,: higher weekly salaries,
which reiuced the earnings gap.

Unemployment: Of the 295 graduates, 54 or 19 ") never had a
full-time job. Se,enty-five percent of then, were older men, mostly
white, from public programs, wri, had gone back to school significantly
(p<.039) more often than their proprietary coLnterparts.

However, our major focus on unemployment was with the group
that was workr,(.. but as still occasionally ucenvlryed and looking
for woo. I' nce of unemployment fel evenly across ethnic groups
and job types, :ot proprietary graduates were unemployed and looking
f.r work Jigrificartly (p.001) more times (1.51) than pblic grad-
uate: (1.25 t;res). When we analyzed the length of unemployment for
each incidence of unemployment, we found no difference for public
and proprietary graduates. These in higher level jobs had significantly
(p(.C27) shorter stretches of unemployment, as shown in Table 46.
This findinc suggests the importance of findiA a job related to
trairing.

TABLE 46

7;mE uNEmPLO,ED AYJ LOI;KIV0 in° '40RK BY TYPL Of CURRENT J03
fps d,;e, nurrer of flr4 npr7ployed drd job tenure)

Halos if, Jr,-

rele-..!A _ity,

Female

(Jerk',

mdle 1

(1e0,., I

Male 'n ACC. hinting

Jr relate6

1

I

"S)S.

?":4 day:,



Nonoccupational ExperienLes of Accounting Graduates.

Personal Growth: We used Loevinger's (1970) ego deielopont
scale to measure differences in personal growth between the public
and rroprietary graduates and found lo significant differences.

Table 47 sumarizes the resranses of the accounting graduates
or additional measures of personal 4rowth. Public graduates read more
books than graduates of proprietary schools. Most reading was focused
on school- or work-related books. Among those who said they had read
pore than one book in the last three months, there was a significant
trend for other ethnicities to have read more than Whites--over 5 1/2
books to th- Whites' 3 1/2 books. There was also a nonsignificant
trend for males in unrelated jobs to read the most--5 1/2 books.

Public graduates also enrolled for additional schooling sig-
nificantly more often (p,(l0.), particularly men in low status, unrelated
jobs. There were no significant ethnic differences amonc; those who
enrciled for r.ore school. Eighty-three percent of the graduates who
enrolled for more education reported that it was occupationally related.

Table 47

RHPONSES uF ACCOUNTING GRADUATES BY TYPE OF
SCHOOL

(in percents)

re;OIng it
lea"! no t.)9 lair

'en.)rtirg
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Our measures of personal growth, in the absence of ego develop-
ment differenc indicate that the public accounting graduates who
got low status jobs were still trying to better themselves by taking
more work-related schooling, particularly males in low status, un-
related jobs.

With no other measure to help explain it, we can only speculate
about the finding that public graduates votec more often in the last
presidential election.

Expectations: The graduates were asked about their salary
and educational expectations. Salary expectations we).e significantly
(p<..001) associated with the type of job the respondent had and the
amount of money he or she was making--those making more expected more.
There were no significant differences between the public and proprietary
graduates.

A respondent's type of job and degree expectations were sig-
nificantly associated (pC.001). Eighty-eight percent of the respondents
in the lowest status jobs (except for female clerks) expected to get
a(nother) degree in the future, but as job type and status increased,
the number of graduates expecting to get higher degrees decreased.
There was no difference between public and proprietary graduates.

We asked respondents what aegree they expected to get and found
a significant trend (p<.009) for people in loner status jobs to expect
a lower level degree. Since educational status was evenly distributes
across the four job types, these expectations probably reflected peer
associations ci the job--people in low status jobs most likely associate
with people with lower educational expectations.

Perceptions of the Adequauo_fIfaining: We asked each grad-
uate to rate the adequacy of accounting traning from very bad ix
excellent. There was no relationship between a person's type of job
and his rating on adequacy of training. The absence of that association
suggests that people in the lower status jobs felt they were to blame
for not getting jobs related to their training, not the school. Public

graduates felt their training wa.; significantly (o<.L13) more adequate
than the proprietary graduates'. There were no differences by ethnic
background.

Satisfaction

a. Satisfaction with Earnings: Those accoukting graduates
who were in higheTiTiel jobs and earring more reported significantly
(D<Al2) greater satisfaction with their earnings than those it lower-
level jobs. "ales in accounting and related jobs reported an earnings
satisfaction score of 1.7E (between very and somewhat satisfied); rrile
clerks 2.05; female clerks 2.05 (somewhat satisfied); and males in



unrelated, low level jobs 2.41 (between sonev&at satisfied and somewhat
dissatisfied). 'aites were significan,y (p<_035) more satisfied than
ether Lhnicities (whites . 1.93, other ethnicities = 2.21--see key
on rat,le 4h) and, although ti. re were more people of other ethnicities
in ttl, sarple, public vaduates were significantly more satisfied
with their earnings thar. proprietary graduates (p..05). However, as
%Lie 4 shows, there was a slicht reversal (or interaction) between
public and proprietary graduates and type of job. The trend was' clear.
tales in accounting and related jobs from public programs were ..!ss

satisfied with their earrings thar male cle-ks, but because
nurbc,ned wily eleven, we have disregarded it.

TABLE 48

,p4nr4T-c'y 54r:sFAC'IcN WITH EARNIN PY 'YPF OF JOB
AND TYPF OF SCHOOL

Ma), in Fe,-ale Male Male, in accounting
6e1a!ei :lerks clerks or related jobs

I

4

26)

.1: 2.16
',49)

o'er' Very satisfied
',0rewhat

,omewnat dissatisfied
very dissatisfied



b. Satisfaction with ;:ork Itself: Satisfaction with the
job was significantly related -717CM) to the kind of job a person
held, with those in the most related feeling the most satisfied. Males
in accounting and related jobs reported satisfaction scores of 1.K,
male clerks.1.72, female clerks 1.(9, and males in unrelated jobs 2.26.
Again, Whites were significantly (p,-007) more satisfied (1.64) than
other ethnicities (1.93). Even though the public sample had
more respondents of other ethnicities, the public graduates were sig-
nificantly 044) more satisfied with their jobs than the proprietary
graduates. See Table 49.

TABLE 49

ACCOUN C,RAOUATES' SATISFACTION pITH THE JOB BY TYPE OF TYPE OF JOB
AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Males in Jn- Female Male Males in accounting
Type of School related jobs clerks clerks or related jobs

1 3 I 4

Proprieta,i

(20)

3.0
(7

1.56

(31)

1.85
(26)

1.73

(26)

1.71

4?)

1.55
(11)

1.30

(23)

v.ey: = Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied

= Thmewhat dissatisfied
Verb di,=.atisfied

c



c. Satliot tlet (ver,, r*latirrship between a
per,(r :CL and overc77--feEiing refttion were still signifi-
cantly (r rel,fc--thc,se i. Vices 'or which they were trained
were. the cost satisfied. Because of a stronger tendency fnr ethnic
riror4tics, who were rore heavily represented in the public sample,
to feel less satisfied overall tfan Whites (E-.002), the yap in
,7atisfaction betweer the public arc: proprietary graduates was no
lorger significant. !c.ce "laHe 7C.,

T

TABLE SO

:V; NIRALL !.iY TYPE. OF JOB AND TYPE OF
yHOOL

l'"aes in un-

,erecl iot1= ,

riPtd'y

Male

clerks

3

Males in accounting
or related jobs

4

1.64 1.81

(31) (;.6)

1.62 1.66

-"?6) (49)

1.35

(23)

Key: Very satisfied
? Somewhat satisf;eo
3 Somewhat dissatisfied
4 = Very dissatisfied

We asked each graduate if he or she would choose the sameschool again if they 'fad it to do over. The responses did not varysignificantly according to a person's job cr ethnic background. How-
ever, there was a significant (pc..001) difference between the publicand proprietary graduates. thirty -two percent of the proprietary
graduates said they .could choose a different school and twelve percent
of the public said they would.



3. Relationship of Institutional Characteristics to Graduates' First
Earnings.

In Chapter 3 we discuss& some major institution.' differences
between public and proprietary programs a,'d within pro ietary programs.
One major difference in irstitutional characteristics of public and
proprietary schools was the average public school graduate went to

school for 17 mcrths and paid an average of $144.50 for his or her
course. The average proprietary graduate spent 16 11,onths in school
and paid $2,933.

In analyzing tne data, we tested to see if institutional
characteristics were associated Ath differences in the accounting
graduates' first earnings. Publ'c schools' characteristics were not
significantly associated with tho earnings of their graduates, so the
following report describes only proprietary schools and their graduates.

Teaching Load: As Table 51 shows, the average number of hours
a teacher spent in the classroom each week was significantly related (p<.001)
to how well graduates did in terms of earnings. Those students who
earned the most went to schools where the average teaching load was
the lowest and students who earned the least went to schcols where
the average teaching load was the highest.

TABLE 51

'ROPRIETARY ACCOUNTING GRADUATES' FIRST WEEKLY EARNINGS
BY TEACHERS' AVERAGE WEEKLY TEACHING LOAD

(controlling for respondents' age, region, and earnings while in scnool)

Proprietary graduates' first
Average weekly teaching load I weekly earnings

Low (up to 15 hours per week)

Medium (16-18 hours per week)

High (19-25 hours per week)

5124

5108.50

$ 94

-4,



Average Annual Salary: Proprietary teachers' average annual
salaries were also significantly associated with graduates' salaries
(p,:A18) but, as Table 52 shows, the relationship was not as clear as
in'the preceding table. Table 52 shows that graduates of schools where
teachers were paid the least arc the most, earned the most. Graduates
cf schools where teachers were paid medium wages earned the least.
Chapter 3 indicated a strong inverse correlation between teachers'
salaries and teacning load--the more teachers were paid, the less
they taught--so we would expect the data in Table 51 and Table 52
to work in the same direction.

TABLE 52

PROPRIETARY ACCOUNTING GRADUATES' FIRST WEEKLY
EARNINGS BY TEACHERS' AVERAGE ANNUAL SALARIES

;.;,strolling for respondents' age, region, and earnings while in school)

Average teacher salary
Proprietary graduates'
first weekly earnings

Low (up to $9000) $126.50

Mediu!1' (9001-12000) $ 95.50

High (512000 +) $126.50

Before controlling for region, age, and earnings, the effect
was strong and operated in the expected direction--graduates who
earned more went to schools where teachers were paid more. However,
,ren the covariates were entered, the trend became mixed. Because
the proprietary school sample was small and lacked variation, it may
have been more subject to confounding.

Teachers' age: Teachers' age and graduates' first earnings
were significantly related, as Table 53 shows. Graduates who went to
schools where the average teacher age was 32 years or less earned
significaly less (p.013). Graduates of schools where the teachers'
cierage wa 3--plus earned more.



!ABLE 53

PROPRIETARY ACCOUNTING SCHOOL GRADUATES' FIRST
WHLY EARNI%Gs LT AGF

(controlling for respondents' age, region,
and earnings while in school)

Average teacher age
Proprietary graduates'
first weekly earnings

32 years or less

36 years or more

$106

5125

Size of School: The size of the school a graduate attended
was significantly associated with his or her first earnings (v..018).
As Table 54 shows, those it middle-sized schools earned the most and
those from large schools--286 and over--earned least. There were no
significant associations between graduates' earnings and program cost,
accreditation status, or length of training. Proprietary graduates
went to school an average of 16 months and public school graduates

TABLE 54

PROPRIETARY ACCOUNTING GRADUATES' FIRST WEEKLY EARNINGS
BY AVERAGE SCHOOL SIZE

(controlling for respondents' age, region, and earnings while in school)

Proprietary graduates'
School size first weekly earnings

41-250

251-285

286+

$119.75

5125.75

$100.50
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17 months. However, there was a significant trend for ethnic minorities
to attend unaccredited schools, but thvy earned as much as those who
went to accredited schools.

4. Costs to the Student.

We calculated the costs to the student in Table 55. The cost
of training was about 54,095 more to the proprietary student, or 1.84
times the public student cost.

TABLE 55

COSTS TO THE STUDENT OF ACCOUNTING TRAINING BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

Public Proprietary

Potential earnings (unadjusted
weekly earnings less 10 X

weeks in school)

less-

Earnings while in school
(unadjusted weekly earnings
X weeks in school)

- equals-

Foregon.? earninys

plus-

Program charges to student

-equals-

Total (:cr,t., to tne >tudent

$6662

-1937

$4725

+ 145

S4870

$6703

-671

$6032

+2933

SIA65



The public sample included rore worcr and ethnic minorities
who earned less thar tre average on their first jobs. if we considered
this factor, we would probably find the difference be weer the public
and cropriefar student i osts would widen Pver r-ore.

The :rcrriwary graduate's ,ostr, werc higher for three
reasors:

1) Proprietar) accounting programs were almost as long as
public accountinr; programs ('C compared with 17 months), urlike many
other vroprietary programs, Vefling all students out of toe labor
market for aliest the sare tire. While the average public program
lasted.17 months, most students actually took two school years (21
months) to firish. Because sore proprietary accounting schools operated
that way too, we igriored that distinction.

2) Proprietary students earned significantly less (p<.001) than
public students while in school, either because the proprietary stu-
dents were worth less in the labor market prior to training or because
their progrars were rore intense, keeping them from working more.
We think that it is because of the int2nsity of the program, based on
our earlier finding that a full-time program in most proprietary
schools exceeds 25-30 hours of in-school time each week. A full-time
program in most public schools involves only about 15 hours per week
of actual classroom time. (Wilms, 1973, p.73)

3) Proprietary schools' program charge to the student is much
greater--an average of 52,933 corrpared to an average of $145, or more
than 20 times the public charge. The public schools charged virtuall
nothing because they were subsidized by taxes. If this subsidy were
known and put into the cost analysis, the costs would probably be about
the same.

Nevertheless, from the student's econoric view, going to a
public school wEs clearly less costly.



;I. Prograhuers' Lxerience:. after School

c;ur not confirr.ed or programing graduates.
prugrars 1Le,te, ar averw; rf ninths. Proprietary programs

lasted di. avera,;e of 11 onths and cost the graduate an average of
;,1tre,6n etn i i rincrities were more heavily represented in

the :ruprietary sa: He, they fared sigr;ficartly (p <.025) better
blacerert if t;e) ,:ert to public scrool. Ae could not survey 48

furtign prorrietar, iraduates who had loft the country.

Lur data also snowed that:

- and proprietary prograriling schools placed a scant
24 r-,ercert of their graduates in prograrcirg jobs, but public.
scLool -?-aduates got significantly (p .001 ) better jobs.

- '.:raguates' first arid last earrings on their first jobs
wen, igher than proprietary graduates', but the
uiftcrirLe ::as not significant.

- Ferale-.. gained only 56 percent of what their male counterparts
did in similar jobs. We corpared 'ale arid ferale clerks' gains
in first-job earnings (assuring they all started out making the
same).

On the saN;le as a whole (ti.ose on their current jobs"), public
graduates earned a little more at first, but in the long run
tre differences in earrings were not significant.

';inety percent : of he public graduates and 49 percent of the
proprietary graduates said they would choose the same school
all ov,r again.

- Overall, public graduates were rare satisfied with their work
(c<.03 ) . The proprietary satisfaction scores were depressed
sorewhat by a larger number of ethnic rinorities who tended
to be less satisfied than their white counterparts.

Public graduates were a little (but not significantly) more
satisfied with their earnings, but significantly (p< .001) more
satisfied with the Ord of work they were doing.

*Sore people it the _,ample i.ere still at ther first job.
Sore had rraroc-d jobs.
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BEST con v

- There was a significart (11' .002) difference in how public and
proprietary graduates perceived the adequacy of their training
Public graduates, Loth those who got jobs related to their
training and those it unrelated jobs, evaluated their training
as ror appropriate tran proprietary studeots.

- The proprietary students' total trenins coati were 1 4,f,

the public. etudeotS. . We concluded the proprietary
graduate's lower evaluation on the adequacy of his training
and the lower satisfaction he felt overall were related to the
substantial price 'e paid. The public orajuate whose trairirg
was subsidized ty taxes paid less, evaluated his training
higher, and felt more satisfied overall.

- Sixty-eight percent of the proprietary and 57 percent of the
public graduates who reported full-tire enpioyment had had only
one jot since graduation. The graduates' first jobs were
significantly related (pe.U01) to their first earrings, with
those who worked as programers and other related jobs earning
the most, followed by males in unrelated jobs, rale clerks,
and female clerks.

- About a third of both public and proprietary graduates changed
jobs, and almost as nary lost job status as gained. Unexpectecly,

our evidence did not show that a significant number of males
erployed as computer operators (in the male clerical group)
advanced into the higher status programming jobs.

- Public school graduates gained significantly more initial

earnings by changing jots, but the gap in earnings between
the public and proprietary sarple was closed by the increased
earnings of males (most of whop were from proprietary schools)
in unrelated jobs.

- Ninety percert of the public and 93 percent of the proprietary
graduates reported working full time after gaduation... Pro-

prietary graduates reporting full -tire employrert were unemployed

more often (p .004; and ,,tayed unerployed longer (p- .035)

tlan public uraduates.

- was a rot quite sihificart trend, sirlar to the one
rLrort the acccur ti nc tud), for those in relatu! jobs

..,L-T,loyed for ,srter cericc:s. This findim: underscored

c ;.ortarce cf a :,tudLrt's r:ettirr a jot: for which he trained.

,r0!Jates r:ceted ret..rr)r, to school !if;r'ficartly

or ofter f%r instuctior
OVldt!(:.-! G

er`.7,0f , ,-!ducationa.



There was nc relationship between institutional ,:haracter-
istic5 and the graduates' performance in the latu rarket,
due 1..x(Jely tc the small school sample and conequent lar
of variat,ilit,.

;:xaduates' nigh school grade -point averav and type :)f job
and earnir7s gnific4ntly (p<-.0011 related, a totally
urant4cipated but irtercAing findinr; our analysis Zum,1 up.
7hosc who hdu the lowest high scnool grades lot the best 'obs
and earned the most; those with the nighest high school grades
1'ct low-levl jc1.s and earned the least.

OrAllt ) 9F PRO, RAMMING GRAMATES

,c'Tvved ,,-aduate,) of public ,'nd 1.:'oprietary programs tot
trained only data Pr(ftessind proarammers 0).S. Census Code 003, NORCPrestiv NO ,:pecifftaily excluded proqraml for systems
analists, ooerator, and keypunchers.

rat,1!.':6 ,,now,, that we deleted 12 nuhlic and 51 proprietary
re',()Ordefit tr0,- ttiv original ,w1ples. A few respondents had
Iraduated fru(' a ;,rogram that did not fit our description, (0, most
(48 of tole :Irii,rietari respondents deleted) were dropped t'ecause theywere forolr ha i returned to homelands from Panama to
Hai,istan.

56
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NCK corpleted interviews with 90 percent of the public and
iG percent of the proprietary graduafcs 1lvtng In th,- country. Nineteen
Percent Of the public orauotirg cla.;s and 20 percent Of those inter-
viewed af_pr raduatior were ethnic rircrities. riantv-five pence!),:

C` lotary c;r4! :uatHrj tie, Lit c),,I.y
;ercent of the circprietary graduates interviewed were. The 4'

foreign studerfs whc ;eft the country account for the urderrepresertaticn
o' riroritie, 'r proprietary sarPle.

Tuolo 5" !tlOwS that ter per:ent of the rutlic and sever oercent
cf tle proprietary i.aCes were u7.:Tployed who r'u survey vs rade.
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2) Female clerks. Exrept for tile eight women mentioned above
and the 13 women who yot jobs as programmers, women in the programming
sarple fell into this big category. Their jobs were spread through
the clerical classificationclerl-tynists, keypunch operators, a few
LQn;:L,ter cq,eraLors, and stock clerks, NORC prestige ratings on thee
jobs went up to 50 (bookkeepers).

3) Male clerks. Sixty-four men found jobs as clerks, keypunch
operators, computer operators, stock clerks, and bookkeepers after
groduation. NORC prestige ratings on these jobs also went up to 50.

4) Males employed as programmers and at related jobs. Fifty-
pre en were employed as programmers, data processing specialists,
f-aragers of datd processing installations, and salesmen of data pro-
cessirg equip rent after graduation. The thirteen women who found
jots in this classification were deleted because of their small
nurber. This COP classification had a NORC rating of 69 (p4sice
scientist).

c.we to le 5"-', for the distribution of these categories.

TAME se

71:1JTP,J1 J PROGRAMING GRADUATE') BY FIRST JOB
AFTEP GRADUATION
(in percent.)

Ir in-

I !Dr

1 4310 Male% in proqrAPling

or rc.lat,-1 jo'r,
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When we te',ted te reIationsh4, of thi Llassificatior to the
respondents' first earrings after graduation, we found a s:(7,1ti.,.an

(p .001) re1aticn,ir. ;after contro11ing for resport:ents' age, reg4on,
earnings while it t, 1, arr' 'oh tenure). Tahle 59 show, that alfc

: fui! d r t t r igen; ti,

cca'e J1cek-, ti . 'east :9i.fS v weeF,.

'ABLE 51

!-IRY 4rFlY EARNINW; f;Y
01

for respornion'-.' revon, iob
tenure, earning., while in ,,Otool)

"n un forAl
re!ato,

Mole IM,tles in prograrinq
or relted jobs

S'i- 3119
(51)

Ahlr we irvestigated the relationship of graduates' baci'greund
characteristics to the type of school they chose and type of job they
got, we found that a spondent's age was sigrificantly (pc.00i) related
to first ,JCb ar,.! eirninqs. eF! 672

t *
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,
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The oldest members ut thA: sample were males in programming and
re ated jots, aro males it urrelee0 jobs. Male clerks and female
clerks were the youngest, in that o'der.

trt, ,,d;ple (42) ard 36 percent
of the proprietary sample (3 ;) were graduates working full time while
going to school. Veterans comprised 17 percent (25) of the public
ard 27 percent (33) of the proprietary samples. We have controlled
for age ard job tenure when looking at earnings because of the effect
of these variables on earnings. We have noted significant associa-
tions between ethnicity and the dependent variables.

Careers of Programming Graduates

a. First Job

The average public graduate got his first job 26 days after
graduation ard the average proprietary graduate got his one month
and ten days after graduation. The difference was significant (p<.004)
after we adusted for those who worked full time while in school and
kept those ;ohs after,- graduating. Ethnic minorities got their first
jobs just as quickly as Whites.

rind of First Jot. Table 61 shows the distribution of public
rronretary programming graduates across the four types of jobs.

-he Chi-scuare test showed a significant (lx..001) trend for public
..;e3J.J3tt!S tie placed in higher level jobs.

'AiiL,t 61

r,"d :1;4.A'4:Y, 1,PA7LA7.
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Lthric rioerities, who were re.i heavily revesented in the
proprietary sa!'ple, fared better if they graduated fror a public

school, as shown in table below,

rAigi 62

MIVIP17, ',T!!0F%' TN'2E

JUF. AND 7Y:11 T ',C"i)(11

Male, In ,An- MAP Mal, in proqraminq
7or ,h;.;1 nHla'od job.. , or related jobs

I

Prn,1.0'arl

0 33 '4

35

'5) (9)

18

(9)

9.a, 3df

Public jraduates were sorewhat more successful in getting

jobs for which they were trained, tut fewer than 2 1/2 out of ten got
placed as Programmers or in relateC jobs.

cAlf-retorted PelationshiT 0 rust Job to Trlining. A

resooncentT, perception -f t)ri of job to his t'airiro

was sic,)ifi,_Jrtly d'ii,ocia: ,:t, letual job hu

Twenty percent the ir jcb,, percent of

female clerks,, 5E :.,,rcest of the !c:k;, ond E9 percent ,t the

males related jo; reported fheir jobs were related

to thuir Tre,o were no ,lifferences between the public and
rropriC:ary craduates' resronses, her was there dfl ethoic effect.

First Earriyi? on First Jot. Table t3 shows that a respondent's
first earnings were significartTy cp.61)1) associated with his jot)

categor:. There were rat significant differences between Whites and
those of other ethnicities, or between public and proprietary graduates.
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Last Larnir1111on First Job. Again, table fi3 shows the same

sets yelations. Those ir procramirq and related jobs earned
the most week) and female clerks the least (S111.50 per week).
The association was significant at the p'.001 level. There were no

u;blic!ir:Arietari differences, althou01 there were non -
significart trcrds for Whites and public graduates to earn a little
more.

Changes in First Job Earnings. Male clerks gained the most,
follow c by ,ales ir unrelated jobs, males in programming and related

fec-ale clerks. The effect was significant (p.003). There

were nc significant differences between the white and ethnic minority,
and Hblic and proprietary graduates. Public and proprietary graduates
wor about the sane number of promotions.

b. Job Changers

Th',rty-two percent (37) of the public graduates changed jobs.
Those who changed were evenly distributed across female clerks (301,
wale clerks !30'), and males in programming and related jobs (261.
Males in unrelated jobs accounted for only 14 percent of the changers.
However, ;! 19 rercent of the changers (7) advanced into a higher
job Cassif'cation. right percent (3) went down, and most, 73 percent
27), did rot change job categories at all.

Thirty-three percent (32) of the proprietary graduates changed
jobs. Twenty-eight percent of the job changers (9) were males in
unrelated jobs, 16 percent (5) were female clerks, 31 percent (10)
were ale clerks, and 25 percent were vales in programming and
related jcbs. Only 13 percent of the changers (4) advanced into a
higher job classification, 18 percent (E) went down, and, like the
public grodL.ates, the majority (E9') did not change categories.

First Earnings on Second Job. which group gained the most in
frcn changing jobs? 'hose who made more, gained

controller.: for last earnings or first job, age, and

a sijni'icart (p(..(107) association between a person's
anJ earnings gained by changing jobs. Female clerks

acy,11., lest about S'.5 per week; rale clerks gained only 513.50
-ah:s in unrelted jobs gained next most at $20.75 per week;

anc :.ales in programing and related jobs gained the most--S42.50 per
week.

Put.;lic graduates ,rained 529.25 per week and proprietary
graduate". caired only $2.50 per week--a significant difference (pK.004).
There rot a significant difference between Whites and ethnic
minorities.
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er '..ecund Jot. kr jet category ar,d final
were cinnifirAnT7 r7Tated (p <,' ,1 Tales in

unreleted jots eened the rust ($IC per week,. Mel es in programming
and related jobs earned .1fE.75 per week, rale clerks S143 per week,
and ie6le iH :kr we6r. Them we a non-significant trend
for public graduates to earn more than their proprietary counterparts
($17.50 per week). Ethnic rinorities had sirilar earnings.

Public graduates started out on thti, ':econd job earning
sinnifice.rtiv (p.07.2) Tore than proprietar graduates, but the gain
in earnings of the rales in unrelated jobs (mostly fror proprietary
schools) tended to cancel cut the gains made by public programming
graduates.

c. The Sample as a whole

Tne data described in this section refer to the respondents'
jobs held at the tire the survey was made, whether the jobs were the
first or suusequent ones.

First Earr,ings on Current Job. As table 64 shows, there was
a signiffErfT-pc.(1C1) trend fnr males in programming and related jobs
to earn tne most, tullowed by males in unrelated jobs, male clerks,
and female clerks. There were non-significant trends for Whites to
earn more than other ethnicities, and public graduates to earn more
than proprietary graduates.

Last Earnings on Current Job. The trends remained the same
and the Trfferences between ethnic groups and public and proprietary
graduates were not significant.

Changes in Earnings on Current Job. Not surprisingly, those
it programming and related jobs gained the most, followed by males in
unrelated jobs (only one dollar per week less than those who got jobs
as programmers), male clerks, and female clerks who gained just half
as much as rates it thP same job category.

Whites gained a little more than ethnic rinorities, but not
significantly rore. Pub' c and proprietary graduates' earnings were
almost exactly the s(r e. The gap had been closed by the proprietary
males in unrelated jobs who gained a3rost as much in earnings as those
who had prograrriny and related jobs.

Unerployrert. Ten percent of the public graduates (14) and
seven percent of the rroprietary graduates (8) were not Working full
tire when the surve;, was made. Their numbers were toc small to
analfze.

1')5
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However, where we turned to graduates who reported working full
tire, we found proprietary graduates were unemployed significantly
more often (p<.004)--1.39 times on the average, to 1.21 times for the
public graduate. When we controlled for the incidence of unemployment
and analyzed the length of unemployment, public graduates were
unemployed an average of one month, 29 days and the proprietary
graduates, two months, 8 days, which was significant at the p<.035
level. The length of unemployment was related to the job category,
a finding that also held in the accounting study. Those holding jobs
for which they were trained had shorter periods of unemployment,
althcugh the effect rot quite significant.

2. Nonoccupational Experiences of Programming Graduates

Personal Growth. There were no significant differences in
ego development between the public and proprietary graduates, nor was
there a significant difference in their reading behavior. However,
there was a significant (p<.022) difference in the rate at which
proprietary and public graduates enrolled for more schooling - -SO
percent of the public graduates reported enrolling for more schooling,
compared to 33 percent of the proprietary graduates. Even though
ethnic minorities, who were more heavily represented in the proprietary
sample, reported returning to school significantly more frequently
than Whites (p<.014), they did not close the gap between public and
proprietary graduates. Most respondents who reported taking more
classes were male clerks and males in programming and related jobs,
and they were taking occupationally-related courses.

We also found a significant difference (p<.036) in proprietary
and public graduates' voting behavior. Seventy-four percent of the
public graduates reported voting in the last presidential election,
compared to 59 percent of the proprietary graduates. There also was
a significant (p<.001) trend for Whites to vote more frequently than
ethnic minorities, who populated the proprietary sample more heavily.
Ore reason the frequency of voting was lower in the ethnic minorities
and proprietary sample was that most non-citizens were classified as
"other ethnicities" arc' twenty-four percent of the proprietary sample
were non - citizens who could not vote.

7xrectatiors. (here were no significant differences between
;clic rd Dronrietary graduate!',1 salary cr educational expectations,

differcrce etnricity or job category.

0' ;ec-Jac,L of TrainirLi, Pecr'i the,

tree dic d n trainirg
", cirdir; rv) crtf!'! ir the
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cantly -cre adiqur-rte thar ct±c.r orricitics, and public

graduates felt their training was significartly more adequate (pc...001'

than their proetary counterparts.

Scrtic,faLficn

a. Satisfaction with Earrings. Satisfaction with earnings
not signiTiciriily associaa-eiTiWit+-a ,'erson's job category. Although

ethnic minorities were sigrificartly (p<..019) less satisfied with their

earnings, there was no sIgnificant difference between the public and

proprietary graduates' earrings satisfaction.

b. satisfaction with work Itself. There was A non-signifi-
cant trend for males in prograrring and related jobs to be rest
satisfied, followed by female clerks, males in unrelated jobs, and
male clerks. Wf.ites were significantly (ps,.001) more satisfied with
their jobs than other ethnicities, and public graduates were also
significartly more satisfied (pc.009) than proprietary graduates,
partly because of the smaller number of ethnic nlihurities in the

public sample.

c. Satisfaction Overall. Here, the trends become clear and

significant TR.021). Tagi7177 shows that a person's overall satis-
faction was associated with this job category. Males in unrelated

jobs were least satisfied, and males in programming and related jobs.

most satisfied.

7140..! 6=3
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Whites were sigrificahtly more satisfied overall (pc.004) and
public graduates were signifi(antly more satisfied (K.038) than their
proprietary counterparts. The proprietary satisfaction score was
pulled down loth by ethnic minorities and the large number of males in
unrelated and clerical ,;obs who were clearly not happy with their work.
When we ask1-2c1 thc grauuates if they had it to do over, would they choose
the sare school, public and proprietary responses were significantly
different (p,,.001). Ninety percent of the public graduates indicated
they would, taut only 49 percent of the proprietary graduates would
choose the sare school.

3. Pelationship of Irstitutional Characteristics to Graduates' First
Eainings

The average public program lasted 18 months. The average
proprietary program lasted 11 ronths and cost the graduate $2,344.
However, we found no significant associations between these and other
institutional variables and the first earnings of the graduates because
of limited variability in the school sample.

4. Costs to the Student

As table 66 snows, programring training cost the proprietary
graduate considerably more.

Costs to the proprietary graduate were 1.63 times that for
public graduates f)r three main reasons:

1) :itecu,h the proprietary progrars were EC percent as long as
public voo,ras, the proprietary students did rot work and earn as
muc as the public students, which react that the proprietary students'
foregone inoore was rare than the public students'. We think the
vorriotary students earned less while in school because the programs
wtro Tore ir`ersive, recuirirg 75-30 hours of classroom work each week

2) T' proprietary sa;-,le had more ethnic minorities who earned
clr0 cc,-,equent7y had lower earrings potential.

The coc,t of the prograr was paid out of the proprietary students'
6et. ;cicted out it chater 3 that weekly teaching costs were
::3 ti vs ur(, it the pLtlic s'_hcols, but that cost was rot borne

Li the c,hli, -,t,deht, but by taip6yers.

rro,. ',,rehahly rated treir trainiri as less
,,err tt-,ause they paid a

trci r" t? f.,dlua+-e:
r. ',; la!( ,(.0.1, .1he; elt it

..+1.



TABLE 66

COSTS OF PROGRAMING TRAINING BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

Public I Proprietary

Potential Earnings
(unadjusted weekly earnings
less HY X weeks in school)

-less-

Earnings while in School
(unadjusted weekly earnings
X weeks in school)

-equals-

Foregone Earnings

-plus-

Program Charges to the Student

-equals-

S6388

-3276

53112

+ 368

54676

-1344

$3332

+2344

Costs to the Student S3480 I 55676
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did nct -p !( his out -of- pocket LAperse. The public graduate,
whc ,:ery Ytt c, .4as rot as cri!tca'. of his training.

5. Serendipity

'Ac found that a person's high school grade point average was
significantly associated (p.001) with his or her current job categor
and, consequently, earnings. That association is shown in table 67 .

We described [Wilms, 1973] the "inflationary factor" operating
in grade point averages (high grades are easier to get in low-status
high school prcgrars). We were interested to find this strong, inverse
relationship bitwcer, grades and earnings in the programming analysis.

TABLE 67

PELATIONSHIP OF TYPE OF JOB, FIRST EARNINGS ON CURRENT
JOB AND SELF-REPORTED HIGH SCHOOL GRADE POINT AVERAGE

Type of Job

Males in pregrarling
or related int)'.

sialos in unrelated

jobs

Male (Jerks

Female cle6s

IFirst Earnings High School GPA

Highest

Medium high

Medium low

Lowest

Lowest

Medium low

Medium high

Highest



III. Electronic Technician Graduates' Experiences after School

A. ScWARY

Our h..00tnesis was not corfirrled cr (lectroric technicians.
The average pi,h7ic ,graduate wait to school for 22 months. Corrared to
the average erovietary graduate who spent IF crths in school. The

groups were sinilar or all dirersions, except the public sample
incl.,:rd significantly ;p<.001) more ethnic rinorities (49- cor.pared
to 20 in the proprietary), and the graduates cf public schools were
significantly older (p',.002) than proprietary graduates.

Our analysis or these samples showed that:

- Twenty-two out of 100 graduates got jobs as electronic techni-
cians or related high status jobs.

- Fifty -Hire out of 100 graduates got jobs related to electronic
technician work, but lower status, such as radio and TV repair
Ard craft apprenticing.

- 'Onoteen out of 1 ^0 graduates got urrelated, low status ,jobs
such as assertlers, freight handlers and lahcrers.

. :%,blic and croprietar.; gralLates gct alrcst the care kinds of
jobs after school, but public craduates carrcl S136.25 per weei
corpared to proprietary grerluatel whc eor,e.! Tre
(!iffLrerce was significart (p<.0,25).

- their first jobs, proprietary gradua*(': it Icw status but
related jobs got sigrificartly c1.0.05) :lore crorotiors and
carne's closing the wp it earrings. 4htr vo: looked at
last carrings on the fir:!, Cb, the uificuer .e was rot sicrifi-
A,t. ilthCqh the put'ic (.:raduates rirrol a ttlf rCrr.

'rfl le !r t i jf statt.,s

Parred 'east.
, arm! s0 ir 1(-w statu7

rai': Ti' ,rrat:

jraduates 1, 3ira0,(: of -0 is ,:lferk,n(c

wtcr
.;e.! ! ir . :c%*7;

icfllec ' I

r o r

r r r



- ,..retr weft "nt Cr 1.4bSegoCut 1.1.ALHL

graduates earte..! ,:grificott:,
i i ~icre at first, tut the

diffcrerce betweer ar :4-c,rictary graduates' salaries
,)e &fit, t r iFi("art.

r Cr A .T ; (l! t I

1A "Cr' r.1, ;'"crut(A- 'r !to -cod!'or

we.re rc' s";rificart differences in personal growth between
and ;,-;-rietari graduates.

- curlic graduate', epeected to earn significantly (v.00.1! more
it !Mu fut,rc, t-J6! e difference wa, due to the higher earriegs
of the r;radAtes.

- There were no .:iffrrences in satisfaction with earhitls, their
or sati:faction overall between public and proprietary grad-

'terc was a nonsignificant trend for men in higher level
tc be -ore satisfied with their jobs.

- 'Pere warn' re, ,-(3rificavt differences it how graduates perceived
tre aJear, t,-tir training,

SETAILL: A,AOS:S

we included only progrars aired at training electronic techni-
ciars (U.S. Census Cede 173, NCPC prestige code 47), We excluded
ercgrar!. that trained pe6ple for electronic engineering, data pro-
cessing and 7'; repair, are electricians' jobs. All graduates were
"Ales. AS t..Pnr!t: FP shows, we cot interviews with Ei percent
of ..he am 90 percent of the w)r3prietary grad,4ates.

).,e0.t2



At the time of the interview, rost graduates were working full
time, as table 69 snows.

11111=.my

TAiiLE 69

jI;IR:6JTION OF ELECTRONIC TECHNIC:ANS BY
LABOR MARKET ACTIVITY ANO TYPE. OF SCHOOL

AIIMMMim

Pubi 1L Proprletary

;nerployed

never had a full-
job)

morn' part-time

4orkinl full-time

b

2

1)1

3)

3

271

Totals I1).4 I 3)4

d..lee o not total 476 bej i e ere
Aoletel fur dnalytic pirpuie-4.

AC Arrayed ther 2cr:s ir,cordIrr; t'e caterries:

"ur !F, urrela. u 'I irtc the Ices! r,t1()I

cciFr_rfld d;:Prt'er;, freiy-t !41,2,7.rs. irl ldhcrpr%. rices

to trp r.:0r(; ,0 f.

vor 0. rA".,, folro- !!' :!

('' ! . r' 1,'

ar t
r 1 r

r "



3) Nen in higher level crafts were put into this category
which included the upper portior c' Crafts and Kindred workers,
covering jobs like electrician, data processing repair, and radio
and TV repair. This category goes ur to the WPC prestige rating 49.

4) Yen in the highest status jobs were put into this group.
It included Professional, Technical and Ylndred, and Managers and
Adrinistrators. The major jobs within this group were electronic
technlciar, electronic ergineering technician, electrical engineering,
and crograring. This category goes up to the NORC prestige rating 76.

Fcrty-one rer got jobs as clerks, but we deleted ther from
the analysis because their jcbs were scattered across the U.S. Census
"Clerical" classification and their numbers were too small to analyze.

Table %shows the distribution of the electronic technician
graJuates or their first job.

TA:iLL 7C

tJ- ELELERnIC 7ECWIICIAN GRADUATES
EtiY TYPE OF FIRST JOB

.nrmlatcl
< %OP_

Low ,_rafts

41 ir,'ORC 4.1

Elpctronic technician
and related jobs

SY4ORC 76

¶3

hJ '122;

2t

)))
22

(32)

o;ted jistiuticr aroi,st the .rcviaa!es' first
frct_ ,,owr it tahle 7 , gave
The :4rc,..viri;', for_,,i,!.u!' a; ....e17 as practical



'TRONIL. AViRA;:sE EIF6T WEELY LARNINGS ON FIRST JOB
.untr:111H: !,), re,ondonts' job tenure, region, age and earn-

LleLtronic technician

Unrelated jobs Low Lrafts High grafts and related jobs

'i,:TRC it < No4C 41 <NORL eNORC 76

1139

(82)

We araiyzed the electronic technicians' backgrounds to see if
there were significart differences between the public and proprietary
graduates, and if those differences were related to the kinds of jobs
graduates ;)t. 'able 72sumarizes the results.

TABLE 72

uF ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS' BACf:GRO::ND CHAR-
TLRISTICS TO TYPE OF SCHOOL AND TYPE OF JOB

Are background
cndraLteristics
different between
public and propri-
etary if-actuates?

Are background
cnaracteristics
significantly
cr,sociated with
type of first job?

i oet_fOor 1 . !..,S

ratner's
ttti.

le4elupi-ePt

-

No

No

No

0
u



Table 72 shows that while there are differences in the public
and proprietary graduates' age and ethnic backgrounds, neither were
significantly associated with the level of their first job.

We found that 49 percert of the public but only 15 percent
of the proprietary graduates were working while they were in school.
We assumed that some students kept their sane jobs after graduation,
which could possibly mean they had higher earnings to start with, so

we controlled for earnings while in school and job tenure when looking
at full -time job earnings after graduation.

Forty-five percent of the public graduates were veterans and
41 percent of the proprietary graduates were. Their earnings conformed
to the same pattern as the larger sample and there were no significant
differences between the public and proprietary veterans' earnings.

Twenty percent of the public and only 5 percent of the proprie-
tary graduates were noncitizens. Eighty-five percent of them were
from ethnic minorities. Because the public sample had 49 percent
ethnic minorities, the proprietary sample 20 percent, we displayed
the earnings for Whites and other ethnicities separately. Within
these categories we have captured most noncitizens.

1. Careers of Electronic Technician Graduates

a. First Job

The average electronic technician took one month, one day to
get his first job after graduation, and there was no difference between
public or proprietary graduates. Table 73 shows that only 28 percent
of the men in the lowest job category felt their jobs were related
to their training, but between 7C-75 percent of those in the upper
three categories said theirs were. The relationship was significant
at the pi.CO1 level.

rCerif,'

TABLE 73

frPONIC TECHNICIANS PEPOPTING THAT THEIR JOBS WERE RELATED
7.-() THEIR TPAININq {Y TYPE OF J03

Hlb crafts

<%0PL 4Q

Electronic technician
and related jobs

<NORC 76

71

(P?'



Kind of First Job. Table 74 shows the distribrtion of graduates

on their first jobs by types of jobs and type of school. There were no
significant differences between the kinds of jobs public or proprietary

graduates got.

;ABL: '4

71:i ,f L-P1

7,Je i,.,,,

xrelate:
lot,

c NOL 3u

low

-1". 4:

01;u

<Ni.,k2 49

ilectroniL technician,
and related jcbs

c %CRC 16

'ot,11.

Proprietary

23)

:46;

27

?7

25

21

(25

51)

First Earnings on First Job. After controlling for differences
in respondents' age, region, job tenure and earnings while in school,
we fauna a significant relationship (p..001) between a person's job
and his earnings. Those in the lowest jobs earned least (5115.50
per week) and those in the highest jobs earned the most (S130 per week).
Whites earned significantly (p<A01) more than other ethricities and
public graduates earned significantly (p.025) more than proprietary
graduates ($136.25 vs. $125.50). See table 75.

Last Earnings on First Job. The differences in earnings
associated with a person's type of j)b have alrost washed out. The

men in the top electronic technician jobs still earned the most, and
those in unrelated,low level jobs earned the least, but the earnings
of the men in the low crafts, particularly the proprietary graduates,
increased the most - -a change of $37.25. The increase for this group
made the gap between public and proprietary graduates not significant,
although the public graduates still earned more. However, the
proprietary graduates increased their weekly earnings significantly
more (p<.001) than the nublic.

11H
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Promotions on the First Job. After controlling for the

respondents' age and fOb tenure, proprietary graduates got significantly
(17,-005) more promotions than public graduates. Most promotions went
to proprietary graduates in the low craft jobs who, as we saw earlier,
4ncreased their earnings rere than any other greuv, closing the gap
in first job earnings between the public and proprietary samples.

b. Job Changers

Twenty-two percent (22) of the public and 29 percent (79) of the
proprietary graduates changed jobs. The average public jot changer's

last carnirgs or his first job was Sl48.75 and the average proprietary

job changer earned S136.75. They were among the low earners and changed

jobs to increase their earnings. The job changers were evenly distri-

buted by type of job, and as many increased their jot status as decreased

it. Public graduates earned significantly (p;.C23) Fore than proprietary
graduates.even after controlling for last earnings or first job (plus

the respondents' age and region). The average public job changer's

first weekly earnings were $165./5, and the average proprietary graduate's

earnings were s;16C.75. These figures show that those who earned less

on their first jobs could catch up by changing jobs.

c. The Sample as a Whole

First Earnings on Current Job. Table 7E, which reflects the
earnings-TOTTrjiign on their current jobs whether they were their
first or subsequent jobs, shows those it higher level jots earned

significantly (pr.001) more. Whites earned sigrificantly more (p.001)

than other ethricities. "ublic graduates earned significantly (p..037)

more than proprietary graduates.

Last Earnings on Current Job. Although the proprietary graduates

earned less, the difference was not significant, sc there way more

deviation from the average public earnings cf 5176.7 and proprietary

earnings of S164.25 than when we looked at !`re fir,,t earnings. The

greater deviation could be traced to the proprietary graduates in lcw

craft jobs who got Fore promotions and earned Fore, ard the proprietary

graduates in lower paying jobs who enarged jobs and increased their

earnings. however, ever though the public sarple hdC -ore ethnic mino-

rities who earned less, the public graduates gaired (p<.0C1)

more in earrings thar proprifAry graduates after controlling for the

responder:s' age, region, job tenu,-e, and first carrirrs

.nerL,1jrert. i.ffPr ccrtrcili c:),. a n1ycfcc.7, act, and
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2. Non)ccupational f.xperiences of Electronic Technician Graduates

Personal Growth. ',4e found nr, significant differences between the
public and proprietary graduates' er,o levels, or reading or voting
behavior. As table 77 shows, alros: twice the proportion of public
graduates were 'tic' 'X school, ruJ, for occutdtioral trainirg.

TABLE 77

ELEC_TRYIL TEC.i%IL:IAN GRADUATES WHO REPORTED TAKING MORE
SCW9LING, BY TYPE OF SCHOOLING

(as percent of total public and proprietary sample)

IPublic I Proprietary

Classes related to same 51 24

occupation (56) (74)

Classes related to 17 8

different occupation (18) (24)

Classes not related to 6 3

an occupation (7)

On the basis of :his analysis, we concl,,ded there ..cere nc
differences in personal growth between the public and ororrietary
samples. Although the public graduates returned to school signifi-
cantly (p,.001) more often thar the proprietary grc-uates, the schuoling
was primarily occupationally-related.

Expectations. Public graduates expected to earn significantly
more than proprietary graduates (p.003) expected to earn, both three
to five years from now, and six to ten years from now. 'This finding
was not surprising because expectations are partly a function of what
a person has. The public graduates earned more than the proprietary
graduates, so they, predictably, expected to earn r-ore it the future.
More public 7raduates extected to get higher degrees (PC of the public
and 68 of the preprietar;), t;,t there was no differenCfe in the degree
level they expected to get.

,atisfai,Itior. We found no significant differ,rccs hetm:es, the
pubic ard rrorrirtar, graduates' satisfaction with earr'fos, *he jot
itself :r 'dee;11!. -here was a f(,r-

tr.Oco *fl Ct,."SfieC.



Graduates' Perceptions of the Adequacy of their Traininl.
Unlike the other five occupations, we found no significant differences
in the public and proprietary graduates' rating on adequacy of their
training which they both rated midway between "very good" and "good."
There was a significant (N.001) difference between how many public
and proprietary graduates would return to their same schools if they
had the chance to do it over. Eighty-eight oercent of the public but
oiily 61 percent of the proprietary samples said they would make the same
cnoice again.

3. institutional Characteristics

We found no relationship between the public schools' charac-
teristics and the success o' their graduates. Two proprietary elec-
tronic technician schools did not respond to these questions. We did
not analyze proprietary school data on this item.

4. Costs to the Student

Table 78 shows that the average public student paid $5,650 to
complete an electronic technician's program, compared with $8,769 for
the average proprietary student.

TABLE 78

1JF LLA-TRNIC TECt4N:-1P1 TRAINING
3Y TYPE DF SCHOOL

IProprietary

tent 1 tarnin;')

4n13; '1-it week 1y

.4, 1 r n.ar Ge,-
,t in

1 n

S9,09')

,lent E

h_ -4/



The average public program lasted ths, compared with the

average proprietary program's 18 months. The 'age proprietary

program requires the stui:eot to be in class roc sours each week

(Wilms, 1973). Therefore, both potential carn)ngs and earnings while
in school were lower for the proprietary graduates. However, in spite

(!;fference, if the public +'e school a
direct charge for the cost rather thar havirg it paid by taxes, the

difference in costs to the studeuit would have been negligible.



IV. Dental Assistants' Experiences after School

A. SUMARY

Our hypothesis was not confirmed on dental assistants.
Public and proprietary graduates found dental assisting jobs in
about the same proportion, but after controlling for key background
differences, we found:

- Public graduates got their jobs significantly (1)4(.018) faster,
and earned significantly more (p<.001) on their first Jobs.

- Those who took jobs other than dental assisting got more
promotions and earned 5 percent core per year.

- Those that went to work as dental assistants earned an average
starting salary of S81 per week.

- Alrost half the proprietary graduates employed as dental
assistants who changed jobs switched to some other field and
increased their earnings.

- Howevcr, public graduates earned significantly more (p< .006)
initially, although the proprietary graduates who changed jobs
nad alrost caught up ir earnings when the survey was taken.

- Public graduates went to school an average of 12 months, and
proprietaries went 4-1/2 months and paid an average of 51066 for
their course.

- Nineteen percent of the public graduates and 42 percent of the
proprietary graduates cnanged jobs. Those who changed jobs were
earning less than the average on their old jobs, and they changed
to increase their earnings.

hen we viewed the sarple together, we found:

The pwbli craduates earned significantly more (p <.005)
icitiilly. When they reported their final earnings, they still

earning; sigrificartly <.035) rore.

were h, siqvificart hetweer the school
drd the earrir,is c# (4rac:Jates.

co o' tre %turtert were 54017 fcr the putlic
fL,r t"e r;rd,J,,dte.



- Public graduas rated their training as significantly (p< .029)

more adequate than the proprietary graduates, and they wenq signi-
ficantly t;ore satisfies (p 011; overall.

- Eighty-eight percent cif the public, but only 52 percent of the
proprietar; graduates said they would chi:ose the care 5chJol over

--a finding signMcint at the p .011 level.

- About 10 percent of both pbulic ,!;id proprietary graduates never

had a Joh. Among those who had held jobs, the public gradates
were unemployed fewer tires (p .001), and their periods of
unemployment were shorter (p<.024) than the proprietary graduates'.

- There were no significant differences in personal growth, measu;d
by ego development, enrollments in further education, reading, or

voting behavior.

8. DETAILED ANALYSIS

We surveyed graduates of programs designed to produce Dental
Assistants (U.S. Census Code 921, NORC prestige code 48). We excluded
medical assistants, technologists, and dental hygienists.

Table 79 shows that from the net sample, NORC completed inter-
view; with 91 percent of the public graduates and 83 percent of the
proprietary graduates.

TABLE 79

'DrA':24 )F AN'AL ASS:Y:4.; ,AMCIE Hr TyPf OF SNOW

.r111,111 4e' rieldoted

'1;4' "Jeletel semt)le PeT43,ed :mtproews
Completion

rate

3

;-

93:

ql:

126



Twenty 1,cf_cw, ff the public gvaduoting class was made up of
ethnif.. minorities, any} the public sample NORC interviewed after !heir
qradu,,tion was Tad r up or 2: percent of ethnic minorities. However,
the proprietary graduating class was 25 percent ethnic minorities,
but the ;ample of interviewed graduates had only 16 percent of ethnic
-hor!tic. The 41 re%cndents fhif NORC could not find came from
proprit?tory 0...ntal assisting schIcls with high proportions of eth,..
f.; noritins. Probably the group r;ORC cot,id not find was heavily weighted
with ethnic minor *ties.

Table 3C shows the distribution of the dental assisting graduates.

TABLE CO

DISTrIBUTAON OF DENTAL ASSISTING GRADUATES BY LABOR
MARKET ACTIVITY AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

.^.istribJtion Public Proprietary

/
0nemployed (never had

full-time job)

aoring (part-time)

19 23

10

Working, (full-time) 175 246

Total sample 201 I Z19

A' 7at',!e 31 below shows, AO percent of the public and proprietary
iraduates got jobs as dental assistants, and 20 percent took "other"
jobs. lobs in the "nther" category fell n the U.S. Census category
301 And !-4,10w, carrying top NORC prestige rating of 46. Sixty-seven
percent of the 'other" jot)s were clerical ;mostly receptionists, clerks,

f,Ticts), And the rer,'Inder fell between the craft, operative, and
c --wfunitionc.

TACLE

DISTRI81JI0N OF DP174 ;MISTING GRAOHATES
0 TYPE OF FIRST 308

(in percentc)

Dente assistant Caner

(336)
20'

(82)



When we tested the relationsnip of selected demogrveWics to type
of school and type of job, we found that person's iociock:onomic status
and the prestige of father's occupation were related to the job category
the student found after graduation. (See Tanie p2.)

TAM 82

RELATIONSHIP OF BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS To TYPE
OF SCHOOL AND TM7 OF JOE!

Are background
characteristics
different betwech
public and propri-
etary graduates?

111111
Are background
,7haractP7-1 -itics

,ignitcantly
a))uciatM with
first earnings?

Sociaec000ric status
Father's occupation
Educational Status
Ego deyeloprent

Fthlic background

No

No

%.)

No

Yes'
Yes"

pe".02
p .001

't ,tt wIttl hj b so(low.OrT',i status '0')!,er; were iP

e-ploiel 4c lentil a-Al;tints
,:)<17; Dften Y- e. with 1C-e,er

sv' 'Ithr, 1, mC

li'lr,l(terlYi(', were r t P"1":ev

virefn---; 100!11 lt.SS t ar, thQse H (Ant,-



I. Careers or (Jraduates.

st. First OA

There wai a siqnificant difference (p.018) between the time
to.'. :rlduates to get their first jobs after

gra:1,4,100n, after controlling for those who worked full-time while in
sLhool aod kept those Arlie jobs. Public graduates got their first job,
on the average, days after graduation, and the proprietary graduates,
one month and three dal,s after graduation.

Kind of First Job: Table 83 shows that public and proprietary
graduates got dental assisting jobs at about the same rate. Unlike
the higher level occupations (accounting, programming, electronic tech-
nician) where only two out of ten were placed in jobs for which they
were trained, eight out of ten dental assisting graduates found dental
assistant jobs.

TABLE 83

DISTRIBUTION OF DENTAL ASSISTING GRADUATES
BY TYPE OF FIRST JOB AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of School Dental Assistants Other

Public 82 18!
(142) (31)

Proprietary 79. 217.

(144) (51)

Pespondents of other ethnicities made up 21 percent of the
public and E percent of the proprietary samples and those from the
prn,,,rietary ',cnools were placed in jobs as dental assistants core often
tndr publi p.aduates. The difference was not statistically significant.

1
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TABLE 84

DISTRIBUTION OF DENTA1 ASSISTING ETHNIC
MINOPITIES BY TYPE OF ,108 AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of School I Dental Assistants I Other

Public

Proprietary

78

(28)

89

(34)

22'

(8)

(4)

Ninety-eight percent of the women working as dental assistants
and 35 percent of those working in other jobs reported their first job
was related to their training, and the difference was significant (oi.001).

There was no significant difference between the public and proprietary
graduates. The 35 percent of those in other jobs who reported their
work was related to their training had clerical jobs such as typists
and receptionists.

First Earnings on First Job: Ten percent of both public and
proprietary graduates were working full-time while in school, so we

controlled for job tenure. We also controlled for Age and region.

As Table 85 show, those who sot jobs as dental as,.istants made a little
less than those in other jobs--about S3.75 per wee'', after controlling
for age and region. The results were almost, but rot quite, significant.
Other ethn4cities earned significantly more (p<.004) than whites, and
public graduates began their first jobs earning significantly (p<.001)
nore than their proprietary counterparts--512.25 per week.

Final Earnings on -first Job: After controlling for respondents'
age, job tenure, andregTon,Thos7 in dental assisting iohs -,till made
slightly less than those in other jobs. Whites made 1 little more than
ethnic inorities, but the difference w.1, not significant, i'ublic grad-

uates still earned significantly (pe.001) -Tire than proprietlry graduates

--about 5 her week.

r i'Arnings on iiilt lob: Table %how, thit hone nf

trP gr r 4,1; If I
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DENTAL k,ls'IN6 GRADUATES' FIRST, LAST AND CHANGE IN
WEE'iLY EABNINii ON FIRST JOB BY TYPE OF JOB,

ETHNKITY AND TYPE OF cicHOOt

Type of iOt Dental Assistant

Is the

relationship
Other significant?

first Earning;

sale, region, Job tenure)

La,t Earnings
(age, region, jot tenure)

'Panto in Earnings
re.;tun, Job tenure)

$81

$92.25

584.75

595.75

$11.75 $11

No

No

No

Etbri,iie White

Is the

relationship
Other significant?

first Earnings

(age, region, job tenure)

La.*. iarnings

Hap, re,;:on, job tenure)

SR! .50

S93. 75

nng,.. in Earnings SI?

;aye, region, job tenure)

583.50 Yes'

$92.25

39

No

No

70e of )Lnool Publi

Is the
relationship

Proprietary significant?

I, a ie, on

tirr.,n;,

;e , ;1 ,

: jr,,7 r

1, '47

580.25 $77 Yes
of tenure)

Sa'n.50 $A9.75 Yes**
*enu

3;2.75 No
,rjt ton ,rp



Promotions on First Job: Proprietary graduates got as many

promotions as public graduates, but those employed as dental assistants

got half as many as those in other jobs (p<%001).

h. Job Changers

Nineteen percent (39) of the public graduates changed jobs.

Tne vast majority (80') of those were employed as dental assistants,

and most of them shifted to utner dental assisting jobs. Twenty per-

cent of the changers were ethnic minorities--the same proportion of

ethnic minorities in the public sample.

Forty-two percent (117) of the proprietary graduates changed

jobs and most changers had dental assistant jobs. However, 45 percent

of those proprietary graduates employed as dental assistants who changed

jobs (45), shifted to other occupations. Only six percent of the job

changers were ethnic minorities.

If we look at the last earnings of this group on their first

jobs, we find the public and proprietary graduates earned about the

same. However, if we compare the last earnings on the first job of

the job changers with the last earnings on the first job of the total

sample, we find those who changed were earning less. The job changers

probably changed jobs to increase their earnings, even if they had to take

jobs unrelated to their training.

FirstEarnintsofJobbse.: There was
still a Taii§nlikanttrerr4forthosein otherjobsto earn more, and

there was no difference in earnings by ethnic group. However, after

controlling for last earnings on first job, region, and respondents'

age, we found that public graduates were still earning significantly

(p<.006) more ($8.25 per week) than the proprietary graduates--many

of whom had shifted out of their trade.

Final Earnin s of Job Crean ers: There was not a significant

difference in earnings etween those women working as denal assistants

and those in other jobs, nor was there a difference by ethnic group.

The group of proprietary graduates who left dental assisting lobs to

increase their earning , closed the earnings gap between public and

proprietary job changers. There was still a trend for public graduates

to earn more ($106.75 ver:Js $103 per week).
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TA8LE 8C

DENTAL ASSISTING GRADIATES' FIRST, LAST pin CHANGE IN WEErLY
EARN(M1' 04 ,..r4lRENT '*PE or , ITHNP:ITT

AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of 20t

V"" Earnings
r.)10n, tert,jre

,AS!
re4ior.

Chan; in iarnno
(19e, rellon, 2,A, tenure

and first earnings)

1

Is the

relationship
Dental Assistart Other significant'

S13

S42 I Mc,

511)1 .'r.

510./5 No

Ethnicity

First Earning%

ale, roliOn, tenure)

last farnin;s
'age, region, jor .enure)

Cnanye in larnings
(aye, region, ,!ot tenure
and first earnin gs:

white

$87.5C

$100.7,,

512.75

Is the
relationship

Other significant'

yes"

Na

yoe of ,(Wool

Is the
relationship

Proprietary lignficant'

FIrNt tarrIri%
1;e, " tenwr*"

'4;e, ter4re:

r:A. IP !;rnir'i.

irl Oir,: tAirni,;1!

SI,'

SI:

$85.50

S99.50

S:3

yes..

'es

,2

c.

1 3
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c, Sa.:ple as_ a oihole

'When we asked the dental assisting graduates if their current
sot) was re1aret: rrainino, eight,'-foo percent of the public

'he proL.;etacv jT ;uates sill it was. This

significant difference WaS surv,,,ing because of the rel-

atively lar:e rurt)er of orobrietary women who (.hanged from dental assis-
tin to other 9hS.

First_E)rnings: There was no significant lifference in earnings
Aor;i41 0:;)10yed 45 dental Assistants, end those in other

'ental l',%istants made a little less.us Table PC shows.
,''n "1, inoritit", earned significantly morc (p',.006) than

.. .,e .:Aduato sample, which contained moe ethnic min-
.. elrne.! si,:nificantly more (p<,005) than their proprietary

.11)d.1 and Changes in farnings: Table ;',f shows that

her was not a signiricanl dITTerenceTil earnings or chews
in earnings betwe.A those ev.ployed as dental assistants and those in

other jobs. Ethnic minorities earned significantly more (ps.02) and
public graduates earned significantly more than proprietary graduates.

Unemployment: Nine percent of the public and eight percent
of the proprietary graduates never found a full-time Ioh after grad-

uation. Among the majority of graduates who were employed full-time,
the proprietary graduates had experienced significantly (p..001)
more periods of unemployment (1.67 times) than the public (1.43 times)
after controlling for the respondents' age and job tenure. Their

eriods of unemployment were longer too (3 months and one 'Jay for
the proprietary graduates versus 2 months and 19 days for the public
graduates), and the difference was significant

2. Nonoccupational EAeriences of Dental Assisting Graiates

Persona we `Iund no j mificant diffrwiwoc on any

0 the persrival-lell tietwe.r ;Jig:tic and propcietti .graduates- -

ego developoreet, rirr,'1-ent for further education, r(,, dirt or :oting

behavior. 7nose p,tr digit ehroil for further education (If, ^r the

Dt:blic and 22 of the 'droDrieta,,, enrol lcd -4iscly for r icAtional

courses.

,:xceLtatiuns: herr was no significant diffPence between the
p1u is and oroprietari ,:eaduates salary or edwAtional '!A:4'! tations.

Perceptions r the AdequiCy of Trainirag: A% shows,

tt,ose ;;erceTveA-6elr training significantly

..!ore adeouate than those in other ioh%. Although ethnic minor-

ities tended to rate ti-ieir training more harshly than white; (c),.03)

i 34



AY-1"1'ir, -1P,111'47rY

:f
.4,%fl OF YIHOlq.

T« ;' it ''..,0"0;. festal Ay,Ltant-, Other

I kicellent
2 '.'ery dood

Cood
4 , Fair

5 voor
6 'fiery had

ard there mere ethnic_ r-inorities in the public %arple, the public
grathpates rated their ./aining as significantly more adequate than t1
:rroprlet4v ;r-alates ;..1')C.II rated theirs. The average public rating
was 'dwav 1-,weer vei ' ;nod ,and exLellent. The average proprietary
ratio -; vor ful! below, slightly above good.

`Ati%!Iction with [arnin9s: whites were significantly more
,,,itiiejWTO-1-11-(1s7PZ01) than were other ethnicities,

r.thnic inorities earned nore than whites. This finding
indict rtes that the ethnic minorities had considerably higher expect-
ations. Alt.t,u1';h t.!, draluates earned significantly more than
thi prlprl.tari cnuntnr:lArtS. there was Orly A non-significant trend
for the! to he ore sat ,440d, Ethnic minorities were ,..ne heavili
nn i-ftrifnd 'no And fhpv hid 1 lower l t'svi.1 of siti-jv:tIOn.
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Satisfaction with the Job Itself: Those in dental assisting
jobs were sTgnfrTtantly more satTsfied-with their jobs (p:.002) than
those in other Jobs. Whites were significantly more satisfied (p..002)
than women of other ethnicities. Public graduates were significantly
more satisfied with their jobs than proprietary graduates (v..024).

Satisfaction Overall: As Table 88 shows, ,nose in jobs for
which they trained were more satisfied (p..018) overall than

those who were in other jobs. Whites were more satisfied than ethnic
minorities (pc.001), and public graduates were more satisfied than
their proprietary counterparts (p<.005).

TAHLU R1

DENTAL ,T:46 r;RADUATIS' OVERALL SATISFACTION
TY0F OF JOB AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of School I Dental Assistants Other

Public

Proprietary

1.46

06'

1,84

(43)

Key: 1 - Very satisfied
2 - Somewhat satisfied
3 = Somewhat di .satisfied
4 -., Very dissatisfied

When we aske toe graduatec If they ha,; it to dt over, would

they choose the care school, 88 percent of the oWic graduates and

W percent of the proprietary graduates said -yes.- The difference

was SilnifiCant at tne p.001 level, 'Mere were no di"erence% be-

twren woites avd other etnniLitie.

4
.L-



3 . Ins t tu t iono I hers' !Pt' 'w

The average public dental assisting graduate went to school
for -onths at virtua/ly no cost, while the average proprietary
graduate spent only 4 1/2 months in school but paid $1070. Public
,:raJui'es 7cre, tut within the public and proprietary schools.
the length of the program was not significantly related to earnings
after graduation.

The average ri,blic school offering a dental assisting program
was 15 years old, and the average proprietary school was four years old--
iJniticantly (p<.001) different. However, school age was not sig-

rifiLAntly related to the graduates' earnings.

'00t, were l'cu no significant associations between the schools'
,l'Jries, teaching loads, size, or accreditation status, and

irlAi.ates' earnings. The school sample was small and consequently
.e.1 variability.

4. Costs to the Student.

Table l9 shows that even though public programs were publicly
subsidized by taxes, and the proprietary graduate paid school charges
ii9 timf. ;..:Mir_ school charges, the total costs of training were
39 percent less to the proprietary graduate.

The main reason the public programs were so much more expensive
to the student is that they averaged almost three times as long to
complete. Consequently. the public student gave up more potential earn-
ings to go to school than the proprietary. Even after adding in a sub-
stantial school charge to the student ($1066), the total costs to the
student are far lower in a proprietary school.

We concluded that proprietary graduates rated their training
as less adequate, were less satisfied and would repeat their school

choice less often because, even though the costs of training to them
were less, they paid //e times more in direct payments to the schools.
After graduation both groups earned less than the 1974 poverty level for
a family of four, t..:t the proprietary graduates earned significantly
less than the public graduates who paid virtually nothing out of their
own pockets to the schools. Also, foregone income, while an important
consideration for older students, nay not have been as central in the dental
assisting students' decisions, for they were the youngest group of the
six.
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V. Secretaries' Experiences after School

A. SUMMARY

Our hypothesis was confirmed for secretarial graduates, but
with two qualifications: (1) Secretarial students of ethnic minorities
from proprietary schools comprised 31 percent of the graduating class,
but the sample we reached in the labor market had only 15 percent
ethnic minorities. (2) Public programs enrolled many more students
than graduated. For example, one public school enrolled close to
2000 secretarial students but graduated only one during the year.
We do not know if most public secretarial students opted out early
for jobs, transferred to four-year colleges, changed their majors,
or dropped out, but most did not make it through to graduation. Those
that did complete the public programs had significantly lower socio-
economic and educational status (both of which are related to earnings)
than their proprietary counterparts. Generally, people with higher
SES and educational status earned more, but not always. Because this
relationship was not always positive, we could not reliably control
for socioeconoric and educational status differences. Readers should
keep these factors in rind when interpreting our results.

Our data showed that:

- The average public program lasted 19 months, and the average
proprietary program 13 months. The proprietary graduate paid an
average of £2383 for her traininv.

- Hl trough there was rot a significant difference in initial
earnings, t,',2 proprietary graduates earned significantly more
(p .,;12) in the long run on the first job and increased their
earnings -ore than their public counterparts, even after controlling
for region, are, and earrings v.hilt in school, and jot tenure.

- Althougll the proprietary graduates got secretarial jots r'ore
often than public graduates, the difference was not statistically
;igrifi: art. r, Llassified the graduates' first ,ots :1

:.lerk typist, or " secretarial.

- tlic ihr.; orcetary gralites got he flr,!.
a c,



- There were ro differences in satisfaction with earnings or the

kinds of jobs the graduates held. However, we found that ethnic

minorities were more satisfied overall than their white Classmates

if they went to a o3Clic Wino), and less satisfied than their

white class. arcs ' they oent to d proprietary Wlool (p< .048).

- %inety-three percent of the public but only 75 percent of the
proprietary graduates said they would choose the sane school over.
The difference was significant at the p<, .005 level.

- Tvre was re relationship between the length or cost of the

peoer17 and te earrings of the graduates. The average proprietary

S.VIOCI 045 ',11rifiCaf'tly older (p, .001), smaller (p <-001, and

tncir teachers were paid significantly less (p< .001) and worked

more trar the public schools.

There wero me significart associations between these and other
institutional characteristics and the success of their graduates
for the public schools, but we did find that proprietary graduates
who got secretarial jobs and earned most went to schools Pit
were larger, with higher paid, younger faculties that worked

tre longest hours.

- Costs of training to tre student were about the same (S7201 for

public and 57281 for proprietary) ever though the public programs

were heavily subsidized by taxes. That subsidy was not included in

this calculation, and if it were the public costs would have been

considerably nigher than the proprietary.

- Tentj-two percent of the public graduates changed jobs, but few

shifted job categories. Thirty-one percent of the proprietary

gradates also changed jobs, but few changed job categories.

Both public and proprietary job changers were earning less than

tre average clerk or secretary on their first jobs, and changed

to increase earnings, which they did. However, the proprietary

job changers ircreased their earnings significantly (I) .02) more

;nag the public .,ob changers.

- 1r the entire sample (those on their first or subsequent jobs),

orwietary graduates earned significantly more or their current

jots (o< .00/) at first, and significantly more (p ,.001) when

tre survey was taker.

- was not a significant difference in the indigence of

..o.c7;,loyment, but public graduates had significantly longer (p< .001)

period cf uremployment.

T-.re were no significant differences in the graduates' personal

groot'7, and their salary and educational expectations were about

tre
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B. MART I) ANALYSIS

We sur*eyed graduates of public aid proprietary secretarial
prov4ms in each of the four metropolitan areas. We selected programs

rino only secretaries and excluded programs for clerk-typists,
stenugraphers, and legal or medical secretaries. Table go shows that
froci the net sample, %0RC completed interviews with 86 percent of both

and proprietary graduates.

A' 1 .1J. .

1S1::, I I ,1: :::,1:1:vci :fq

t.

The proprietary graduating class h j 31 percent ethnic minor-
ities, but the sample we surveyed after graduation included only 15
percent ethnic minorities, NORC made intensive tracing efforts (de-
scried in Appendix 1) but could not locate the 38 proprietary grad-
uates, many of whom were part or the ethnic minority sample. They

seemed to have vanished without a trace.

Our sample included all graduates of four public and seven
Lroprietary secretarial programs during 1970-71 and 197?-73. The

proprietary schools graduated 595 3cretaries (we randomly selected
rJt the public schools graduated only 101 secretaries. In

Tice, one of the metropolitan community colleges enrolled 1868 secre-
drill students but graduated only one. This difference between
enrolleis and graduates suggests that the wast mi5j,wity of people
6_,,,r,: 1ed in secretarial prograi opted out early for employ-
..nt or cringed - ajors, transferred to four-year colleges, or dropped

rof,,rf. The few who fiHshed may have beer much dif-
von! ior hose who oriqinall y enroll:_,d. We will pay particular

to thi; que%tion 1r the final stage of tee stony.

tr,e rain activity 0 the "-Vie'
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TAM, 11

':ON Of )FRE'Actliti, CIRADUATIS fly LABOR

MP.!' 1C'IV:TY AID TYPE OF VHOOl

Public Proprietary

.4,p-61m; full-t1e

part- t

ombluyed

MI=M1.1111110111=1.

btl

5

,pleted iron the

aralysis3
5 29

'otal 15 309

as
ee pdr4qe4ph below.

1. Thirty -e': ght percent (127) were working as stenographers

ft .S. Census Code 376), tvoists 391), and clerks (394, 395). These

jons -_arry a 40PC prestile rating from 36 to 43.

2, '-j-tty.'+', oercent (`-)4) were working is secr(.taries (377),

17'.1, and secrota,iec !371). These jobs

in NOPr. eJtiri of 46.A rr.

Ae:eted 33 cases from the analysis because they were scat-
tered across the of:upational qrid and we .:ould not group such a small
number in any sensible way for analysis. The qraduates we dropped

-)t)% like ::rofessional personnel workers and a.nusement park
iterdint_ -1!le c, foe the li',trIbut10,1 of lraduates.

1'



TABU 12

OISTRIBUTION OF SECRETARIAL GRADUATES
r,of .10(1

c.r.retary I Clerk-typist

62 3R

(204) (127)

As 'ahle 93 shows, occupational grouping was significantly
(pe.002) associated with first weekly earningsthe clerk-typists
earned less (S97.75 per week on the average), and the secretaries
earned :lore ($105.50 on the average).

TABU_ 93

:ARN1V6 BY TYPL '1r :1B

,)ntr,H,n-; for responlens' ja tenur,,,
earnings while in ;chooli

ro I r/ Clerk-typist

$97.75
,
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We found rao tot a,,ocitions between the grdduates'
background characteristics and the type of job they get, probably be-
LauSe there were only two +oh tvoes, quitv CiOSP toAether in earrinus.
However, when we looked at those same characteristics in relation to
the thai .!ive', l wirier ranne),

we found tre ;n1.1_ e ir

91

Atli ''!['[. OF

A' 1

!orWL_,
tff.rorlt !,etWeo_T

3n1

inaduates?

baLkAround
naracteristirs
,i An i

a,,so icated with
first earnings?

Socioeconomic status
Father's occupation
Ego development
Educational status
Age
Ethnic bacground

yes*

No

No

No

No

No

No

No 4
yes****

Yes"
,00,114P

a
Ego develorient wis rot related to first arrirl-., but it was

Significantly c)< .^.5) relatel last rporte oarnin,r,

< .21

;:.r t,

,
.-i 7n t_vorp N, -.1';o14`,int ,!i!'f.rw- w in the public

arl prwr.,!tari ;r11-, !_es %9 PcOrli-lf_ 1,W! eeti,_at'onal status. The

prnri.tiry IrilAoS ',t: t,or v-wioer'innflin.. 7'..,, trar tr, public

--IF,: to-..j ,rwr0 ',Ira Ilifil'i; " nr.,e gra,liatel fro a .',1,;42 Yreoaritory

h' ;h. % h'-'-1 :
r. :ri in!:.. t,,r, put Hr ;ritiltn. 6n') -NIrpl 1 iooly Wad-

, ;*.nor11 (-t. v H i'+,11 r-vIr--1-



At. found the graduates' socioeconomic status and first earnings
were related, with those of high SFS earning more, although the association
was riot quite significant. Educational status and earnings were also
significantly (p,001) relatedthose with higher educational status
earnc,! ort.. JP.t!"f:pent rut significantly associated with
first earnings, lit it was associated with last earnings and changes
in earrings These with low ego levels earned less, and those
with high ego level', eirned 'ore. The graduates' age was also related
to earnings (p.....006), with those between 22-26 earning the least; those

betweer 18-21 earning he middle salaries; and women 26 and over making
the m.st. Finally, tonic background was significantly (;,.002) re-
lated to earnings, wth Whites earning muse.

:ignteen perneht of the public and 13 percent of the proprietary
;r1d.,ates were working null-tire while in school. We have controlled
ov respondents' a':e and joh tenure when lnoking ac earnings and have
disHaied eArnino. f(),. Aifferent ethnic groups when appropriate.

areers of :,e(tarial faraduates.

3. First loth

.71se c' ()then ethnicities got their jobs just as fast as Whites,
0-vriPtar,, graduates lot their jobs as fast as public graduates.

dQwever, those who went to work as secretaries got their first jobs
significantly faster (v..019) than those who became clerk-typists. Sec-

ec,.dries got their jobs, on the average, 24 days after graduation, and
lerk., took a ^cnth and six days.

Kind of first Job: Table 95 shows that proprietary
graduates Tourd Mbs as secretaries a tittle more often than public
p-aduates, b;.t the difference was rot significant.

TABLE 95

DISTR:Li7ION OF SFCPETAR1AL GRADUATES BY TYPE
OF FIK.T. JOB AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of School Secretary Clerk-typist

Public

PrOpriotdny

57

(34)

63

(170)

43

(2C)

37

(101)

14c)



Also, an ethnic minority graduate had a better chance of be-
coming a secretary through a proprietary school as Table 96shows,
although the public sample was very small and consequently unreliable.

TABLE 96

DISTRIBUTION OF ETHNIC MINORITY SECRETARIAL
GRADUATES BY TYPE OF FIRST JOB AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of School Secretary Clerk-typist

Public

Proprietary

25:

(2)

56'

(20)

75

(6)

44,
(16)

Self-Reported Relationship of First Job to Training: Eighty-

three percent of the cler-k-typists said-their jobiViTeTiTated to

their training, and ninety-four percent of the secretaries. The dif-

ference was significant at the pc.003 level. There was no difference

by ethnic background or type of school.

First Earnings on First Job: In Table 93 we already saw that

rst earnf-ngs were significantly (p.001) related to the type of job,

with clerk-typists making the least and secretaries 'he most. Table 97

shows that Whites also earned significantly more (p,..)02) thin

other ethnicities. Although public graduates earned $99.7.5 per

week and proprietary graduates S103 per week, the difference was not

significant.

Last Earnings on First Job: Secretariu, worn still making sig-

nificantiy 7p<.(W) -lore than clerT-typists (5120.25 covi!Ared with ¶113

per week) , Inc, Whites warp eirninq (p(.001) more than

ethnic, -inorities. Trle c_!i*jerence in ;11 tries !
lfld po-

orietai-0 oridultes WAS new significant
511?.5 '4ePL

in : r ]Hts:
T`r in .411f= -1 in r1 ri

r cw . .11 p L' 0641

,
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Although tNete was no difhlrence in the number of
pulic and prnpretary graduates fafter controlling

for job tenure and doe), Whites ';ot significantly more promotions (pi.005)
than ethnic minorities, and Jerks ot. siqnifiLantly !,lore promotions than

,v- .11E). :)ee Taplo

TABLE 98

SECRETARIAL PROMOTIONS P TYPE OF JOB

kontrolling for respondents' job tenure. age)

Secretary Clerk-typist

1.43 1.57

(203) (127)

b. Job Chanlers

Twenty-too percent (13) of the public graduates changed jobs- -

about half clerks and half secretaries. Eighty-five percent were white.

Only one clerk beca-e a secretary, and two secretaries became clerks.

Tdirty -one ..)ercent (p5) of the proprietary Araduates '.hanged

jcd)s. Hlhity-ore :-)oncent were white. Seventy-three percen. of the

changers were sef:retarif.s, -lost of wow, took other, higher-paying

secretarial jobs,

0f tho,,e who r_hInge'. proprietary graduates began at sig-

nii:Antlr ilher aftf-A- iontr,lng for last earnings

or fir,,t. job', re':1%)'7, 11P, irted at S108,50

ard lriliate; it At. their new inn' . Their final

eIrrin43 orerP ',1;n1f;'_art_1 ff AlffPrent, ,,'.,hl is graduates

eirelf,;



c. The Sample ts a Whole

first Earnings on Current Job: When we put those who had had
only oneTob fOgetWer with /hose wYn.Thad had more than one job, we
found from Tible 99 that cleri-typists st111 earned siinificantly less
than secretaries (oc.001). There was not t significant difference in
earnings between Whites and other ethnicities, but proprietary graduates
were still earning more than their public counterparts.

Final Earnings on Current Jot: Secretaries made significantly
(p<.007) more than cTerl:=175ists, and there was a non-significant trend
for Whites to earn more than ethnic minorities. Public graduates earned
significantly (p<.001) less than proprietary graduates.

Changes in Earnings on Current Jobs (Controlling for Age, Region,
Job Tenure, and First rarnings): Tf everyone had earned the same to
begin with, the secretaries would have cained a little more than the
clerk-typists, but the difference would not have been significant.
Whites gained significantly more than other ethnicities, and proprietary
graduate5, gained a little more than the public graduates, but the dif
ference was rot significant.

Unemployment: Eleven percent of the public and two percent of
the proprietary graduates reported they had never had a full-time job.
Among those who did have jobs, there was no significant difference in
the number of times they were unemployed, whether they were Whites or
ethnic minorities, clerks or secretaries, or from public or proprietary
schools. However, after controlling for the number of times unemployed,
age, and job tenure, the public graduates' t.nemployment lasted, on tht
average, almost twice as long as proprietary graduates'- -and that dif-
ference was significant (K.001).

2. Nonoccupational Experiences of Secretarial Graduates

Personal Growth: We found no significant differences in ego-
developrent: rWaTilq, or voting behavior. Public graduates returned
to sihool siinificaqtlY (Pc.006) more than proprietary (31 percen*. of
public_ and 22 percent of proprietary). Most returning graduates were
clerks, .end they enrolled for more occupational courses.

(pectations: There were no significant differences in salary
or educational expectations between clerks and secretaries, or public
and prnprietar( aduat;n.

:er,_eDtions of tne Adequacy of Training: Table inn shows that
th,_:60 In 1Q1.-', wore1rWinedi4T-(7 their training as siq
ni. :,-,.0n7) -ore ldequate than thl%e in the lower level. clerical

rc w, tr,Orinq as si:niti-antli (p...014) ,,ore adequate
!IA. put--l1 iril'41!0S were :)laced in
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low-1,0.!; .,4!,,,,uhtly than proprietary graduates, and gener-
ally pyrro4 0"r7 riled their training as heinn sianificantly

(.)1 -ore Alf- .too than their proprietary counterparts.

TABLE 100

SECRE'ARIAL GRADUATES' PERCEPTION OF
ADEQUACY OF TPAI114G BY TYPE OF JOB AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of School Secretary Clerk-typist

Public

Proorietary

1.58

(34)

1.84
(170)

1.68

(25)

2.22
(101)

Key: 1 = Very satisfied
2 . Somewhat satisfied
3 . Somewhat dissatisfied
4 = Very dissatisfied

Satisfaction with Earrings: The averaae rating for the entire
..ample Was 1.81, or a-Tittle more than "somewhat satisfik." Whites
were significantly more satisfied (p<.019) than those of other ethni-
cities, and there was no difference between the public and proprietary
qraduates. satisfaction with earnings.

Satisfaction with the Job: The average rating for the entire
sarTle wiTS-1-:1-6-17-t-fieT6Tver than the top ratirl of "very satisfied."
There were no difference, by ethnic group, public or proprietary school
attendance, or type of ?nth.

7,aticf,i(Won The average rating for overall satisfac-
tion frwriTie--jrnV\7-;7-7,,Is I.4f. There were no overall differences

backlroko,,I, -!tegor.; or type of school, but there was an
inter -! tirn' Petdoen !)161rwind and type of school on setisfae-

tIon, :J1(_,wn it Tihle
. ,01 showc tjiat -thnic -inorities were

!are ,,atkfien tnln their vinite counterparts if they had gone to a public
t:_,t les% than ',4hites if they had none to a proprietary

e,,Ln,)01. Although othnir minority cell was small (8), the
IntemLf,rn -*;,04, An! (; .141P),



tA6E 101

qTRITARIAL GRADIATIS' OVERALL SATISFACTION BY TYPE
H; ,c4i001 ATI !-I!NIC (WOHP

I

Other

White Ethnicity

Public 1.48 1.13

(44) (8)

Proprietary 1.45 1.53

(212) (34)

Key: 1 - Very satisfied
2 = Somewhat satisfied
3 = Somewhat dissatisfied
4 - Very dissatisfied

When we asked the graduate; if they had the choice to make
again, would they choose the same school, we found that those in clerk-
typist jobs responded the same as those in secretarial job:. But Whites
(80 ) responded they would repeat their choices, and only 62 percent of
the ethnic minorities responded they would--a difference significant at
the p.005 level. Even though the ethnic minorities from proprietary
school were placed in secretarial jobs more frequently, and even though
proprietary graduates earned significantly more, only 75 percent of
thee' said they would choose the sire school again, coroared to 93 percent
of thi public sarr,le. The difference WAS significant at the p.005 level.

3. :',titu!_ional Charafteristics.

aver lc progra !acted 19 ronths and (..ost the graduate

SiZ4. she lverige orprietary prog lasted 13 months and cost the
P33. Neither proqr,r1 length qor cWit was asoc.iated with

the ti;,e of ;rad.late; Ant after srnol or with their earnings.

;'Iro ietAry wPro ntly ( p.001)
%ilhoolf averale ale 71 years

r1/ 12. t'roorietari %fivu,'., were sigrif'cantly

tr, he 1:erige "(,q0(H 6,1"-I"in5 2172 stolen'(,
10?



and type of job. Public Graduates that got secretarial jobs went to
smaller schools, and proprietary graduates that it secretarial jell;
went to larger proprietary schcols.

TABLE 102

SECRETARIAL GRADUATES' AVERAGE SCHOOL SIZE BY TYPE
OF .108 MD TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of School Secretary Clerk-typist

Public

Proprietary

2437

(33)

334

(110)

3652

(26)

328
(101)

Teaching Load: The average public graduate went to e school
where te4cTerTIV,VE 16 ho,os per weel. The average oprietary teaching
load WAS 23 hour. per week. There was no association between teaching
foal am! the gralmtes success for the public schools. Graduates from
;,..0:-)rietary schools where teachers taught the f-iost, earned the most

s,,riFicant asso(iati-r,

Teahe,s4 \alaries: 'he average public secretarial teacher was
d 513.500 .:.ontract;, and the average proprietary teacher

fll -'ar a ?-7-orth (.ontract). Table 101 show; a siqnificant
hetwen telo-!er;' ' 1 r i &s controlling for regional

If scrnol, alA type of graduates' job. Proprietary
;chols "It pr-,Pr! "eir qrdlUAteS in %ecretariAl jobs paid their teachers
-or. , Ar.! tnat Place their graduates in ;ecretar1-.1 jobs
ca t'eir This cyo holr's when we analyze teachers'
;alare; earnings, i_nntrnlling for regionol differences
lnl r.".;--"'yerti vIrnInT, ie

Tro oderi-J1 pit-,11-: teacher was V ve,4rc old, and
the 14eri,o

-1*" 1/2, There WAS "0 assn.:lotion
'!en ,,0 f$.1'°',,rf AV'S 1rd the sv...ess (Jf their graluates, butwe f0r1 A %i-;l'Itrt 'otinn between the prorxietary teacher;'

ales ar! he ti hers' studentf, earned
,i0 , ;tent s eorred the leis", ofer

4'r P.."' ir(1 riP'10 y-hlfll,
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/ARC 101

AVERAG! 7EACHERS' ASSUAL SALARY BY TYPE OF SECRETARIAL
GRADUATES' JOB ASD TYPE OF SCHOOL

(cuhtrollin) for region)

Ty00 of School I Secretar,, I Clerk-typist

Public

Proprietary

4.03

(32)

3.68

(169)

4.35

!:'6)

3.35

(98)

e.ey: 1 = Up to S7C)00

2 = S7001 - S10000
3= S100°0 - S13000
4 - S1300n

Even though the proprietary graduates' trainirg costs just one
percent more and even though the proprietary graduate earned core in
the labor rarket after graduation and was equally satisfied with her
job and earrings, she rated her trainirg significantly (p.007) less

adequate. 'Any? Fecause she paid for school charges out of her owr
pocket while the public graduate's trainirg was heavily subsidized by

tax money. Only 75 percent of the proprietary graduates (who paid seven
and one-half times as much for their educations) would return to the
same school, while 9 vercent of the Public graduates claimed they woul('

repeat their choire.

4 7t, to th

Altniu,4n c !,rest cnirqe of the school to the oronietdry

;rd%Ate the on' S324, there wds a one per(Pnt

dIferpnre Y;t « triintr,; to thp T1t10 1(4

-010w-



Public and proprietary costs to the student were virtually the
same, even though the proprietary graluate held almost 7 1/2 times es
much to her school in direct charles. If we added In the public subsidy
paid to the public schools in taxes (we reported in ChapteP 3 that pro-
urietdry teachinl :nsts were 35 percent less than public), the total
public cost would probably exceed the proprietary cost.

TABLE 104

C07,T5 OF SECRETARIAL TRAINING TO THE GRADUATE, BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

Public Proprietary

Potential Earnings
(uNadjusted weekly earnings less

$7287 15178

10 X weeks in school)

-less-

E,!rnih,r; while in School
(unadjusted weekly earnings X
weeks in school)

-equalT.-

- 410 -280

Foregone Earnings $6877 54898

Charges to the Student S 3?4 S2383

-pquals-

tr) .,;(11nt S7-01 57281



:,sretolciy Graduates' Experiences after Schoel

SL MARY

Our hypothesis was not confirmed on cosmetology graduates.
Of the entire all-female sample, 81 percent found cosmetology jobs after
graduation. The other 19 percent got jobs that were mainly cle-ical,
although there were waitresses, assemblers, and even a religious
or;er in that group. The public graduates were yourger and had higher

socioeconomic status (SES); fewer were ethnic minorities. The only
background characteristic thwt vac related to earnings was ethnicity;
Whites earned more.

we also found:

- Although the proprietary graduates got cosmetology jobs a little

more often, there was a non-significant trend for ther to earn
less than public graduates. The lower earnings reflected the
higher percentage of ethnic minorities in the proprietary sample.
Also, public graduates took "other" jobs more often that paid

higher salaries. Our calculations do not take tips into account.

- Thirty-eight percent of the public and 51 percent of the proprietary
graduates who reported full-time employment changed jobs. The
job changers were mostly white cosmetologists who stayed in

the same field. The higher salaries of the proprietary graduates
who charged jobs increased the total proprietary semple's
salaries and almost closed the salary gap with the public

graduates.

- There were no significant differences in either the incidence

or length cf unemployment between the public and propriccary

graduates who worked full ti;le after graduation. However, 18 percent
the public and 2, percent of the proprietary graduates did not get

jobs after graduation. Eighty-four percent of the proprietary

graduates who had never found a job were ethnic minorities.

''err were re significant differences in the public and proprietary
;:ersonal growth.

- 'raluates expected to earn more in the long run, and more
y.ad..ates expected to continue their education,

'rere %iylificant differences betweer the putic and

";rd- satisfaction with earrin,,, their jobs,

sati;fac!*Ir _venal',.

;rao,ate, rated treir training significantly more
tar orof,retar, vaduates die'. %inety-five



Percent of the 1.ultic graduates would choose tht sore school
agair, and 7E percent cf the prepri.ltary graduates said they would.

- The average public rrograr lasted 12 rorths and cost the
studert Sl. Te average trctrirtary prograr. lasted 9 rcr.ths
and cost the student $ .412.

- The costs of training averaged S77E for the Wlic graduate,
ard V.7q for the proprietary graduate. Two factors rade the
cysts airiest corparable, although the public schools were
heovily subsidized:

a Proprietary progr3rs were shorter, so the students gave
ur less earnings; and

h) fees raid by clierts for having their hair dore defrayed
training costs.

- Proprietary pronrars were sraller and their teachers were younger,
paid less, and worked core than public school teachers.

- Thery were no sigrificant relationships between public school
characteristics and their graduates' success.

- ')I.,ccessful proprietar) graduates went to larger schools (by
prccrietary stareards) where the average teaching load was low
(but hi,,,her than the average public teaching load) and where
teachers wen. either young er did ard paid rore.

2. DITA:Li:

of surveyed (;radLates of four eutlic and 13 proprietary schools
that trairel :oWe 'r ,_cs-etc!cgy (U. S, Census Code 944). Table 105
shows that We CirCetee ";CPC interviews with h4 percent of the public
ard 7C rer:.ert C tee proprietary graduates frorr school years 1970-71 and
1970 -73, The :rAlt.l.irg classes and the sarple of graduates we located
showed a etrnic raiet.a, sc the 26 perreni: of the proprietar:,
sarLle A6 Ices r0*_ bias 0',A saq)le

.1111111111111111111111111111ff



Table 106 surrarizes the 'ohcr market activity cf the cosreto1cg) sarple.

TABLE 106

DISTRIBUTION OF COSMETOLOGY GRADUATES' BY LABOR
MARKET ACTIVITY AND TYPE OF soon

Unemployed
(never had a full-time job)

Working part-time

Working full-time

Public

20

5

87

Proprietary

55

8

176

Totala
I 1"

239

a
The numbers do not total 382 because 31 men were

deleted from the analysis because of their small number.

The majority of woven trained as cosmeto!ogists got jobs as
cosmetologists, as table 107shows.

TABLE 107

DISTRIBUTION OF COSMETOLOGY GRADUATES BY TYPE
OF FIRST JOB

Cosmetologist Other

)31 19

(214) (49)

1C,8



Tt:c (t-r. category covers e11 no it ccsmetology. Host
werer in the "otter' category were clerksbookkeepers, cashiers,
typists -- although that group included waitresses, asserblers, ane one
religious worker. Table 108 shows that jot classification was signifi-
cintly assucia!ed (1,09) with the respondents' first earnings after
controllin for job terure, age, region, and earnings while in school.

TABLE 10E

COSMETOLOGY GRADUATES' FIRST WEEKLY SALARY ON
FIRST JOB BY TYPE- OF JOB

(controlling for respondents' job tenure, doe,
region and earnings while in school)

Cosmetologists Other

S56

(214)

$63.75
(49)

As table 108 shows, women in jobs unrelated to their training
earned significantly (pc.009) more than those who took jobs as cosme-
tologists.

Were there significant differences in the public and proprietary
graduates' background characteristics, and were those characteristics
associated with their first earnings? Table109 shows that public
graduates care from families with significantly higher socioeconomic
status (p..01). Significantly more often, they were white (p..002),
and they were significantly (p..003) younger than proprietary graduates.
However, table109 also shows that the only background characteristics
that affected earnings were educational status (those with higher
educational status earned more) and ethnic background (Whites earned
more). There was not a significant difference in educational status
between public and proprietary graduates. Because there was a differ-
ence in ethnic background, we have displayed earrings for Whites and
other ethnicities separately.

159
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areerc of ',csrrto'Qfy rpriduatus

a. First Job

The average cciretolcg4 gad .ate tccl one month, 11 !ays to
find rer first job. There wa4 ro diqcrence between public and
vroprietary school graduates. As tatle 110 shows, rroprietary schools

'heir yaduates it ccsretolcisy jobs a little rore often, but
the ciffererce was rot statistically significant.

TABLE 110

COSMETOLOGY GRADUATES' TYPE OF FIRST JOB
BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

OIMMIONOMP

T,.. of 'Lnool

.111MIIV

Cosmetologist I Other

Propriary

(68)

83,

(146)

22"

17

(19)

(30)

me ,v,kee..! tne ,;rachiatts if their first jobs were relate(' to their
fralrf, :erflnt Of t! ,ores ir 'other. jobs responded,
fes. Irt 0-.,r 1red rercert of tncse in ..osretcloyy jobs said."Yes."

7fT ) :-.a!tcrr for betr and yurietary graduates.

First 'Alaren rirst 2ot. Table 111 shows those in
:chs (Irre; than COSretClOStS,

ari cro. a Htt!( 1f ;s fi-ar fAt'ric 7-ircritieS. There was a
r-r frur, r-,ri(tary ith,itc% to cart, less (555.50)

m!r yo.ci!f salar, of S61.5c per week,

CHe' ite 111 snoris the Tat it

tftmPW' et rOC", irl AC,-er wIdurad further
t . c

ili"vrenfc The
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salary change was also significantly different (p,.001)--women in other
jobs gained S27 per week, but cosmetologists gained only $14.50. WhiteS
had significantly higher (p..00f) weekly salaries than ethnic minorities,
and they also gained sigrificantly (p..001) more between first and

salaries (S22 ;Tr co pared with Sle.75 per week for other
2thnicities). The difference between public ar.d proprietary graduates
VMS significant (pk.044), with the public graduates earring weekly
salaries of SPO.SO ar.d proprietary graduates c4rning S70.75. fifty -

rir.' percent of the proprietary sample were ethnic mirorities compared
wth 41 Percent of the sample. EtnniL rinoritits earned less, which
depresw.d the salaries of the proprietary sample as a whole.

b. lob Changers

Thirty-eight percent of tne public and 51 ercent of the proprietary
graduates cnanged jobs. Most job changers were cosretologfsts (150'.
of thf: public 4nd 92' of the proprietary), and most or ti,o7. stayed in

jobs. There were no significant JiFfernnci, ,..qween the
;,.;:tlic and proprietary graduates' first or last ) their new

but there was a signi,'icant (p..001) change ;st and
it salarics for cosmetolcgists and women in other iISMet010'

(HStS gained t13.75 per aNk, while wren in ocher ('Ls .:, led only
i1.50 per week from chanqin; jobs. Because more o: tr- who
:hirgr,.! jobs and lncreas:1 tnecr salaries were Whits,. Ir,. )1oprietary
.,(.hool-s, the difference ii!t,iecn the public and protr'e!) yAduates'
ialanies narrowed to the joint where it was no lorrje. r,cant.

The .Sap1P as a Oielr!

Table 112 shows tht, salaries for our three un their
.arrest jots, whether they were their first or sob !uos.

rirst salary or Current Job. Becau:o r.f 0.1.) changed

'ro7t75wnite cosreticgiitsTror. pro.,.rintar/ lc ive no

a tj;rificart diffc'encr! botwe ,fl the - lradultes
either jots. '..or-en in other j0i ightly

weft.. (Crirdre(1 .TJ-.7 per w',4 fe: -J ;SW.
of trf. rti crarr;f.rs, ,ty.t of

nrdir ct -,a1aric!%. Lerhites har 'c

rot. tKe
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on increasing tips to augment their income as they built up their
clientele, but we can only speculate. Table 112 shows the gain in
salaries between these two groups was significant also (p(.001).

Whites' salaries were vigrifiLant'y greater (p....039) than
other ethnicities'--$88.50 per week compered to $79.75 per week.

The gap between the public and proprietary salaries was no
longer significart. Public graduates were earning $88 per week
ccrpared c,roprietary graduates' S82.75. The difference between
f.,rst old last salaries was not significant either.

Unemployment. We found no significant differences in the
frequency or duration of unemployment for cosmetologists and women
in other ,rbs, whites and ethnic minorities, or public and proprietary
graduates.

Twenty-one percent of the proprietary and 16 percent of the
public sample never had had a full-time job. In many of the other
occupations. those who were not working went back to school, but
virtually none of the unemployed cosmetologists did. They were either
keeping house or looking for work. Total unemployment fell rather
hard on the least advantaged of the cosmetology graduates. The average
cosmetology graduate had a high school dioloma from a general/vocational
crograr, but the average cosmetology grzluate who did not get a full-time
job was 'ore likely a high school dropout. Furthermore, as *able 113
shows, unonTloyrent fell hardest on worsen from ethnic minors ties who
went to c'rc:4-rietary schools.

=.11

TABLE 113

C.,:oMETOLOGY GRADUATES WHO REPORTED NEVER HAV'NG
A FULL-TIME JOB SINC: GRADUATION BY ETHNIC

BACKGROUND AND TYPE OF SCHOOL
(0, percents)

.,Pe of Scnoul White Other

'0)

4
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The average r;utlic school offerincj cosn'etology was older (40
years), compared to the average proprietary school (21 years). Public
schools were, on the average, 120 times the site of proprietary schools.
Public schools enrolled 11,651 students, compared to 94 for the
proprietary. As we reported it Chapter 3, proprietary teachers were
paid less and worked longer hours than their public counterparts.

We found no associations between characteristics of public
schools and the success of 'heir graduates. However, proprietary
graduates who earned rost welt to schools were teachers taught fewer
hour,. each week. See table 114.

TABLE 114

PROPRIETARY COSMETOLOGY GRADUATES' FIRST WEEKLY
SALARIES BY TEACHERS' AVERAGE WEEKLY TEACHM LOAD

((mhtrolling for respondents' age, region and earnings whale in school)

Average weekly teaching load

Proprietary cosmetology
graduates' first weekly
'Alary (age, reoion, job
tenure, and earnings while

in school)

35-3H hour% per week

40 hour, per week

S64.51

S54.?5

dif!Trer_e was significart

There were also Ter-significant trends for graduates who earned
the r'ost to have gore to larger schools with young or old teachers who
were pLig rcre. r.raduats who had riddle-aged teacher% tArned the least.

4. Costs to *..he

shrews tre -f
f.*_dr

trdri for



TABU IIS

COSTS Of COSMETOLOr./ TRAINING BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

Public Proprietary

Potential `glary 53198
( unadjusted weekly salary less
19 X weeks in school)

-less-

Salary wnile in !Ichool

(unadjusted weekly salary X
weeks in ,ghoul)

-equals-

Foreqone

-plus-

Prolrar" ()drfie', tJ the student

-equJk-

-243i

S 767

$2164

-1697

S 467

4-41?

Totli (A!',tr, to the `student $ 716 S 879
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for those 1asured differences that were consistently related to

,,,,atiora1 success. We controlled either by entering those

variables irto the analysis of variance as covariatcs (such as
d rcS;ruent'S age, earnings while in school, region and job

tvrurc, by displaying groups with diff,,rences (women and ethnic

separately.

'0 fully urderstand whether graduates of public or proprietary
schools did better, we had to know what background charactcTistics
accounted 'or occupational success and how they were distributed

Letween the public and proprietary samples."

Cne -ajor deterrirart of earnings was a person's ethnic background.

For 'ive et the occupations, Whites earned an average of P.24 percent

r-ore try other ethricities it the sare jobs. However, 2n the dental

assistirri sample, that pattern reversed itself and ethnic minorities

earned ar average of 2 percent more than Whites in comparable jobs.

We will discuss that finding later.

Another determinant of earnings was sex. Nationally, women earned

18 percent less than mer. In our study, two occupations had both

rer ond wcrer. Worer who trained for accounting all became clerical

worien; and carved 23 percent less than men in the same job classi-

fication. All but a handful of the women who trained for computer
prograr-ring became clerical workers and earned 16 percent less than

ner in the same occupational classification. Two factors explain

why the gap between ren's and woren's earnings was less our

study than rationally:
!rationally, rore woven are on the lower end of the

occJpational hierarchy and earn less. Our calcolations were based

or rev and wcrer in the same lob classification.
'rational figures are based or median earnings fur all

fully employed workers, most of whom are older than respondents in

our =,a -ple. The gar between men's and woren's earrings increases

as and woren get older because of sirple discrimination and,

sn-e -airtair, because more women are 'intermittent" workers, who

" _'CtS 'or child-rearing.

'Technical '.cte: Sore peopie will want tc know for example

.mro.ner a ersor's sex or ethnic background is a more irportAnt deter-

-ir!rt earrim;%, nur ,Arpie was desired to test a principle

acre,; a wlde variety of geographic locations, occupations, and schools--

generalize to all public ano proprietary schools in the country.
V1r41"Ce -rat indicct.es nicrificant associations

rat,er '.har an aralyr,i-. t`'at lives the order of tl'csf associations,

,ricr me feel wculd k'ave beer ar exccy,i.q, refinement.



Table 116 shows the significant differences in graduates' average
first weekly earnings on their first jobs, the amount of those
differences, and whether the difference favors public or proprietary
graduates. Table 117 gives the same information for the graduates'
last earnings on their current jobs.

When we compared the average earnings of the public and
proprietary accounting graduates, we found that the proprietary
graduates earned a little more (see table 44). But the difference
was not "significant," which means the difference in earnings may
have been produced by chance for three reasons:

1. The sample was too small to get reliable results
consistently,

2. the difference in earnings was too small and could not
be considered reliable, or,

3. graduates' earnings varied considerably above and below
this average, making the difference unreliable.

We constructed the sarole large enough to avoid Type 11 Errors
,reporting a finding as "not significant" when it is). The power
in our F and t-tests was partly due to the large sample. Therefore,
the lack of "significant" differences in tables 116 and 117 meant
either that the difference in earnings was very small, or there was
wide variation from the average, or both. So, with the accountants,
for exarple, we cannot reliably say the proprietary graduates earned
more, than the public. Therefore we have shown only those differences
that were statistically significant. As we summarized each occupation,
we paid particular attention to factors that helped produce or reduce
differences in earning.

Accountants: there were not significant differences in the
public and croorietary graduates' earrings, although the average
proprietary graduate earned a little core at first and a little less
when we f-ade the survey. Orly two cut of ten graduates got jobs
is (1,;..;wntart7i or related jobs. Thit rest becare clerks or took
.4nrelated gobs. No worsen got accounting jobs; they ali ;c.care clerks.

The ; roprietary saple rad fewer waren and ethnic rinorities, which
;aye tre -_;rc%,p an advartaqu ir earnirgs, but oroerietary schools

;2lir.ed twice as -any graduates ir accounting and related
whirr' rilsed tre earrir-s for the groL,V.

.ro-ra-nurs: 'There were not irJrificarl differences in tee
c_rurietary graduate': earrings, although the public -e)duate

oh sigoifisartiv -ore often (see table 61, Orly

Cut ,raouates got prolra-rinc or related jobs, and the rest
or lcw -'eve1 , :JrcIated :as. Twerty-sever sf la

Ir-l'!..ltes arc! :7C (7:f lr,r (]roprietary r:,acuates r.;c ,rr-
;rA-rir- arL: rp7ated s. he sa-rle's hi ,her proportm

de-_! hier prp;..r-r!ior of iJt.rric

! e, (3

tr
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TABLE llt

NFi'tkENCFS IN GRADUATES' AVERAGE FIRST WEEKLY EAkN1NCS ON FIRST JOB
Te OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

(Lontrolling for respondents' age, region, job ten-
ure and earnings while in school)

.

Occupational
Program

Are average weekly
earning; on first
job significantly
different?

How much
different?

,

Who does
the difference
favor?

Accounting

Programming

Electronic tech-
nician

Dental Assisting

Secretary

Cosmetology

No

No

Yes*

Yes**

No

No

$10 per
week

512 per

week

Public
graduates

Public
graduate':

Note: earnings have been rounded to nearest dollar

*p < .025
**P < .001

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Electronic Technician: Only 22 out of 100 graduates got
jcbs as electronic technicians or jobs of that status. Most graduates got
jobs in the lower-status (and lower-paying) craft occupations like
television and telephone repairn-en. From the relatively high

174
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earn!nos of men in thfse jobs and the self-reported relationship
of their jobs to training, we conCuded there was a high transfer
of sells from the higher -level electroric technician training to
these lower-status and lower-payirg jobs. Many graduates got low
states jobs unrelatee to their trainirg and, overall, sirilar
proportions of public and proprietary graduates cot similar jobs.
Although public oraduates ee.rhed significartly more at first,
oo4rietary gracuatt:s clos.d the earrings gap over tire. Fowever,

the public sapie had :ro ethnic minorities than the proprietary
to depress earnings in the sarrple as a whole.

Dental Issista: Most graduates of public and proprietary
schools who trained as certai assistants got jobs as dental assistants.
These ,.,hh tooE ether jcbs earred a little more than dental assistants
alteough the difi'ererce was not significant. Public graduates earned
sigrificor*.li more tkr proprietary graduates at first, and when the
survey vos taken (see t-:ales 116 ana 117). Unlike other public occupa-
tional o..e.)t virtually all applicants, most public dental

;royrars ,;.7.ci their applicants. All Boston area schools

and most i-ranciso.) Area schools reported screening. Most public
schools reTlired a hir; school diploma with a minimum grade-point
average zinc ,(-)-7: kind or a personality inventory. One dental assisting
coordinator fro a pubic school said, "We screen carefully, but still
lose 25 to 30 percent of our students before graduation." A San Francisco
school that recently began screening insists that a potential student
be in good health (a euphemism for not being obese), be able to speak

English fluently, and have passed a first-semester science course.
We found no evidence to show that proprietary schools screened their
applicants as carefully.

Cental assiThng was the only occupation in which ethnic minority
groups earned 7ore than Whites. We reinterviewed each of the schools
tc ask for their help in interpreting this unusual finding. Most

teachers an..! ainistrators said that five years ago they had a
hard tire Tlacir all ethnic minority 7raduate in a dental office, but
now tne siAlation hoc, reversed itself. One public dental assisting
program director suriied it up:

Many of the younger dentists consciously try to employ
ethnic minorities--it's just better business to have a
well-rounded staff. And those younger dentists pay more
than the older ones who are set in their ways. Another
reason is that many of our girls who are ethnic minorities
go to work for government clinics and thoy pay more than
private offices.

Secretaries: Most women who trained fyr secretarial jobs
got them, although a sizable proportion took c):2ek-typist jobs.
Proprietary graduates got secretarial jobs roe ften than public
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TABLE 117

DIFFERENCES IN GRADUATES' AVERAGE LAST WEEKLY EARNINGS ON CURRENT JOB
BY OCCUPA7IONAL PROGRAM AND TYPE OF SCHOOL

(controlling for respcndents' age, region, and
job tenure)

Occupational
Piograr,

Are average weekly
earnings on current
job significantly
different?

How much
different?

Who does
the difference
favor?

.

Accounting No

Pro - ,airing No

Electronic tech-
nician

No

Dental Assisting Yes* S 4 per

week

Public

Graduates

Secretary

rosmeto1J.Ii

Yes**

No

S1( per

v,eek

Proprietary
Graduates

Note .3arr'rigs have been roun.led to nearest dollar

*P < .035
"P < .Y)1
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graduates and, as Table 11/ shows, they earned significantly more
in the long run. The difference in earnings stems f,cm proprietary
graduates who got higher-paying secretarial jobs more often, and
fror the higher socioeconomic and educational F'uatus of proprietary
graduates. In Chapter 5 we showed that women with higher educational
status usually caned more.

Cosmetology:. Most women who trained as cosmetologists became
employed as cosmetologists. Even though the proprietary sample had
more ethnic minorities, we found no significant difference in the
placement rate or earnincs of the public and proprietary graduates.
Those women who took jobs outside cosmetology earned significantly
more, but we did not include tips for cosmetologists which, if they
averaged lf-; to 20 percent cf salaries, would have closed the gap.
However, even when we adjusted cosmetologists' salaries to include
tips, we found they barely equalled the federal minimum wage.

Co Public or Proprietary Graduates Experience More Personal Growth?

Ego development, c6r chief measure of personal growth, is a stable
measure that does riot change radically over time. We administered
the test only to graduates of the 1970-71 class, assuming any
differences between the public and proprietary graduates' growth
would appear in the longer run. We compared the ego levels of the
1973 graduating class and the 1970-71 graduates and concluded there
were no differences in persona. growth between public and proprietary
graduates for ary occupational group. Nor did we find consistent
differences in reading or voting behavior. Our evidence did show
that public graduates went back to school considerably more often
than proprietary graduates. Their continued schooling was mostly
occupational ;usually in ::he same occupational field as their earlier
training). We could not determine from our data whether this behavior
stemmed from personality differences be,mee public and proprietary
graduates, or whether public schools created d demand for more
schooling. Those joing back to school were not consistently white
cr ethnic rinority, women or men, with high or low levels of
ego development, or in lour or high status jobs. Nor was ths2re
any difference in earnings betweeen those going back to school
and those who did not. We conclude that those going back to school
were doing so for econoric reasons, not to broaden themselves.

Are Public or Proprietary Graduates More Satisfied?

In two cases, proprietary graduates were significantly less satisfied
overall. The proprietary dental assistants' lower satisfaction
stemmed from their significantly lower earnings. The proprietary

177
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programming graduates' lower satisfaction was partly due tc their
lower-level jobs arc to the lower rrorunlior women it the
proprietary saTple. Womer tr all eccupatiers were ror
satisfied.

We asked each graduate tc 'ate the ,.v!iguacy ois cr her tnoirirc
and whether they would choose the Are school over. Five out if
six times, toe proprietary graduates rated their training signifi-
cantly lower then the public graduates did, and in all Lases,
significantly' fewer pronrietary graduates would repeat treir choice
of school. Roth public and proprietary graduates rated tneir training
less adequate if they had trained for a professional -level job

(accounting, programming or electronic techniciae) ccpared with
clerical or service occupations (secretary, dental a oiiTtart, or
cosmetologiut) that act higher ratings. This fidin n,. sur-

prisirg becauo_ only two out of ten peop1.2 who tro:; rollessiona1-

level jobs ever got them. We think the oroprietaro ',j(1:-..11, rated
their training less adequate and would repeat t ,ochoo: Lorice

less often cvel they earned as uch or more triLl.1 ye
counterparts, - wo reasons. First, oronrietary :.ol.)jrc

was usually rc. tense and shorter than public S:Y-JG1 tr, '

"I did it, I ha,, but I learned something, )no -y

secretarial graou3ti, told us. maura's comment swoerized feelirgs
cf many proprietary graduates. She said she "hated
the school prcga was rote trairjrg--over and over ar! 00_r until
she could type words per mirute.

e.e also think prc(0-2tary graceAtes rated their 'fle° '1-0)1

and would nct rep%, their school choice as often eceaoo: ih.y Paid
for their training Tit of their own nockets. As 42 pointet.:

it Chapter 5, the proprietary schools' direct Sch'tni :11N:; ringed

crom S412 for a nire-month course in ccsretclogy tr 1: 3r
.8-month course in electron'; technician trairirg The

charges ranged froze S9 for a one-year ccursc in assi

to 5368 for a two-year cows in trcgrarr,rr. On aver:!
lroprietary graduate paid about 20 acre ou "-;s, tr.c Ft

for eventially the sae job arc eerrf.gs 3'.; the

We car Jrderstard why proprietary Seiti;atc!,--rartirA,1 ir' tirse whc

trained for rrotessicral-level cbs and rrc.rdt/ '."e, --
lefelt less ';0:4tive abcet their tfainr,,:, pc !--atte atUd7

7)utlic schec' trainee crc

td their traih'ir': Hhfl
serv,7

; [rnIc

'-'0

tflar

!S
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Are Public or Proprietari Programs Compensatory?

We pointed out that women and ethnic minorities earned less than men
or Whites in the same jobs because of labor market discrimination.
In the first stage of this study, we analyzed the characteristics
and aspirations of public and proprietary students near graduation
and found the salary expectations of the less-advantaged pronrietary
students were equal to the expectations of the more advantaged
public students (Wilms, 1973). On this evidence, we suggested that
proprietary schools, driven by the profit motive and dependent cn
the success of their graduates, might compensate for their students'
less-advantaged backgrounds by providing well-targeted, intensive
training. Now, after analyzing the careers of 2270 graduates, we
feel that, with the one exception (dental assisting), neither public
nor proprietary schools are compensatory. Women always earned less
than men in the same jobs (all other things being equal), and
ethnic minority graduates earned less than Whites in five of the
six occupations.

Are Certain Kinds of Schools Better than OthLrs?

Public schools were larger and staffed wicn more middle-aged, better-
paid teachers who spent fewer hours in the classroom each week, but
we found no relationship between these variables and how well the
graduates fared. ..;e were not surprised, because public schools had

more resources and their hiring and comp?nsation scales were set
up to reward teachers on a relatively ulilorr basis.

Proprietary schools presented a differtn. picture. When we did
fird relationships between a school'.; c.,ciracteristics and the per-
forance of it graduates, we usually found the most successful
graduates had to medium to large schools with higher-paid
teachers wrc acrked fewer hours. This finding did not necessarily
mean a schon! would get better results sirrly by increasing teachers'
salaries. 'e'e interpreted this findi,i; io mean that moderately large
scnools had more resources and could choir teachers more. These
more successful school orovided geneli! better working conditions
than poorer schools. many of which enrolments and under -
raid 7hcs2 marairal school tc, eke every ounce of

rodi.,tity cut of their teachers ar ricilkcA them more hours each

ce vriLh se a tone of bare-ufviva subsisterce atmosphere
-a, ra,:e tie-e. effects or rn Ki -,tuderts who enr)lled

it Pex 1ve< hat eluded our

eta r 'ra,r icri ItudEr',7

. 1.-_irter! cu!, wedly teaching costs
").7. rer%_or r t 5, tjci' (c!-irarat'le rtblic teaching

vKicr- largest e)r.ieist
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proprietary student pail, on the average, 20 times more than the
public student for training. By adding the earnings the student
gave up while going to school, we arrived at a total cost to the
student. Table 118 shows that in the lower-status occupations
cosmetology, secretary, and dental assistant), total costs to the
student were almost equal for public or proprietary cosmetology
and secretarial training. The costs to the proprietary student
were considerably cheaper for dental assisting, even after taking
into the account the 51056 direct charge to the proprietary student.

The costs of proprietary training in the lower-status occupations
were about equal to cheaper than public training because charges
to the student were less and proprietary programs were considerably
shorter, which r..eant the student gave up less income.

When we rade the same coriparisor with the higher-status occupations
(accounting, programoing, and electronic technician), we found the
total training costs were less for the public student, because direct
school charges to the proprietary student were much higher in these
occupation,:, than in the lower-status occupations. The proprietary
schooling charges were higher partly because the programs were longer.

Many proprietary schools are seeking degree-granting authority and
arrangements for transferring their credits to traditional collegiate
schools to attract a larger share of the student arket. Working
from the assumption that the length of a program is related to its
quality, state departments of education, regional accrediting bodies,
and professional groups usually insist that training programs must
be a prescribed minimum length. Responding to these pressures,
many proprietary programs lose their distinct quality of short-term
intensive training, and become more like public collegiate programs.

In summary, if the public student were not subsidized by taxes and

paid the same charge to the school as the proprietary student, the
total cos -s to the student in )u, six occupations would be almost
equal. But, as we po;i1Lv:d nit in Chapter 3, public teaching co!-Ls

averaged 35 percent more than pr4rietary teaching costs. If the public

student paid ,:he entire cost, he would pay more. So proprietary training
was a bettr investmut for the stucrit where the programs were designed
to last a minimum length of time, reducing the student's foregone
income.

Summary e* the Study--the Limits of Self-Help

Our system of higher education evolved at a curious blend oY rugged
individualism and a desi,T for equal educational opportunities. As
a resJ1c, we have the most comprehensive system of postsecondary

it



TABLE 118

AVERAGE TRAINING COSTS TO THE STUDENT BY
TYPE Of SCHOOL AN OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM

Average school

charge to student
Total cost to
student (includes
foregone income)

Public Proprietary Public Proprietary

A,LountInl

Programmin;

Elctruni_ 'ec.,LIcin

'ertal A;iisting

secretarial

2osetclogy

5145

368

345

9

3!4

9

S29:0

2344

3024

1066

2383

:12

So.870

3480

5650

4017

7201

77b

58965

",;76

6/69

2466

7 281

879
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education in the world. One out of two young people are it some
kind of postsecondary school.

The system developed like an organism, becoming more complex and
differentiated to meet new needs. California's system includes
three tiers--the university, the state university, and the community
college systems. A "fourth segment" is row evolving that includes
any public instruction given outside formal classroom settings.
Proponents of this vastly differentiated system maintain that it
is meeting very diverse student needs.

Hansen and Weisbrod (1969), Jencks 4nd others (1572), Kat: (1973),
and others have produced evidence that indicates this differentiated
system maintains and supports class inequalities rather than overcomes
them. For example, Hansen and Weisbrod found that students from
families with the highest socioeconomic status attended the university.
Those with middle socioeconomic status attended the state university
system, and those with the lowest socioeconomic status were most likely
to go to a community college. They also pointed out that because of
regressive taxation, the poor were paying proportionately more for
the elite university system than the wealthy. Karabel (1972) end

Clark (1960) have shown that, within this system, the least advantaged
student is likely in the lowest rung of this system--the occupational
or vocational programs.

The average graduate in our study came from a family where the
combined unadjusted parental income was about S9600 yearly.
Typically, both parents were high school graduates and the father

was employed in a low-status white or blue-collar job.

Our findings contradict a popular conventional wisdom that has the
single-purpose proprietary schools attracting the most able, highly
motivated .tudents, leaving the more comprehensive public community
colleges to deal with the least able, unmotivated student. We found

the proprietary student brought fewer resources to school with him.

He was more likely a high school O. }pout or graduate of a low-status
general or vocational proe,:m. Also, the student who found his way

into and graduated from a proprietary school was more likely from an
ethnic minority group and his verbal skills lagged behind his public

school counterpart at graduation.

We found that while proprietary schools attracted more students with

low ego levels, there was n) difference between the public and

proprietary students at gracuation. Our data did bear out that the
proprietary student went to school more intensely and was more
concerned with job success after graduation, but these factors were
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not strong erough tc 4 .oduce significant differences in the achieve-
ment motive between the two sarples. Rather, respondents chose their
schools for ether reasons. We found a clear tendency for the least
advantaged student not tc attend the nearby inexpensive community
ccllege or technical school, but irstead to choose the relatively
expensive proprietary school. If the public postsecordary schools
are the latest evolution in an already highly differentiated
syster, why aren't they attracting the students for whom they
presumably were designed?

One reason is that public schools, when compared with proprietaries,
look like extensors of the academic middle-class public secondary
school system which many new students choose not te, or cannot,
relate to. As we reported last year, public posrsecondary schools
often recruit their faculties from elementary and secondary schools
(Medsker, 19EC), which, accoroing to Katz et al. (1973), gives the
public schools a cistinct middle-class flavor. In this same article,
Katz and his associates analyze socioenconomic characteristics of the
population c a California city and conclude the local community
college (L.: rot recruit the segments of the population wi`h the
fewest re':.!,urces. They write, "The middle income groups dominant
in the ad' .ristra6on and faculty of the public junior colleges
constitute its stud -int body as well." Katz concludes the public
junior college is fore a bulwark for he middle class than a channel
of mobility cr the entire community. Anderson, Bowman, and Tinto
(1972) also conclude that community colleges have not yet reached
the nation's lower classes.

People who Lao riddle-class advantages, particularly if they are
from ethnic minorities, tend not to participate in middle-class
institutions. Qecruitment patterns of the schools in th^ study
emphasize this point damatically. The predominantly middle-class
students it public schools tended to come from righ-status college
preparatory prograols and had superior verbal skills.

While a student's background was related to the kind of school he
chose, we 'curd only a limited relatiorship between those ctarac-
teristic and his ultimate success or failure in his career. Family
backgrourJ has only a lirited effect on earnings Jencks and others,
1872) and the earnings cf our samples within occupations did not vary
as nuch as a more heterogeneous sample with many different occupations.
Finally, although our findings on the relationship of ego level and
earnings were limited, we conclude that there are subtle and impor-
tant personality differences operating which we simply did not pick
up

Cut this study clearly adds yet another piece cf evidence that the
ever-exparding and evolving postsecondary system is not equalizing
income. Pather, it seers to suprort those inequalities. Consider:
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--45 percent of our sample clearly expressed the desire to
achieve a professional or technical level job by enrolling
for training as an accountant, programmer, or electronic
technician; but only 16 percent reached that goal.

--Only 19 percent of the sample wanted to become clerical
workers but twice that many, 38 percent of the sample, got

clerical jobs.

--At the lowest level of the occupational hierarchy, 37 percent
wanted employment as service workers and 33 percent found

that employment after training.

As we move down in the occupational hierarchy, the fit between
training and employment becomes better. A person's background

appears to operate indirectly on his career, through the kind of

schooling he or she chooses. Those with the most resources choose

four-year universities and get higher-status jobs. Those with the

least resources choose two-year or less occupational programs in
public or proprietary schools and get low status jobs.

Our data indicate yet another dimension of inequality. Two out of

ten men who chose to become accountants and went to school for

training found accounting jobs. After graduation they earned an

average of $131 per week. Men who graduated from four-year colleges
in the same year were offered salaries of S2CA per week to do the

same jobs (accounting, excluding certified public accountants)--a

difference of .35 percent (Source: Loilege Placement Survey, January 1973).

Comparisons with programmers and electronic technicians were similar.

Jencks and Riesran (1459), Karabel (1972), Newman (1971) and others

have written about "educational inflation" which means that a person

needs more formal schooling simply to maintain his relative social

position. The effects of educational inflation are insidious.
Berg (1970) did an extensive study to answer the question "Co people

with more years of formal education perform their jobs better than

people in comparable jobs with less years of formal education?"

Berg concluded that people with more education did not do their jobs

better, and suggested that "overeducation" was a root cause of worker

dissatisfaction.

0;hy then should a graduate of a proprietary or two-year public school

whc is lucky enough to get a professional-level job be paid 3E

percent less than a four-year college graduate doing the same work?

The skill training in accounting that a four-year college graduate

needs to perform tne technical aspects of his job can be Aucjht in

about two years, according to the dear of a large 'vest Coast university.

The skill training in accounting that most two-year public and

proprietary graduates need for the jobs they get, which are mostly
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clerical, can be taught in weeks. Yet the increasing lengths of
time these people are required to stay in school means, in effect,
that occupational access is not determined by technical ability but
rather by status conferred by years of schooling. Yet h'gh-status
educational programs are available only to those who are relatively
advantaged already.

The least advantaged person in the postsecondary system most often
chooses what is available to him--a local community college, technical
school, or a prcprietary vocational school. If he chooses to train
fcr a professional level occupation, his chances in our sample are
16 in 100 that he will find a job at that level, even up to our years
after school. If he is lucky enough to get one of the prized jobs,
he will still earn 36 percent less than a person doing the same job
with a four-year degree. On the other hand, if he chooses to enter
a lower-status occupation (excluding secretaries), he is likely to
get employed in the job of his choice, but, on the average, he will
earn less than the federal minimum wage.

We conclude this latest evolution of postsecondary education, public
and proprietary training, which supposedly provides new educational
services to new students, instead maintains class and income
inequalities rather than overcomes them.
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CHAPTER 7

RECOMMENDATIONS

These seven recommendations grew out of two central findings:

first, that eight out of every ten graduates of professional and

technical-level, postsecondary vocational programs did not get the

jobs they trained for; and second, eight out of ten graduates from

lower-lev6 vocational programs got the jobs they trained for, but
with the exception of the secretaries, barely earned the federal

minimum wage.

We realize that getting an education,, whether occurational
or academic, is d risky business. Very few o' us end up exactly
where we thought we were goinc when we started out. But we have core

to think that consumers of postsecondary vocational training deserve
special consideration tecause they are generally the least-advantaged
students in the syster.

..any core from general or vocational nigh school programs,

and a good percentage never finished high school. Their avenues to

upwarc mobility in our society are few. To them, education is a

serious business. A comritrert of time and money including foregone

earnings) usually represents a once- in- a- lifetirie effort to break out

of their place at the low end of the economic ladder.

History and comron sense both tell JS v.e cannot protect all
;Apple frog raking bad choices. We can, however, make sure that

people have at leas* jniral inforratior when they rake decisions.
We think occuoatioral education consumers reed rrre facts before they

car rake reasoned decisions or, the risks and benefits involved in

different kirds of programs.

Tre followirr; recorvendations adc:ress the question of how to

get i7ncrtant facts tc pozential consumers of postsecondary occuna-
tiorll education. l_ver the next few Hertns this report will Lc rear'

ar,S .:*,cussed ty educcit.;rs, 7e.:islators, and school ad; inistrators wric

1, we node, givc us ':neir sugoestiors. nuidarco, wo

w111 refine these r,:cor;endatiors 'Jrtil we +-eel w have an effective

wor4.3tle furmat for rakinc these scrcois ;.orc effectivc

jots for 3 demccrat:s
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Recommendation #1: ;;.e fydE.P.z: ;;,vernAent hcae,:d take steps

7.:Ko4rt' t?;at ctuLi6nte hart qocco.i relialle information

z :'e ipc1,7rame. :kat infcrmation should include

77L.!,,ckt cico'iocs r;.t ,Zr:.. ictoiled

des2ri;ti,Y, ' t/.4 f.mgra.-e have- me: thee( Lit ectives in

tire' should apply to private_ (nonpmfit and pro-

Irietar.,) schc,is.

Our study shows that public and proprietary schools were
not effective in placing graduates in technical or professional-level
jobs. The fit between training and placement was better further down
in the occupational hierarchy, but the graduates' earnings were so
low we wonder if the graduates would have chosen those programs if
they had known what lay at the other end.

Schools must provide information that explains exactly what
kind of job a program is training for. If most computer programming
graduates get computer operating and keypunch jobs, prospective students
have a right to know. Potential students also should be able to find
out attrition and placement rates and earnings of former students
before making a decision.

The Federal Trade Commission has proposed a regulation that
would require proprietary schools making claims about employment or
earrings resulting from their training to substantiate those claims
with placement and salary information from its graduates. The proposed
regulation moves in the right direction, but because of the Commission's
statutory limitations the regulation covers only profitmaking schools.
We feel that forcing only proprietary schools to divulge information
abuut their effectiveness would be unwarranted discrimination against
them. All new regulations should apply to any school offering
vocational training.

Recommendation #2: shol(id consider

fcr occna: program effectiveness. Certification

_n echo:7:s' liJae 72-adutce in jobs for

Product standardization and certification is one of the most

cortrun forms of regulation. Although these standards usually apply
to safety or quality, we can see no reason why they could not also be

used tc describe how well schools placed graduates in jobs for which

thEy trainee. For example, an 8C percent placement rate right warrant
ar porcert a ":' ratin(;. and so on.
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Recommendation 03:

If the Federal ;ade Colvission's proposed trade regulation
rule is passed, proprietary schools would have to substantiate their
claims about labor market conditions and employment opportunities.
To exempt other scmuols from this same requirement simply because
they do nut operate for nrofit addresses only part of the problem.
Any school that advertises occupational training, even if only in a
catalogue, should be required to at de Ly the same requirements; and
the burden of proof for substahtuting claims should rest with the
school.

Truth-in-Advertising requirements should pay particular
attention to the definition of occupational objectives and explain
them to students. .2, bookkeeper is not an accountant, a telephone
repairman is not an electronic technician, and a cosmetologist is not
a professional; but many words that inaccurately describe jobs are

used almost intercnangeably.

Recocriendation

Currently, limited authority for regulating vocational post-
secondary schools lies with voluntary accreditation commissions, the
Federal Trade Commission, the U. S. Office of Education, the Veteran's
Administration, and a host of offices within state departments of
education. Possibly, new legislation could expand the Federal Trade
Commission's authority, but actual enforcement should rest within
each state where the job is small enough to be done effectively and
local citizens can maintain control within broad federal guidelines.

Authority for auditing and enforcement should be placed in
state consumer affairs bureaus or other agencies already charged with

enforcement. We feel that this authority should not be placed within
departments of education, but states might charge "1202" commissions or

newly-formed coordinating councils with the auditing and enforcement.
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Recommendation 'L':
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Jr: *. 2oui,c1

We pointed out that in all but one case (dental assisting),
...!tnic minorities and women earned less than Whites and men in similar
jobs. Schools and employers have an ethical and moral obligation to
work toward equal pay, but they may also be legally culpable when they
actively engage in job placement and referral activities that are
dis,;riminatory. Schools should know they may be open for class-action
suit for possible violations of Section 6 (0) of the Equal Pay Act
of 1A3 contained within the Fair Labor Standards Act of '938, Title VII
of the Civil Nights Act of 1972, and the Fourteenth Amendment. We

reoormend that federal an6 state governments take steps to see that
grad,ates are protected according to these laws.

We realize if schools are forced to divulge information about
placement rates and earnings of graduates, some would seek out only
students th,lt have the best chance of finding the better jobs (White
males) wnicr would put women and ethnic minorities at a further
disadvantage. To help avert this possibility, the federal government
should consider incentive plans that would allow cash payments to
sch00% demoostratirA they have equalized salaries between men and
women, and Whites and ethnic minorities.

i,..ecommendation gb: . 14:7. P. ni

There is little coordination among the 10,000 proprietary
schools, nearly 100C public community college and technical schools,
and any private nonprofit schools that offer occupational training.
Private schools oierate in a modified market and the public schools
ir a modified planned system, each with its own constituencies and
leadersrip. Parely do the two meet except when competing for the
same shrir;kin resources. :one of the public schools in our sample
regarded local proprietary schools as competitors, although all the
proprietary schools considered local public schools their rain
co;Atition. indicates a profound lack of information between
sc'ools.

we recommend trat each level of government try to answer the
ciustion: kind of school does which jobs best? Public schools
-ight be 'ost effective 'v:ith longer programs (although most could be



shortened) that require a large capital investment. Proprietary

schools might do better with low-capital, short-term programs with
fast turnovers that yield a quick return on investment.

Some public schools have already explored cooperating with
proprietary schools through subcontracting. The public school offers
the general education and retains the ultimate right of student
certification but subcontracts with local proprietary schools for

skill training. This kind of arrangement deserves more study.

Recommendation *7: f::,i

..zre

This recommendation, which has no teeth in it, is based on
the assumption that schools would like to do a better job of training
students for employment than they now do. Employers do need trained
employees for jobs, and schools are the logical place for some kinds

of training. With better planning and coordination, more people
could be satisfied all around.

Each school should clearly define the employment objectives
of each of its occupational programs. It should then ask at least

the following questions:

- Are the programs' goals realistic?

- Is there a job market for graduates?

- Are graduates qualified for most jobs in their field?

- Are graduates getting a fair return on their investment

of time and money?

Only after thorough self-analysis should authorities in public
and private schools say with conviction that there is a value added

by the training offered. If grad,lates could get the same jobs without

the training, schools should revarp their offerings.

During the next few months we plan to rewrite these pre-
liminary recommendations in more complete form for publication. We

invite your comments and suggestions. The last page of this report

can be torn off and mailed to us with your responses.
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REPCPT nN LOCATING PROCEDURES by Coris Newman, NORC, April 15, 1974.

Reaching the C5 percent net completion rate on this study required
many different procedures, some conventional and some possibly
somewhat unorthodox.

Obviously the beginning was eas,--Respondents had listed telephone
numbers which actually belonged to them or, where no telephone number
was on the school list, we could get the number from Information
according to address. In many cases Respondents lived with their
families, so the surname was listed at that address wit:, a different
first nare. This was no problem if the name was not too common and
the list not too long for the Information operator to search for
the corresponding address. Fortunately Grand Central Terminal in
New York has directories for most large cities, our local supervisors
had their on directories, and some information operators are very
obligina.

In certain cases we found that Respondents had telephones with
unpublished numbers. Here we sent a telephone setter requesting
the number. Ue used the same letter in cases where repeated calls
at all hours elicited no response. Our percentage response on this
letter was not high but it helped. The local supervisors as well as
New York mailed these letters, so it is hard to estimate the number
sent--probably several hundred. All told, about 45 letters were
returned with information on when and how to contact the respondents.
We were most successful witJ respondents who had moved sone distance
--our `arthest was a young lady from Boston, trained as a dental
assistart, and now working hard at Mormonism in Utah.

Occasionally we fourd the reverse city directories of limited use,
but more as a source of verifying addresses than of obtaining phooe
numbers.

The telephone company's listings are remarkably complete and current
and, if properly approached, the Information operators are invaluable
assistants. For example, the San Francisco area has ten .ifferent



telephone directories, and a Respondent not locatable at the listed
address could often be found 4n an adjo'ring area. In any study of
this kind a com lete set of ali current eirectories as well as a
good map and a goo riowledge of the local geography, both physical
and socioeconomic, are of rrimary importance. We were fortunate in
having very krowledgeable supervisors in ;11 areas.

Contacting respondents through tneir place of employment was useful
to a very ':invited degree. It seemed as '7 the 197G -71 graduates

had gore cl to new jots other than those listed with the schools in
many cases, and the 197:-73 class had no jots yet listed. moreover,

some firms were reluctant to give us information, although it cases
where they could be persuaded it was usually very good.

We also had a sizeable problem with suspicious and uncnor,erative
families who refused to tell us where respondents were or, if they
were still living at home, to let us talk to them. In the case of
the women, they were also loath to reveal their married names, after
telling us that the Respondents were now married. Ir. such cases
occasionally the telephone-letter would -:et past mother 4h0 right
answer the phone for her child cut hadn't yet reached the point of
opening her son's or daughter's mail. The mail, incidentally, was
often sent in a plain envelope and hand-addressed so as not to be
identifiable from the outside. The contents, of course, were always

our regular letters.

Another method of reaching these Respordents was through other
members of the family. In one case where father was vague and mother
was adamant we found the same unusual surname listed in ore of the
suburbs. it turned out to to the young lady's brother and sister-in-law
who had no phone number for the Respondent but said they'd give her
mail if we sent it there. The Respondent, contrary tc her family's
assurances teat she was not interested, went to the trouble of calling
our New York office to biMterviewed once we had penetrated the
Iron Curtain and finally reached her.

One of our last interviews was done with an accountant with a long
u-oronounceable Peruvian name. We located his ex-wife who gave us

L.1,. name of a friend who might know his whereabouts. We reached the

flier' who had nc address or telephone number for the respondent, but
he said he spoke to him about once a week. and would have the Pesoondent

contact -s. And (like the Little Ped Hen) he did!

Then there was the Despondent who roved to 'lichirjar, for whom we had

a nele, address but no telephone number. Since we had no reply or the
telephone-letter we called the local Post flffice. They knew he rad

no phone listed becaiise he lived with his in-laws. And how did they

know it? He worked or the Post Office.
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In addition to the fiat, address, and phore nuiber for each Respondent,
Ce:h original sample sheet had a space co the name of a reference
person which our listers inserted in cases where :he school had such
inforT3tico or file. In ore case, for example, the reference person
in ,-±icd(lo dad roved to Les Angelec. We found the Los Angeles
aAress frcr a Cricagc reighbor on whor we -Ailed when, unable to
loc.:It the espord2rt, we went lnoking fur the referent, person.
i%en ve reacher! the Los Angeles Lontact she, in Turn, nave us 1
partial address for tol(! Pespondent hick in Chicage and from that
we found and got our interview.

Another refererce pe.,^son for a Miari case lived r Cembridge,
vAssachu;etts, but had no phone. A personal call there elicited the
naric of the Pespondent's mother (the reference person s wife) in
Florida, and the daughter lived right up the street from her mother.

Put our rest useiul source of information after the telephone company
the PF-,t ffic2. Cut uf ci total of approximately 2900 cases to

wolf' lett.t:r . ,:ere railed, we had sorry. 187 forwarding addresses supplied
t.Lr Post fficr, and ie addition about 350 letters came back with

varyino notaticns. The breakdown in the York office by areas
was as fellnws:

Boston Chicano Miami San Francisco

Letters returned sn 99 92 107

Letters forwarded by Pn 41 42 52 52

'etw addresses 1 SI 3 16 20 10

uccessful telephone-letters 13 3 4 13

These figures are not strictly accurate for several reasons. Some
letters were forwarded without our being notified while other undelivered
letters were rot all returned. And there were some, although not many,
duplications of inforratior. As for the figures on the telephone-
letters, Chicago had sore of theirs returned directly to them rather
tear corinn into the New York office, since they had their own printed
returr envelopes from %CPC to use.

Fortunately, returned rail cores back with the reason for return
indicated. Letters marked no such address" are pretty much of a
total loss. One marked addressee unknown at this address" or "moved,
left no address' are not much better although here occasionally a
personal call ray be successful. But those marked "roved, not
forwardable" cr 'forwarding address expired" can be a goldrine.

This code usually means that the Pcst Office has or had an address.
If the Respondent has roved within a year the letter will be forwarded
autoratically and a card sent us with the forwarding address. But
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the Post Office keeps addresses on file for two years, so for '1,
if they still have the address on lit you may ebtaie it, like all

rules, each Post Office interprets this one its own waysmall towns
keep their records longer and will give you addresses more than twu
years o'c!, often accompanied by nice personal notes. Sen Francisco

Main Post Office apparently keeps nothing longer than ten minutes,
and Miami is somewhat better but not much. All told, we sent for

131 addresses and received about 50 to work from, most of them very
goo?. a response rate of almost 4C percent.

We also got new addresses from the Boards of Cosmetology in both
Sacramento and Tallahassee (which were the only tvo areas where we

had cosmetologists in the sampie). Here, too, our results were just

fair, with about 28 addresses from California out of C7 requested
and 11 of about 50 from Florida, but many of then long outdated and

of no use. Our ,tsalts with the California Motor Vehicle Department
checking names against registered drivers' licenses were somewhat better

but not spectacular, and they cost us 53 for each name for a prompt

response. A SI inquiry takes about (.;ix weeks and we didn't have that

much time available. Incidentally, the Coards of Cosmetology made

no cha-ge at all, which was fortunate in view of our results.

We also went bac'. to the schools, hopefully for improved addresses,

possibly in a di*ferent file or office. Here the results varied

according to the schools and how they kept their records. The most

useful part of this investigation was corroboratiog the visa entries

of Respondents who were here on student visas and therefore could be

assumed to have left the country and thus dropped out of our sample.

A student visa is only good for about a month after graduation, after

which time the student tecomes an illegal alien and even more difficult

to trace since he doesn't want to be found by anybody. Incidentally,

the Immigration Department was cf no help in locetirn since they

require submission of forms showing place and date of birth, date and

port of entry, and other detailed information we did not have.

One method of locetion which we found least useful was the practice

of leaving our number for a hard-to-reach respondent and as',..ing to

have him cell us Lack collect. This method leaves the interviewer

hanging--she doesn't want to call agair and risk ar cut-and-out

refusal because toe Respondent feels he is being tangered or the

contact person gets annoyed, and yet she can't wait forever. Or the

whole, it is a good method not to use.

In sirrarizing cur methods of contacting and interviewing, it is

extremely difficult to curinare rates of effectiveress on each one

as sc uses involved comtination, of several. nnly a detailed

aralysis the race Sheets or all the co-pleted cases could hive

accurat:: firl'..rcs. The ccs ts en personal intervievjr--rea,-Ar(;
intervies dero race -t(-face Ot the espondect--do rot heir



indicate the number comeleted getting out into the field, locating
soma single piece of information about the Respondent and then fallowing
it up and interviewing by telephone. Perhaps an illustration will
show this fact better than an explanation!

A persistent field interviewer tracked down a neighbor of one Respondent
and the neighbor mentioned that the respondent had moved to Colorado
"a couple of years ago." Sparsely populated states such as Colorado,
Idaho, or Utah 3re always hopeful. In this case, since the Respondent
was not listed in Denver, the obvious first choice, and since as a
cosmetologist a nopulous tourist area seemed likely, the next choice
was Colorado Springs. And there she was, the only listing under that
surname, presumably just waiting for us to call her.

In conclusion, we felt that the response to our mail questionnaires
was a bonus of sorts Once all we could do there was nail them out
and wait. Mailing was relatively cheap (65t for domestic airmail to
send the questionraie, return envelope, original letter and special
"mail-letter"), particularly where we had already invested quite a

sum in contacting and lotating. We sent our 67 domestic nail question-
naires. These went to people without telephones in areas where we had
no interviewers near enough to make a personal call. (Domestic mail-
letters attached.) They went to servicemen overseas whom we had
found through the Worldwide locator in Washington. In these cases
families or reigh;)ors had indicated that the Respondents were in the
Service, and with the Resoondent's name and social security number
and an explanation 0 what we wanted the Army and Air Force Locators
would supoli the information. The Navy would not oblige, but with
Wficiert c'fort on our part they might have--we only had one case.
In addition, rail questionnaires were sometimes forwarded by families
reluctant to give us new names or addresses but willing to forward
mail. Sore Respondents requested rail questionnaires in reply to
our original letter or to the telephone-letter. And a few we just
sent to people who had refused to be interviewed by telephone. And
a few we just sent to people who had refused to be interviewed by
telephone. So far, we have recei"ed 17 completed questionnaires from
domestic sources !those that are returned to us under our nostal
permit), a rate of just 25 percent.

In addition, we sent out 42 questionnaires to foreign addresses all
over the world at a total mailing cost of $65. These adnresses were
obtained either from the schools, where the only listing was a foreign
ore, or where the recrrds showed family at a foreign address who
7i ,ht forwar a 4 i tc a respondent 'f.hor we had beer unatle to find

`talcs. cr where we had obtained a forei c address
cr: a 7er;cr or .7-clover here for a Qesoonden_ who had left

.e were unatle to prenAv the reslie in
e _e res:-Jordert Upon recei;t fF P'e

.7ort,ler to reirturse sir', with a tit to c,-Are, for
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the returr postage he was forced to pay. Tc' date we have received

eight guestionraires, one each from the rahamas, Pexico, Cnsta Rica,
Vneiuela, ecuador, and Columtia, ana two from New Guinea, but since
the offer still holds for several weeks perhaps we will get more.

The key factors in all cases seer to be persistence and time.
People don't just vanish into thin air, they are somewhere and the
frustration of the Can't locates was undeniably theiiiiidifficult
part of this whole study.
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APPENDIX 2

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

As of 1967, according to HnIgkinson (1967), about 1000 articles and
books had been published that dealt with social class in America.
Yet it remains an elusive and controversial subje,..t. If we define
socioeconomic status as a relative ranking that is derived from a
combination cf social and economic factors, the major components of
this concept arc: ore's occupation, one's level of education, one's
income, and social ranking by others. The last of these was termed
Evaluative Participation (EP) by Warner (1957) in his classic work,
Social Class in Arerica, but later, as urban societies becamer larger,
more colFFITZ, an anonymous, this variable was found to be unreliable,

The results of the Coleman (1966) study suggest that student responses
are reliable. In this study of some 640,000 students, Coleman found
that self-report on SES items resulted in "reasonable" accuracy on
items about themselves, their schooling, and their homes and families.

In a limited pilot test, we included three other items in our initial
SES r-easwre--books it the home, rooms per person, and personal posses-
sions.

The items dealing with rooms per person, books in the home, and personal
possessions were dropped from the SES Index because of low inter-
correlaticrs. The resulting measure for socioeconomic status is an
equally wei;hted (Green, 19f E) combination of father's and mother's
level c education, occupation cf father, and family income, which
the literature shows to be the primary measure for SES.

13rx, rurl'er cf students failed to complete all four of the items
!rat ccrcrised tre SES measure and we were unable to construct the
'r,!e4 planned. Irstead, we identified the ElO cases
!rat complete data, rr all four variables, and constructed
tf7e crrelaoicr ratri, telow.
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TABLE Al

CORRELATION MATRIX OF FOUR VARIABLES COMPRISING THE SES
INDEX FOR GRADUATING S1UDEWS

(n = 810)

VAR323 I VAR324
I

VAR332 VAR335

Mother's Education 1.0000 .5203 .2718 .3931

VAR323

Father's Education .52C3 1.0000 ...1/75 .3715

VAR324

Father's Occupation .2718 .3775 1.000 .3031

VAR332

Family Income .3931 .3715 .3031 1.0000

Th)s procedure developed the relationship between each of the four

variables that make up the SES Index. Using regression techniques,

the value of rissing data on one variable was predicted from the
data or the other three variables. The missing data was filled

accordingly. Scores were standardized and a new correlation matrix
was derived for the 210 cases plus the cor'pleted 521 cases.
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TABLE A2

CORRELATION MATRIX OF FOUR VARIABLES COMPRISING
SES INDEX AFTER FILLING MISSING

DATA FOR GRADUATING STUDENTS
(n = 1331)

IVAR323 VAR324 I VAR332 VAR335

VAR323 1.0000 .5415 .2428 .4037

VAR324 .5415 1.0000 .3682 .3796

VAR332 .2428 .3682 1.0000 .3184

VAR335 .4037 .3796 .3184 1.0000

Thirty-nine cases were found to be missing data on all four variables.
The decision was made to inspect each schedule to determine if the
respondents had failed to answer an abnormal number of other questions,
and if, in our judgement, the other responses in the 39 schedules
appeared to be flippant or otherwise unreliable. The questionnaires
were inspected, were judged to be reliable and were returned to the
data file. In the analyses that treat SES as a dependent variable,
those cases were not used.
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APPENDIX 3

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

We reviewed existing instruments for measuring achievement motivation
and selected Loevinger's ego development (1970). Originally conceived
by Adler (1956), it was operationalized recently by Loevinger and is
measured from the results of sentence completion tests. The develop-

ment of one's ego (or self) is seen as moving through various stages
(Loevinger defines seven), each of which has its own characteristics,
as indicated in the table on the following page. Low ego development
is characterized partly by impulsiveness, opportunistic behavior,
and dependence on extrinsic standards. Higher levels of ego develop-
ment are characterized by tolerance for ambiguity, conceptual com-
plexity, and inner-directednes.

Fred L. Strodtbeck, Director of the University of Chicago's Social
Psychology Laboratory, developed the connection between Loevinger's
concept of ego development and its relationship to the achievement
motive through a modified sentence-completion test. The achievement
motive at the lower ego levels can be characterized by a striving
for material things, through narrowly goal-oriented behavior. At

the mid-levels, achievement motivation takes on a new dimension of
needs for social approval and objective accomplishment. At the

upper ranges, inner standards come into play and self-realization
in part supplants the externally-oriented achievement motive.

strodtbeck has established positive correlations between ego develop-
ment anti Potter's internal - External Scale (r=.16), and Coopersmith's
Self Esteem Scale (r=.21) that reasure elements of the achievement
motive. Positive relationships between ego development and
McClelland's nAch have also been demonstrated, although they have
not been published yet.

Each of the Lgirning and graduating students and the 1970-71 graduates
completed a sentence completion test, which 4as scored by trained
scorers under the supervision of Stephen Mansell of Chicago's Social
Psychology Laboratory. The total protocol rating between each of
the four scorers and Harseli ranged from .76 to .88.

Al0



In order to provide a better understanding of the concept, we have
provided sore examples taken frcr student responses to sentence
corpletions at different ego levels.

We chose the sentence stub: Education

A subject at the A level would be likely to respond:

Education "is a good thing to have."

A subject at the 3/4 level would be likely to .espond:

Education "is a very important step in life."

A subject at the 3 level would be likely to respond:

Education "is very important to get a job."

A subject at the 5 level would be likely to respond:

Education "seems valuable in itself."

The first response at the delta level represents a relatively low
level of ego developrent because the 0 person perceives education
as something to possess, but with no clear objective cr reasons.
The level 3 response represents a higher degree of responsibility
in terms of job orientation, and the utilization of education as a
means to another ev1- -the end in this sense (a job) is external to
the subject, and conforming in nature. The 3/4 person no longer sees
education as a concrete entity that one can possess, or strictly as
a means to an end, but rather as a part of the process cf life and
the future. In the level 5 score, education is viewed as having

intrinsic value, and its use is self-determined, rather than con-
forming.

All
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To the reader:

We are interested in receiving comments on this research report, and
particularly on the preliminary recommendations contained in Chapter 7.
For example, are the recommendations feasible? If not, what are some
alternatives? Which state agencies might best handle enforcement and
consumer protection? Now should the final recommendations be presented
in order to have an impact on federal and state legislation?

This page may be torn out. We invite you to use it as a self-mailer
(postage paid) to respond to us. Thank you.

Wellford Wilms

CfnstItution7

(address) (c(TY, state, zip)
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